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The Worning Star,
WEDNESDAY,

JUNE 22, 1881.

SELF-ADMONITION.
“Be still, my rufiled soul, and wait!
My doubting spirit, see!
There’s weakness in this troubled state,
This doubt must blindness be.
As calm the infant’s eyelids close
Beneath a mother’s eye;
As waits his hunger, when he knows

Will come the sure supply.
So rest, unquiet soul, at length!
God knows thy special want;
In faith, in confidence is strength,
Believe! and He will grant.

~E. C.L.in N.Y, Observer.
O-0-O-0-0-4

INDIA LETTER.

ae

MIDNAPORE,

April
28, 1881.

Having mentioned in my letter of last
+ July -the birth of the Star in the East, a
weekly religious journal published in Calcutta, it now becomes my duty to record

its premature demise. It lived just nine
months, but in that time did good service
and gave hopes of increased success. The
subscription list however was too small to
enable the publishers to continue the enterprise. Missionaries generally will de-

plore the early death of this thoroughly
evangelical and aggressive sheet. It used
" to bring us every Sunday the freshest
items of missionary news from all parts
of India, Ceylon, Burmah and even China.
We shall greatly miss its cheerful, friendly face. Calcutta, or indeed India, has
no publication that just fills its place.
Theological schools are yet in their infancy in India, but we have several, and
‘the numberis increasing.

The

Church

Missionary Society has a flourishing Divinity School at Lahore. This was begun

by Dr. French, now Bishop of Lahore.
In point of scholarship this is supposed to
rank first in India. The Greek and Hebrew languages are studied by some of
the students, and much of the instruction

is imparted in English.

Though this is

an Episcopalian

pupils of other

school

missions are admitted, and I have noticed

that our American Presbyterian brethren
in India avail themselves of the advan-

4

tages of this

school.

They

once

had

a

very promising school of their own at
Allahabad, but since the retirement of
Messrs. Kellogg and Wynkoop, the learn-enterprising instructors, I believe

the school has been closed. Dr. Kellogg
came to India with me in 1865 and is now
a professor in the Presbyterian Theolog-

ical Seminary at Alleghany City, Pa. Mr.
Wynkoop holds a pastorate in Washington, D. 6.

India

could ill afford

to lose

two such young and vigorous workers.
So far as I am informed there are four
American theological seminaries in India
and one in British Burmah.
Our brethren
of the American Board (Congregationalist) have

two most

excellent

schools,

onein their Madura and the other in their
Marathi Mission, the former located at
Ahmednagar and the latter at Pasumali.

The

Baptist

thoroughly

Missionary

organized

Union

and

has

successful

schools at Ramapatam in Southern India
and at Rangoon in British Burmah. The
Methodist Episcopal church supports a
wide-awake and aggressive institution at
Bareilly in the Northwest. Our General
Baptist brethren have a college for training

preachers at Cuttack, which
some strong men into their
At Serampore the English
sionary Society keeps up

has sent out
mission field.
Baptist Misa' theological

class in their College, but of late years
very few huve belonged to it. Besides
these there 0
kilt schools. The

Free

church and

Established church of

Scotland have theological classes in their

colleges in: Calcutta

and do not keep

separate divinity halls at home, :
As to the number of students

studying

theology

in the

up

now

schools cited

above I am unable to give full figures.
The late reports of the two Congregation-

alist schools do not specify the number of

students.
apatam

of his spectacles, with those great expres-

I look upon it as a cheering to-

n that all our schools for training

N. H.

ed and

church.

min-

Sters are putting the Bible more and
Jetters on business, remittances of
Faroe be addressed, at Dover, N. H. //| more to the front. Some of Chancellor
unications designed for publication’
Crosby's ringing utterances on this subject
Sddressed to Editor 7 he Morning Star,

Lg
Wh
Dover,

creeds, but this is, perhaps, what we might
expect in. an established or national

Publisher,

STEWART,

D,

The Baptist seminary at Ram-

reports 202 students.

This is ]o-

cated in the Telugu field which hag been
80 richly blessed of late years, This
field reports over 3000 additions by bap-

tism for 1880.

The M.E. seminary at

Bareilly has seventeen

students and

that

of the C. M. S. at Lahore about twenty, I
think, Of the other schools I can not
speak. There is a great disparity in the
reports of theological schools, which

make
it difficult
s to collect statistics. We

Should have, and I hope we may have
more uniformity in this matter.

o)

sive eyes, which once seen

when

out

apto a
first
top
on

an investigation or intensified by interest,

could never be forgotten.

He then ‘com-

mand is continued

This represents 1,005,781 gallons.
A tax was also paid on 111,720 gallons
of grape brandy.
;
The total thus consumed by the people,
not including imported liquors, was 62,217, 863 gallons of proof spirits.

heavier profits they make the larger
bonds they require. Why should they
insist on outside parties indorsing the
Agents they employ? They make the
money... Why then should they not hire

protection,

and the

their own clerks at their own risk, instead

NEW

YORK LETTER.
NEw

YORK, June-18.

We have st the present

moment

two

ETE

a distinguished new city missionary (Mr.
Judson) not yet supplied with a church,

arid ‘an

unprecendented

new

mission

church not yet supplied with a minister.
mencedin his slow, measured; and em- 347,110 barrels manufactured and a tax of the risk with them ?
The latter is the handsome church in
What has this castom of requiring Rivington Street lately built by Morris
made at the Edinburgh Pan-Presbyterian phatic manner of speaking, somewhat as $12,346,077.25 was paid on what was
Assembly in 1877 come to mind. God's follows :
consumed. The rate of this tax is one dol- bonds amounted to in the long run ? What K. Jessup, Esq., the banker (of Jessup &
* Senjor—Fullonton,—I understand— lar per barrel. The amount comsumed the companies have lost by defalcations Patton), leading co-adjutor with Wm. E.
own Holy Word, in the original tongues
I then was 12,346,077 barrels.
has been immensely greater that 'what | Dodge, Jr., and others in building up the
or in the-vernaculars, must be the chief that you are—a Free—will—Baptist.”
am
sure
he
put
in
the
¢¢
will,”
for
everythey
have ever realized from bondsmen. New York Young Men's Christian Associtext book for all time in every school of.
If any one wishes to estimate the cost
the prophets that would send out worthy body did in those days. I couldn’t deny to the consumer of this ‘straight whis- It is only a nominal protection -at best. ation to its present greatness; prominent
just key,” if not ¢* watered ? as it was sold, at And since the failure of Agents is apt to and potent also in organizing and sustainmen for life's hard work and warfare.
it. But it puzzled
zzled me to comprehend
m
per balf-gill, he will be felt very severely by those who have ing the monster Moody meetings in this
Only one more point can I call attention what connection, if any, existed between | the rate of of
to now, which is, the” staff of instructors college affairs and one’s particular church find it to b
98,194,323.20;
and the indorsed them, in what sense is it a wise city; a noble Christian steward, I need
3
as accessible, kind and unasin these schools. The Lahore school finds relation. If it had occurred somewhat amount paid for the fermented liquors, if policy? It seems to amount mainly to not add,and
work for two English missionaries and earlier during the intolerant days of New
at the rate of 5 cents per half-pint, was this,—Who shall take the final responsi- suming a gentleman as one could wish a
native assistants. Our American schools England, as he was of the ‘‘regular ore $3565,567,017.60. The total expenditure, bility of employing an Agent or Cashier Christian leader to be.
These coincidences of missionary moveder,” and I was not, I might have ex- by the people, for home made liquors, in for this” money-making company? Why
at Ahmednagar, Pasumali, Rangoon, Ramapatam and Bareilly, all without excep- pected a lecture on heresy, or something the last fiscal year, was $753,761,340.80, shouldn’t it be the party that is chiefly ment are hopeful for a new era of ChrisAny one interested in the management of the tianity in the city so rapidly falling into
tion, I believe, employ two or more mis- of that sort, which under the circumstan- or $15.02 for each individual.
sionaries, besides native assistants. In ces might have been construed into relig- can easily compute from this the cost for business ? In effect itis so. Why then utter heathenism for some time past—
addition to regular instructors some of ious persecution. And this apprehension his town or State, if it is an average in should not the company assume the risk Mammon, Pride and Pleasure the trinity
the schools have lectures on special topics, might have been strengthened by the fact, its use of liquor. Property is consumed of its own conduct? If Cashiers and and only gods so much as professed by
Treasurers and such will default,—and a great and increasing majority of the
A
¢. g., Anatomy and Physiology, History of | that they gave me in infancy a name that to this amount.
what sense is there in trying population. It is rather instructive to reIt is a noticeable fact, that of the 1,244,- they will
Missions, Sunday Schools, Methods of savors largely of martyrdom. There was
to
shift
or
divide
the responsibility of em- mark how much easier it must be to com851
gallons
of
rum
exported
from
Boston
Mission Work, Sanitarian and Hygiene, John the Baptist, and John the Evangeetc. The reader will see that we are get- list, and John ‘Chrysostom, and John last year, 1,210,153 gallons went directly ploying them? We hope to see the time plete the mission outfit, beginning with
when every honest
man will refuse only the missionary, than beginning with
ting organized for thorough work over Wickliffe,
and
John
Huss, = and to African ports. Nearly half the' rum
to bet his all on the honesty of an Agent, only the churchno matter how excellent
here and the next generation should see a John Rogers,
and
the rest, all
of made in this country is exported from
and will insist that they who make the and well appointed. Mr. Jessupcan ascorps of far better trained men in the na- whom suffered martyrdom, or grievous Boston to Africa.
Lr
tive ministry of India. There are several persecution for opinion’s sake. But the
Another fact to be noticed is, that, money should also take the risks of his sure the church, but the pastor remains a
problem.
Mr. Judson having assured
other points in this connection which President went on to say, that he had just while in the year ending June, 1877, we integrity.
the pastor, there is no sort of problem
must bide their time, for my space is full, been reading a report of the doings of our exported 8.88 percent. of the tobacco
about having the church, in the most perGLEANINGS.
and I fear the reader's patience finished as denomination on the subject of education, manufactured, iw’the last year, we exfect sort that may be found desirable.
well.
J.L. P.
and had become very much interested in ported only 6.71 per cent. But the exBY T. C. PARTRIDGE.
-b-d>--b
Ashbury M. E. Church: celebrated this
0-0-0
it. That turned the tide of affairs, for I port of spirits has largely increased, being
“Thus speaketh the Lord of hosts say- week its semi-centennial in the beautiful
THE BEGINNING OF THE EDUCATION was interested in that very thing myself. 4.22 per cent. of the total spirits manu- ing: execute true judgment, and show old Gethic stone edifice on Washington
ENTERPRISE.
He added, ‘ I advise you to remain with factured in '77, and 18.55 per cent. in 80. mercy, and compassion every mau to his square, purchased by it from the ReThis is
your
people.” Why he said that, I could The largest export is of alcohol because brother: and oppress not the widow, formed Dutch, five years ago.
BY J. F.
one of the few specimens of well approved
never form even a satisfactory conjecture. of its smaller bulk.
nor the fatherless, the - stranger nor the architecture in our motley metropolis.
The approaching forty-first Anniversary I never thought for a moment of leaving
In the last four years there have been poor, and let none of you imagine evil When 1 first visited it, I was sixteen
of the Theological
School, - naturally ‘“ my people.” Why: my mother was a 26 officers and employes killed and 55
years old, and it was the finest church in
against his brother in your heart.”
enough reminds one of the first, and of Free Baptist, Will and all. But he said wounded in seizing 3,910 illicit stills and
the city, making a grand and delightful
Dressing a large pickerel I found a impression upon me to this day. Trinity
the circumstances which rendered that it, and added, ‘¢ remain with your people, arresting 7,105 persons for violation of
smaller
one in his stomach. I thought, a church was then building, and the old
possible.
to promote among them education, and a the revenue laws.
was a leading instifish is not a moral being and has no con- Broadway Tabernacle
In January; 1840, there was held at higher culture, ”or something to that effect.
These facts from the U. S. reports
tution. But of the many costly churches
science,
and
may
act
according
to
the
inActon, Me., one of the most important Very
sensible and wholesome advice furnish material for reflection.
that now adorn or disfigure our uptown
stincts of his nature. But why should streets and avenues, not one was yet
:
roe
spt]
conventions ever convened in connection
which might properly enough, and quite
mankind bite and devour each other in thought of.
with our denominational work. A full as appropriately, be disseminated in some
BETTING ON HONESTY.
One of the strongest and most conser—
any sense? Why should the rich oppress
record of its doings has just fallen under quarters among us to-day.
BY JOHN MOSES.
the poor, or the poor seek advantage of vative Presbyterian churches in the submy observation, and I propose to note a
5. Opening of the School. In the folthe rich ? Why should they set traps and urbs last Sunday introduced into its com—
The long line of defaulting cashiers lay
few items connected therewith.
: lowing autumn the ¢‘ Library” was estabsnares for each other ? Are they not munion service the sweet unfermented
they not all juice of homegrown canned grapes. It
1. The number of members in allend- | of lished at North Parsonsfield, and the and treasurers might well call public at- all moral beings? Should
tention
to
the
forlorn
bondsmen
that
they
have
censciences
?
Should
they
not deal seemed to me a happy and easy ‘solution
ance. The attendance in number was school
opened
in
connection
with
for churches everywhere, of the problem
justly,
and
be
merciful
and
show
compasleave behind them. We know very well
of adhering to the letter of the primary
certainly respectable, indeed larger than Parsonsfield Seminary. Professor M. M.
sion? ‘To do justice and judgment is
under the circumstances could have been Smart took charge, and gave. instruction what the custom is. A committee of per- more acceptable to the Lord than sacri- example without risk of re-kindling a. demoniacal appetite in seme barely rescued
sons,
with
a
cash
capital
of
perhaps
five
fice,”
reasonably expected. Seyenty-six names as the only teacher, assisted by a few
victim and remanding him to perdition in
An eagle sat upon a jutting crag, remembrance of his Saviour. Perhaps the
were enrolled.. But what is of higher courses of lectures from experienced pas- hundred thousand dollars, wishes to go
significance is the extent of territory rep- tors. The number of students in atten- into some kind of banking or insurance grave and serious, as though ‘meditating reactionists who will have it that alcohol
is essential to the Bible meaning of wine,
resented, which shows that it was not a dance, as appéarsby the first year’s cata- or manufacturing or other business. They
upon his high professions.
.A sudden and therefore to the elements of the Lord’s.
are
to
control
the
concern
and
pocket
the
local affair, but that there was a general
move, and down he dropped, and bore Supper, will cry out sacrilege, as Mr. Tallogue, was 18. But .as practically all
uprising, so far at least as our people in ‘ church members,” who ¢ gave evidence dividends. The profits may yield them away a bleating lamb.
He heeded not mage does in the Lord’s Prayer without
I read in the last New EnglandNew England were concerned. There of a call to the ministry,” without refer- all the way from ten to a hundred per cent. the cry and pain, of his helpless victim, doxology.
er, with lively curiosity, a set argument to
on
the
money
invested.
At
least,
if
there
but hastened on and appropriated him, to prove that wine in the Bible always means
were members present from all the New ence
to any educational, not to speak of
ratify his vulture appetite. We despise alcoholic wine. Now, at last, I thought,
England States except one, and they re- intellectual qualifications, were eligible if any money made out of the business,
the bird and, pity the lamb. . The vulture we may be instructed in their most wise.
the company gets it.
presented more than forty different towns to. membership,
this will account in
the cumulative testis
To act as their immediate Agent, or is none to blame. He has acted accord. reasons for ignoring
and cities. ' Of the whole number twenty- part for the number being as large as it
ing to his nature. But why should man mony of ancient writers to the existensewine were ministers, of whom only some was, and possibly for the falling away of Cashier, or Treasurer, or whatever he sit pondering and planning the ruin of and excellence of concentrated grape syrmay be called, the company employs a his brother? Let every one look out for up, as dilated for drinking, under the six or seven are now living.
a few, who didn’t amount to much. The man and pays him fifteen hundred dollars himself is a common motto.
But the name of wine. Judge of my disappeint2.
The
object proposed.
The end
fact, however, that some one-third of the a year. He has no opportunity to legally word of God says: ‘ Look not every man ment: this reverend advocate was only.
sought by this convention was to provide number now, after the lapse of 41 years,
on his own things, but every man, also, less abusive, more helplessly hysterical,
some means for furnishing better facili- are more or less engaged in active serv- share in the profits of the concern. But to on the things of others.” ¢ Woe unto and more entirely illogical, than Dr. Croson the same subject.
Strange that
ties for the instruction and suitable pre- ice, is certainly creditable to the class as protect themselves, the company requires them, for they have gone in the way of by
these able and excellent men who scoat °
that
the
Agent
furnish
bonds.
So
from
Cain.”
paration of the young men of the denomitotal abstinence as illogical sentimentalism
a whole.
among his acquaintances he gets perhaps
Take no unjust usury.
Sell property can nope of them get on the subject themnation, called of God to the work of the
Thus in less than eight months after
dive or twenty to promise to pay the com- and goods at their value, neither misrep- selves without forgetting fact and arguChristian ministry.
The need of this was the first public education meeting a Theopany
from five to twenty thousand dollars resent, nor hide defegts in goods.
Pay ment in mere rant. Not a serions word in
set forth in a series of 17 articles, or reso- logical school, with the slightest pretenrebuttal of the citations from Pliny and
and washerwoman a fair other travelers, ancient and modern, save
lutions, passed by the convention.
In sions to be sure,but with an ample curric- each in case their Agent proves: false or the laborer
compensation ; and treat them and all the bald and bold assertion that wine is an «
runs away.
these resolutions . sufficient caution
-ulum of studies,and the formation of regother persons as human beings passing alcoholic drink by definition and whiieuts
The
Agent
soon
finds
that
he
hasn't
maintained against countenancing any ular classes, was inaugurated. It was
on to the same destiny. ‘Servants, be con- alcohol there.can be no wine: ergo, Jesus
tendency to supersede the call of the a bold movement, and pushed, with dis- enough salary to support his family. He tent with you wages.” ‘¢ Godliness with can have made only an intoxicating drink
for the wedding guests, and imposed it on
spirit, and fervent piety, and a burning cretion, but gallantly against poverty, sees his employers realizing handsomely ‘contentment is great gain.”
followers * until he come.”
:
zeal for Christ and souls, as a prepara- and prejudice, and even active opposition, on their investments. He takes a little of
My gleanings are not all wheat. I hisIt_i3\
a most painful and humiliating
the
money
that
is
lying
idle
in
the
safe,
tion for the work, by any or all possible The result was an awakened enthusiasm,
pick up a few of the many things I find stage
oKyhe incipient conflict with the cor- a
and tries to make a little profit with it be- by the way, ind must throw them in pro- perate money power, when that power
literary acquisitions. In
one article, such as I bave never witnessed on any
miscuously.
.
“ not only sits supreme in Washington,
there is a distinct disavowal of any inten- subject of the kind among our people. fore it will be needed in the business of
forces its way upon the Supreme Bench,
Last
Lord’s
day
I
worshiped
with
the
the
concern.
His
venture,
fails.
To
cover
tion ¢‘ to establish a Theological School,
At Yearly Meetings, and anniversaries that failure, he takes a little more. He small Baptist church in Albion,Mich.,and dominates both parties and the leading
presses, and carries it with a high
which shall require any given amount of the sessions devoted to the discussion of
in
was entertained with a very good free will the legislature at Albany, but also hand
works
knowledge to be acquired,or any speci- Education were often the most exciting | fails again. Again he tries without sucits
wires
80 potently as to win over antidiscourse. At Homer I heard that two
fied length of time to be spent in Biblical and interesting of all. The speakers were cess, and, the next we know, he is taking
miles out was a F. B. church under the monopoly leaders and the New York Times
the
cars
for
somewhere,
and
that
is
the
to
the support of its own legislative attorstudies.”
greeted with eager listeners,
filling
His accounts are examined. care of Brother John Ashley. Brother ney for Senator of the United States! The
3.
The action taken.
It was voted, as churches to the doors, and sometimes ac- last of him.
Ashley is an old acquaintance, and I in- vote for Chauncey
M. Depew is an astonThe company finds itself defrauded, so it tended to spend this Sabbath with him.
a consummation of the work of the ‘con- tually overflowing.
!
ishment and a disgrace to the State, in its
comes
remorselessly
back
upon
these
But
business
(to
which
necessity
compells
vention, to establish a ¢* Library” in some
composition as well as its size. Worst asIsn't it about time, that there should be
convenient loecality—and to appoint a another uprising, with our increased abil- third parties who furnished the bonds and me to-attend) demanded a forward move tonishment and disgrace ef all, are the
have been betrayed, turns their families to Jonesville. Here I learned that there flimsy excuses of some of these men for
‘‘suitable man of experience” to take
was a small
Freewill Baptist church pretending to believe that the Central
ity in men and means, by which our
out of doors, it may be, to get the amounts | two and a half miles out. This morn- Railroad
charge of it, and to direct in their course
Company’s representative in the
schools of all grades shall be placed on
signed, and thinks it has protected itself ing T walked out and
of study such young men as might resort
met just a State Senate will be’the State’s represena
broader
financial
basis,
and
pushed
on
very well.
.
few. They have a beautiful little chapel. tative in the Senate of the, United States;
toit for the purpose of improvement.
in their beneficent work to larger achieveBut I am told that there is trouble in the alienated from his masters by promotion
But
what
has
the
company
really
done?
This provision, however, was subsequent- ments, and more ample successes ?
at their hands, forsooth!
The New York
It has used a few kind-hearted persons, community, and they can not do much. Produce Exchauge this week rebuked
ly enlarged and defiend by an action of
the
‘Is
there
not
some
young
man
at
Hillsdale
+O)
+9)
who believed in the integrity of the fired with Christian enthusiasm, that will venality at Albaby with pointed severity.
the Education Society organized in conOleomargarine is A nuisance in New
Agen, to protect itself against his possible come to help the struggling few in this
nection with the convention, which action
York, of which the rural world has but lit: INTEMPERATE FATS.
| dishonesty. It persuaded them to. risk so little church ?
prescribed a three years’ course of study
tle conception.
Common
report says,
Rad
BY J.T. W.
.
If churches die so nearly under the ‘“ you can’t tell it from butter,” and everymany thousand dollars on the Agents
similar to what obtains in all Theological
body is nauseated by the apprehension
schools, including the study of Greek and
A study of the U.'S. Internal Revenue integrity. The company may have been shadow of our college belfry is it strange’ that
he may be unconsciously swallowing
that
we
wane
on
the
remote
frontier?
clearing
each
year
as
much
as
il
required
Hebrew, systematic Theology, &e.,&c. I reports shows that for the year ending
the vile decoction, or dubious and uneasy
Not
longe
since
I
received
a
letter
should judge from the record, that the June 30, 1881, 24,000,359 bushels of grain these kind-hearted parfies to furnish in
in tasting at the market, for fear of being
spirit of the meeting was excellent, its and 8,110,190 gallons of molasses were bonds. But when the losses come, these from Hillsborough, Wis. ' I am informed imposed upon. Dealers placard in large
letters, ‘ No-Oleomargarine sold at this
tone devout and inspiring, aud its deter- used in manufacturing,90,355,270 gallons savings of perhaps a lifetime must be paid that our people there are true to our in- stand”; and still customers
are anxious.
terests;
that
they
are
willing
to
do
acConsequently people here feel a keen in- (|
mination inteltgent and firm.
| of proof spirits. This being added to the over to the company, and the outside;
disinterested parties, who tried to help cording to their ability ; thatthey have a terest 1n bills to compel the new fraud to *
I was, at that amount already in the bonded warehouses
The interest without.
4.
.
|
an acquaintance, must suffer severely good church edifice, that there is no other to show its face honestly. Governor Cor—
time, engaged in completing my, course made a total of 109,567,740 gallons.
church orgapization
in the village; nell’s veto of thie bill to prohibit coloring
of college studies, and so was only a dis- | ‘ There were withdrawn from the ware- from his falserfess. The company has in and: that there is an open field for it in imitation of butter disappoints the
‘tant spectator of these transactions. But houses without tax, for exportation, 16,- fact tried to make itself safe by risking several
es
around.
They
need reader who expected to hear of some solid
objection.
Instead, we have nothing bun
a devoted,
self-sacrificing the
‘one day, several weeks subsequent to the 765,666 gallons proof; and’ for scientific the homes and property of a fow private a leader,”
stale and irrelevant excuses, that the
man
of
God,
who
cares.
more
for
the
persons.
convention, I received a summons from plirposes, for the use of the U. S. and by
cause of Christ, than for all things be- coloring is harmless to health and Asis ira
How does it look td see these ‘com- side. ' Such a man could not fail to suc- right conferred byU. S. patent.
The tax of
President Lord to meet him at his study leakage, etc., 337,843 gallons.
‘health were the only object of govern-—
at a specified hour. Now these summon- | 90 cents per gallon proof, was paid on panies, that reckon their capital by the ceed. The fieldis white already for the ment, and wholesale fraud a matter of no
harvest,
A
Yout
energetic
man
might
Ses usually meant one of 'three things— 61,100,362 gallons withdrawn for con- ‘hundred thousand, "and their profits by
legitimate concern! As if the edict of a

the acquisition of information on the part sumption,

leaving in the

Of fermented liquors,

there were

13,-

warehouses at’ thousands, thus protecting themselves by

1 of the President, the imparting of fatherly the close of the year 31,363,869 gallons.
' AS to the course of study in these thecounsel, or the administration of equally
Atax of $905,196.74 was paid at the
ological schools one can not but be im- fatherly discipline. The last named
item] k. rate of 90 cents per gallon proofon spirits
pressed with the prominence almost made the placeof meeting
one of some distilled from apples, peaches and grapes,

everywhere given to biblical instruction.

class of spirits at 70 cents per gallon.

considerable dread'to more than one of and a tax of $5.01 was paid on ‘the same

the limited possessions of u few accomJmodating men? If they wished only to be

protected from risks
business on a payin
| quite another thing

until they got their
is, that would be
t what they de-

of requiring disinterested parties to divide

open upa fiel
immeasurable

fa that would yield an
Harvest. An aged man is

scarcely equalto Jie Woy of such a field.

But a young man’shall réjoicesin the op-

portunity. Why wait for a salary to be
pledged and a hed of downto pe spread?

pane

|

@E
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4
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Cominissioner of Patents—through whieh
it is notorious that any claim
ynder the
sun can be got patented
by the P. pos

of means—conferred
power

updu

superior to that of

a
the

State,e

for the commission of fraud with im
ty and without restraint.
The G

*¢ The son of man had not where to lay his,
has forfeited’ confidence.
or A L¥
3
head.”
:

”

use:

patentee § a

Rh

-
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RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,

my classmates. I went at the hour
pointed, and the President waved me
seat directly in front of him. He
gave
me a penetrating look, over the

In tHe Lahore Divinity School there seems

to be more dene in the line of teaching

AR
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STAR

MORNING

THE

5

> Sunday-Sehool Lesson.--J uly 3.
(For Questions

see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

ISRAEL IN EGYPT.
DAILY READINGS.
BL. Israel in Egypt. Exodusl: 1—I14.
oT. God’s promise. Gen. 46:17.

Burdens increased. Exclus5: 1—14.

T.

Deliverance promised.

F.
S.
8.

Praise for deliverance.
Exodus 16: 1-19.
Bondage of sin. Rom. 6: 12—23.
Deiiverance
from sin. Rom, 8: 1-17.

GOLDEN

TEXT :—*‘And

bitter with hard

for

| is the reason why children go away

S. 8. Department,

W.

MORNING STAR, JUNE 22, 1881.
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Exodus 6:18.

pleasure. Husband and I used to read
histery, and at the end of each chapter ask
| some questions, requiring the answer to
be looked up if not given correctly. We
follow a similar plan with the children;
sometimes we play one game and sometimes another, always planning with
books, stories, pis, or treats of some
| kind, to make the evenings at home more
attractive than they can be made abroad.
I should dislike to think that any one
could make my children happier thanI

can, so I always try to be atleisure in the
evening, and to arrange

something

en-

tertaining.

they made their lives

bondage.”—Exodus 1: 14.

*“ When there is a good concert, lecture, or entertainment, we all go together
to'enjoy it; for whatever is worth" the
older people,

price of admission to us

equally valuable to the children;

/Exodus 1: 1-14.

no

spare

let them see that’ we

is

and we
expense,

| where it is to their advantage to be out
‘Notes and Hints.
of an evening.
I. . The ¢mmigrants. More than two
« But the greater number of our evenhundred years before the date of Jacob's
ings are spent quietly at home.
Somedescent into Egypt, God told Abraham,
times it requires quite an effort to sit
Jacob’s ~ grandfather,
that
his seed quietly, talking and playing with them,

should be held in bondage

in a strange

land. The sale of Joseph by his brothers God overruled to the great advantage of the
Egyptians, and
of his
brethren themselves; but that led, in the
course of time, to the migration of Jacob
: and all his sons, and

afterward

to

their

enslavement by the king of Egypt. Yet
in all this God had a purpose in view, and
used the human

agents on

the

scene

«came down

into Egypt,”

families,

and

became

the founders of the Hebrew nation.

They

were but seventy in number, all told, and

from this little handful, as it were, sprang,
in the apparently short period of two
* hundred and fifteen years,

more than two

millions of people. The climax expressed by the verbs used in the seventh verse
indicates the wonderful rapidity of their
increase. All the conditions necessary
0 a rapid growth of numbers existed in
Egypt then, as they do now in a wonderful degree.

II. The mew king. It is believed by
most scholars that this king was the first
of a new dynasty,

aud

that

he

did

not

.come to the throne in the regular ‘order
-of succession, but by usurpation or conquest.
first of

Some think he was Amosis, the
the 18th dynasty, and .others,

among whom is Dr. Brugsch-Bey, that he
was Rameses“Il., sometimes called Se- |

"sostris.

Dr. Murphy thinks that several

kings were reigning at once in different
parts of Egypt during this period. Some
© think that the *‘ new king” really be.Jonged to the old native stock, which had
Foeen displaced for a time by foreign invaders, and now regained possession of
sgovernment. Whoever he was, he knew
nothing about the wonderful career of
Joseph, and the manner in which his kinsfolk had come into the land: He feared
“that the vigorous and rapidly increasing
Jsraelites might at some time become
strong enough to .rise and take the government into their own hands, and perhaps take revenge on those who had made
slaves of them. Very likely his fears
magnified the number and power of the
Israelites. Tyranny often trembles when
there is no real cause of alarm. He
adopted the policy of repression and
subjugation to prevent the too rapid development of a power in the kingdom but
not of it. He was anxious to keep so
thrifty a people in his realm, but feared
lest they might become too strong to, be
- held in bondage.
III. Persecution begun. The new king
«get himself at once about the task of getting this alien race where he could be sure
they would make him no trouble. He aptask-masters, who

pointed

unread on the table;

were exactly,

but as

the years go

by, and I see my boys and girls growing
into home-loving, modest young men and
maidens, I am glad that I made, it my
rule to give the best of myself to my
family.”—Ezchange.

of

action in the ‘development of that purpose.
Our present course of studies in
i the
‘Old Testament begins with a list of the
sons of Jacob, ‘who, with their

when my work-basket is filled with unfinished work, and books and papers lie

&
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A HUNDRED THOUSAND MORE
SOHOOLS.
There is scarcely a section of
country where Sunday-schools should
be planted thicker than they are.
half the children of the land are in
Sunday-schools, and

the
not
Not
our

one great reason is

that the schools are too far away. We
need to bring the schools to the very
doors of the children if we want to get
them in (at least considerably nearer
than now). We are in favor of planting
schools thicker, instead of exhausting our
energies to work a few schools up to enor-

mous

sizes.

The

planting

of schools

thicker is the only practical way of getting the masses of children into the Sunday-schools. A hundred thousand new
schools are needed. Every caurch school

AND

NOTES.

The Sunday School Journal
“exhorts
teachers not to be careless about their
personal appearance in coming before
their classes, and adds: ‘Do not forget
that you are holding up a picture every
Sabbath, and the picturg will be copied.”
That depends. It may happen that the
neighboring teacher will be the one to be
copied, and certain uncomplimentary and
disparaging remarks may be made about
yourself that will not be personally pleasant!
Speaking of ¢‘ cheap” Sunday-school
literature, the Western Christian Advocate

says: ‘Some people buy cheap, that is
adulterated, quinine, and shake with chills
and ague to pay the difference. Quinine
that don’t cure is high. Sunday-school
literature
- that teaches nothing, or that
teaches falsely, is high—very high.” We
are willing to ¢ shake "—hands—on
that!

Some one very keenly and very wisely
has said: “If you would find a great

many fauits, be on the look out; if you
would find still more, be on

the look in.”

The most of people are content with the
| number of faults they see by reason of
being on the look *‘ out.”
Bishop McTyeire,

in a late

address

to

«¢ chiefs of tribute,” and were superintendents of the labors of the Israelites.
The details of their work were looked
-dfter by subordinate overseers. The king

young and newly-licensed preachers, with
great emphasis said : “Will you covenant,
mark you, before we put you in charge,

com-

share in your care? More and more that
question must be emphasized. If you
neglect the grown people, they can com-

.. took the name Pharaoh, which

was

mon to all the members of this dynasty.
Having at his command this vast amount
of unpaid labor, he began public works of
great extent, among which were * treaswre cities,” in which grain and military
supplies were stored, both for commercial
purposes, and for the use of the army in
* time of war.
The task-masters were merciless. They
were enraged and exasperated that, in
spite of their cruel policy the Israelites
in numi
continued to thrive and increase
ber.
This common experience of hardship
and suffering served to bind the people
together by strong bonds of sympathy,
«and to make them a compact nation.

During their long residence in Egypt

they acquired a knowledge of; and great
-gkill in all the arts and trades non to

\ their masters, who were then in the foremost rank of civilized peoples. By a
“hard discipline they Were slowly educated

-and prepared for the next stage of their

-experience: and for an independent
epee.’

:
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A GOOD MOTHER'S PLAN.
a Alady

plain for themselvds.

You

shall

will soon

hear from them. You are to look after
the children of the church.” Some such
solemn charge as that ought to be given
to every young preacher. It was what
the risen Christ with such earnestness said
to Peter—*¢ Feed my lambs.”
Spurgeon’s Sunday-school has in it 109
teachers and 1,250
class numbers 110.

church from
26.

the

scholars.
Its infant
The additions to the

school

BY ELIZA BETH.

The little Brahmo church at Midnapore
‘has recently had a visitation from one of
their missionaries. The organization is
80 limited as to numbers that it has very
teachers,

religious

prominent

few

these are employed

and

the disciples of their faith.
The Babu who:has just visited Midnapore is a young man of good ability and
pleasing address, and is said to be devotedly pious. He formerly held a lucraunder Government,
tive appointment
which he resigned for the purpose of devoting himself to religious work. He
held several public services which were
attended by crowds of the better class of
our citizens. The first was held at the
Brahmo chapel and was an ordinary service with singing, prayers, reading and a
discourse. I was struck with his good
Avoiding all
sense and earnestness.
controverted points he addressed himself
to the pracjical issues of life—man cor-'
rupt and fallen in his relations to a pure
and holy God. There were heathen Hinpresent

fact, a po-

in interesting

sought for:

Larger Attendance—Deep-

er Spirituality—Presence of Older Mem-

not

of the elaborate decorations which loving

the

heavy

twisted

lightly

from branch

to branch,

ete.

and must have amusements.

I fear

vir dlinid with which some
Bp
aw
wren fogand eg shg for Sac,
-

i”

6.- Things to thank God for: Suc-

children are chil. cess Achieved—Promises of Help—Con-

versions, etc. A bobk of this kind, carefully kept, may make a great change for
the better in
0

neither

will the wholly practical Christian feel
the sweet assurance .of .God's personal
love to him—his infinite nearness—his ineffable tenderness, equally with the emotional nature, the tender poetic soul.
like

an

organ

content

of idolaters, a

idolatry, and it is the just fruit of our
apostasy that we are now reaping.”

«2. Our caste system is a paralyzing,
We have
no unity
blighting curse.
among ourselves, but are divided into
clang and sections.
Ilence our weakness.”

13 degrading.

Our women are prisoners in the zenanas,
our wives, the mothers of our children,

are

stultified,

thus

poisoning

the

very

fountains of our life.”

These remarks were listened to with
much applause, except perhaps the last.’
Some dissent was expressed in regard to
the zenanas, and it was
though an evil, yet in the

claimed
existing

that,
state

of society it was a necessary evil.
The third exercise was in the open air.
A band of music and a party of singers
marched through some of the principal
streets, the crowd gradually collecting
behind them. After an hour they came
round to an open space, where the Babu,
standing on a table, gave an earnest, and
¥ had almost said Christian, appeal to the

hundreds gathered around.
The same
spirit pervaded his remarks that I have
already described—a warm, earnest and
telling appeal on the living issues of this
present life.
The estimation in which the Brahmos
are held by Christians is various. Some
regard them as little better than the heathen, while others look upon them as almost Christian.

Some say,

¢ What does

their pious teaching amount to, so long
as there is no Christ in itP” But it
might be asked is there any Christ in the
Sermon

on

the

Mount,

in

the

Lord's

Prayer, or in any of our Saviour’s teachings, where hi name and definite office
are not specially mentioned? If these
teachings are Christian, then the teachings of the Brahmos are largely Christise
for they are identical.
I have long regarded Brahmoism as
the bastard child of missions.

Ram Mahan Roy, was

Its founder,

an intimate asso-

ciate of the Baptist missionaries in Calcutta,

and was looked upon as a very hopeful inquirer. Many were the arguments they
held, but in the end instead of becoming

a convert to Christianityhe succeeded in

pure spiritual worship is cherished.

should be accepted, man’s intuition being
the criteriit of judgment. 2. Christ as

for sin is not necessary, since God the

Father

is

all-merciful

and

ready

the

these

gratified yesterday.

to

senses

were

reader,

for

all

, As we entered, the perfume of hundreds

inent feature was the two dainty songsters whose cages were suspended from

slope, make

the college galleries on either side the

a beautiful stream fall splashing in mimic
cascades upon rocky steps, add all the
beauties of changing autumn foliage, and

pulpit. It might be supposed that these
warblers would divide the honors of the
occasion with the preacher, but so harmoniously did the dear creatures blend
their notes with the voices of the singers

wooded

quickly

fill them

and the tones of the preacher that they
only-formed a pleasant accompaniment
without a discordant note. Especially
beautiful and seemingly almost intelligent, was the glorious burst of song with
which one of these creatures accompanied

the reading the opening verse of the appropriately chosen hymn of praise :—
There seems a voice

A tongue in evers.ofening flower,

.

2

.

1

-

but did”

places;

not devote his time to the work, the
churches being weak, and as he was
clearing a home, with a family dependent
upon him; he ‘was obliged to devote a
great deal of his time to his trade, namely, coopering.
He

was

earnest in

exhortations,

his

fervent in prayer, and zealous in his
preaching,—hence, useful in his sphere.
He was a man of an unquestionable
Christian character.
He died in the
faith. He expressed his warm attachment for the church of his choice, only
a short time before his departure, fo the
writer, and regretted that he was unable
to meet with it. The fareral services

Appear to hymn

character, this God-man,

1 may have him

*-+-O-o

AN APTER-TRIBUTE.
Miss Abbie J. Wentworth, who

died of

consumption at Dover,N. H., in February,
was the youngest daughter of the Rev. J
J. Wentworth of Strafford, N. H. ”
came to the Lyndon Literary Institution
in the autumn of 1877 an entire stranger
to all, but she did not long remain a
stranger. Though quiet and unobtrusive
in her bearing, her zeal for knowledge
and her devoted Christian character soon
r the friendship not only of her

teachers but of all her comrades both
school and in the

community

at

in

large.

She was one of the most estimable persons who have ever come aniong us.
Not least among her excellent qualities,
re-

ceived as merely her desert but as a favor and the mos} discriminating gratitude
was returned. Having at one time lost
her purse her friends readily made it up

their Maker's praise,

And all the mingling sounds of epring
To thee a general anthem raise.

to her, but she could only be persuaded to

As for the preacher what other thing take it us u loan, claiming that she merited the inconvenience and the loss by
could he do as he stood there behind a
her carelessness. She was with us a
bank of flowers, enveloped by their
year, going away with the intention
beauty and fragrance, and saw before
of
returning.
Kindliness
and
inhim the opening buds of a higher type
terest
went
with
her
and
awaited
her
of life, but point to these flowers and say

Circumstances
in the words of Our Saviour, ‘‘ Consider return, but it came not.
hindered,
kindness
sent
her
caring for
the Lilies:” their usefulness, beauty, in.
friends
till
ill
health
came
and
quickly
nocence, and the léssons they teach us?
In the evening the children and mem- took her away from cares and trials to be
and “I do”, the ‘“He can” and *‘ He is.” ’ bers of the S. S. held a concert, and other with the Christ whom she had devotedly
B.
Take, on the contrary, an eminently exercises were given appropriate to the loved and served.
practical person—very estimable individ 43rd anniversary of the Sabbath-school. An
THE ABOMINATION OF DEBT.
uals in this world they are too, the bone interesting historical paper was read by
and muscle, so to speak,—take one that the Superintendent, and a poem from the
No man knows how easy it is to get
has only his five senses, and every com- pen of Mrs."J. A. Lowell, the wife of a. into debt, till he tries. No man’ knows
munication that reaches his soul, the city former pastor of the church. The school how hard it is to get out of debt, till he is
where he dwells, must come directly modestly claims to be the oldest in the in. No man addicted to breakfasting
through them ; must have shape, or color, _city, and is still one of the largest if not on credit chops and wearing charged
or smell; must be seen, or smelt, or the largest of those now at work.
Two clothes knows how practicable is the luxhandled,—I really wonder what his con- other schools have at different times been ury of eating and wearing what ‘are alceptions of Christ's communion with men drawn from its ranks,one passing across ready paid for, provided he have health,
are like?P—what shape they take? God the river and now connected with the Au- with inclination and opportunity to work.
must surely speak to him-in the great burn church, and the other removing to Nor does he know the satisfied manhood
and strong wind that rends the mountain another part of the city. The school under cultivated by the knowledge that the days
and breaks in pieces the rock, or in the its present enthusiastic and efficient man- of evil reckoning: at the market-place and
earthquake, or in the fire, for the still agementis still prospering and its numthe merchantman’s‘are not for him. Paul
small voice would scarcely make him bers increasing. A very pleasant feature of uttered no safer motto for a young man
wrap his face in his mantle, as did the the evening was the sightof the grey-haired to bind about the door posts of practical
prophet at Horeb.
life than this: ‘* Owe no man anything.”
veteran of 41 years of service in this school,
In old Bible times you know God had the only one of all his old.comrades now Strict adherence to it will bring to his
direct communication with his servants left in the school to tell the story of its household, in youth and old age, a harby means of angels and ministering spir- early life. One sentence that he dropped, vest of perpetual happiness.
He will
its. This was his Word sent down to as he earnestly besought the young peo- probably see times when he sighs for
men, but when Christ. came we are told, ple to remain in the school for life, de- more money to credit.
But the laugh of
“The Word was made flesh and dwelt serves to be framed and hung up asa independence is sweeter than the sigh of
among us.” Since that time, no visible motto: “In all my life of Sabbath-school
bondage. Wisdom says truly that ‘the
communication has been held between work, I have never enjoyed it as during borrower is servant te the legder.”
And
man and Jehovah.
But is there not a the past year.”
the credit system is a system of borrowsubtle, indefinable influence, which eomes
A-happy thought it was ‘after the exer- ing. ‘He may even sometimes lack butat times warning us, comforting us, cises were over, to cut off the blossoms ter for his bread ; but bread without butstrengthening us? The “Lo! I am with
and present each child with a rare bonquet ter is more wholesome than bread and
you always” sounds directly to us, if we
as a momento of the occasion; and thus butter not paid for. It will longer mainwill but open the windows of our soul closed one of the happiest Sundays of the tain a sound mind in a sound body; for
that we may hear.
)
the man whose conscience lives at home
year for old as well as young.
Think for a Thoment of the Electric
has no more active enemy to health and
Lewiston, June 13.
Telegraph, that triumph of invention
mental fullness than a debt not easily to
+--+
whereby man sends his thoughts flashing
be provided for.
REV. THOMAS J. DARLING.
over miles ofJand and under leagues of
This is not bald theory, as thousands
Thomas J. Darling was born in the
sea, in a moment of time.
Take, if you
might witness.
Hurdly can oné pass a
please, two railway stations.
In one, State of New York, and came to Indiana street corner or cross-roads but he must
who settled
near
you will see a crowd throng around the with his parents,
meet a man in whose face and frame and
office, each intent upon giving or receiv- Wright's Corners, in which vicinity he gail is written the story of the.misery,the
ing a message. Men waiting for news .ved until his death. He died Jan. 6, abomination of debt. And now and then
of home, of friends, of business, of trade, 1881, ‘aged 73 years, 1 month and 16 one meets a reformed debtor, converted
of everything in fact that mankind is in- days. He was married to Julia A. Mar- from the error of his ways to faith in payThey became pa- as-you-go. He is often substantial testiterested in. At another station—equally tin, March 18, 1829.
large, perhaps—everything is quiet—no rents of several children, a portion of mony that it is possible for even a man of
eager crowd waiting for news.
What is whom preceded him to the better land;
good parts and family to enjoy life on a
the difference. The Telegraph runs by the rest together with the widow are left very limited income, provided the
gqutge
each of these. There are wires in the to prepare for the change that awaits us is limited to cash under economy. ne
one case the same as in the other.
all.
is at hand, wherein a family of six had
Yes: but look closer; see those conHe was deeply convicted of his sins in for some years thought ‘themselves only
ductors inserted in the walls of that of- a meeting held at what was known as comfortable on the father’s full income
fice. There is the *‘ sounding board” la- “the red school-house,” near the Cor- of one thousand dollars. The time came

for my guide—I do have
guide. He can be near me
ke is near me every hour.
short step, to these, between

him for my’
every hour—
It is but a
the ‘‘ I may”

beled with its cabilistic numbers.

There,

ners, under the preaching of Eld. Cyrus

after great agony for a time,
the little combination of steel, and iron Dudley,
and silver-plate, which sends forth that light came to his soul and he had a strong
continuous. clicking noise not unlike your evidence of his acceptance with God.
sewing machine. Here there is none of Afterward he was baptized by Eld. Dud.
this. The wires run straight by. No ef- ley, and Anited with the Providence
fort is made to receive the messages with (Ind.) F, Baptist church.
which they are charged every hour of the
Being impressed that it was his duty to:
twenty-four.
enter the mivistry, the church requested
Ah! Friends, put up the. sounding the MiamiQ. M. to license him, which yas
boards;
arrange the conductors and granted at the session held Oct. 18, 1839,
with
the
church: ~After nears
“take off", to use telegraphic parlance,
| Providence
W
of entreaty, of
is continually

As when one bites a fair and

upon the Q. M.

to ordain

gone,

and ir-

cutting

away credit for domestic expens-

him

to the

changed. Yet family
ong reserved, the Toi

fairly fed

and clothed and kept in the public school.
Of course; it reSunday-school.
and
ly, a council, consisting of Elds. Moses
the help of a wise wife to accomDudley, Henry Meader, Cyrus Dudley,| quires
9
lish all this on five hundred dollars.
and others, was chosen by the Quarterly But wives, as well as husbands, learn
work of the gospel ministry.

pleasant

when his occupation was

regular earnings rose to barely half the ’
oid receipts. Brant begged leave to
become his credilors, and
into debt he
went. The close of the year found him,
in spite of seeming strict economy, owing
two hundred dollars more than he ha
earned, and, the first of every month,
thorried with bills he couldn't meet,
He '
turned over a.new leaf in financial habits, -

orst enemy. Another year
es as
has come rolind ; but with its close “has
come no increase of the debt now’ one”
of age, though the income and other
year
ly two years of labor in the Q. M. in the
substantially unimprovement of his gift, the church called ‘conditions have, been
respectability has
According

apple, to find it rotten within, so it is
forgive the penitent.
when love is met by ingratitude. The
These are the chief points of difference.| bitterness is more bitter because unex- conference ; and he was ordained with
The fature'of the Brahmos.is a problem. pected,
the usual ceretnonies, at the second Creek
y

own church and “other

was her fine sense of appreciation.
Whatever was bestowed was not

mn every gale,

‘Whieh tell, O Lord, the wondrous tale
Of thy indulgence, love, and power;
The birds, that rise on quivering wing,

deed, are dignified and glorified and raised

God-forsaken people. We have left the
worship of the true God and are sunk in

Our social system

must fail to impress

all out now and every key gives its corresponding melody. Detail the splendors

above the common level of mankind by
these “emnthusiastic natures. How much
more then would they ascribe every grace
and every lovely attribute to the character
of Christ, and above all cherish this greatest comfort ¢‘ all for me.” This perfect

“3.

ish expenditure of time and taste. . The
sense of sight, fragrance and sound must
accompany the description or it needs

other device of thought or. hand could
have been so happy.
Another prom-

its, while we, the producers, are

a nation

month

thrills—the eye
brightens, the cheek
flushes, the lips tremble,—the stops are

and find vent in tears at last.
Hero-worship is not difficult to such an
one. Even human heroes, with faults
and failings innumerable and sometimes
very common-place men and women in-

We are

sweetest

with

up, their emetions rise higher and higher

+¢ 1.

Itisnot only the

church, Aug. 20, 1841. He was pastow.of
What was known as the second church in
Ripley and the Muddy-Creek church for
a time, and preached frequently for his

of flowers and the music of birds floated
four banks of keys and an infinite num- down the aisle and enveloped us delicious- took
place from his residence. * Sermon
ber of stops; while others are like a flute ly. A prominent feature of the decora- by
Eld. Plumer, assisted by other neighwith only a few notes and each giving tions
which ' attracted * attention at
boring ministers. His remains were inforth the same sound every time.
once, was
a large shield of a pale blue
terred in the family burying ground.
*
Set a master hand playing upon your tint, suspended above the.pulpit by doub- ~ We commen the Christia religion
,
d
n
four-banked organ. Let him describe a le festoons of braided evergreens, and
which he expoused ang proclaimed and
beautiful spot—how quickly they respond upon it in pure white letters, looking as if
exemplified, as the source of true comfort
to the touch of his fingers, as it were—
exquisitely carved in the blue, the words and peace to the bereave
d.
every word awakens emotions—delicious of our Saviour, ‘* Feed my Lambs.” No
‘A.M. “SIMONTON.
Some natures are

the messages of warning,
her lively, fun-loving bays, so that they | bers of the Church, ete. 5. Things to ask “the manifestation of the Deity they reject cheer, of comfort, Christ
rred to remain at home evenings, God for: Greater Loyalty to God's Work while they accept fully, as they profess, sending you.
% :
his teachings. 3. An atoning sacrifice
0 ent elsewhere. —More Wisdom—More of God's Spirit,
ror

Cry

rope

man-

are- created,

grance been chosen for suth an anniver-

-equally

tures—whether fine or coarse.

aged and controlled by foreigners, and
we have no voice in deciding what our
children and youth shall study.”
“3. We have no commerce.
England and America are our public carriers,
and receive the lion's portion of the prof-

institutions

The, third anniversary of this pleasant

sary.

in all the outlines and

last year

this the detects,

depends

Our educational system is not our | your Words their free imaginations take

We supply the funds, but our edu-

were. converting one of the missionaries to his
faith. This missionary, Mr. Adam, soon
after
weat to America and was réceived
In the Sunday School Times, Robert. T.
with
open
arms by the Unitarians, and
Bonsall tells of the usefulness to a supermade a Professor of Harvard. But since
intendent of a small pocket- memorandum
that day the Christian element of Brahbook, with pages devoted to such memomoism
has largely increased, especially
randa as: 1. Things to be tried. Under
in
what
is termed the evangelical wing.
this should be noted any seemingly good
Caste is largely disregarded, the sacred
plan about teachers’ meetings, reviews,
order of exercises, etc. 2. Things lo be thread of the Brahmin is discarded and a

changed. ‘Place under

nearness

litical address. The subject was ¢ The
fact and the cause of our being a subject
tall feathery ferns, or the freshness of the
people.” In illustration of the fact he
tender buds and early blades of springremarked :
time, crown the picture with a royal sun“1. The government is not our own. rise in all its pomp of scarlet and gold,
Our laws dre made and enforced by for- or the pearly tints of éatly evening as
eigners. All important and lucrative of- that first lonely star rises solemnly in the
fices are held by foreigners.”
west ;—and as their rapid thought follows

cational

HAZELTON.

in all the year, -but. it is the children’s
month, the very June of life.
A very faint idea at most can be given

of rock and hill and

without a dissenting voice.

“2.

IDA

with the filmy spider’s web which droops’ and willing hands had prepared with lav-

of méetings, and to advise and encourage

own.

HOBY

religious culture, and the fiber of our na-

sway

tered churches occasionally, hold a series

The second service was, in

sense of God's

CHILDREN'S SUNDAY.

somewhat upon our mental structure, our

The gentle evening breeze will

to visit their scat-

dus, Mahomedans and Christians

The

—
——

occasion was held with the Main St. Free
Baptist church last Sabbath, and most
fittingly has the month
gfbloom and fra-

GOD'S NEARNESS.

BY REV. O. R. BACHELER.

It may be asked then, in what they do
exist- hindrances, annoyances, etc. 8. Zhings
. to be avoided. Under this jot down any differ from Christians. Briefly, in this:
| jealousy between classes that may be 1. They reject the idea of a special and
that
manifest ; overmuch, or careless, ina- authoritative revelation, but hold
found
propos singing, ete.
4. Things to be truth wherever and whenever

eus a Irule, not long since, by

* ~swhich she had “succeeded

will you promise, that the children

|.

Of the cause of this subjection he said:

is not practical let any one who sees a
promising field start a school. Under
ordinary circumstances a mission school
can nearly or quite support itself if ron
on a saving basis.—Church and Home.
NEWS

THE BRAHMOS OF MIDNAPORE.

with what we can get.”

ought to have its missions, and where this

SUNDAY-SCHOOL

The outlook, to my mind, indicates that
the better portion of this organization
will ultimately become Christian.

Tommumcations,

—
——

i

4

,

Ha

.
.

much wisdom from the necessity of economy .— Northwestern Advocate,
»

)

MISSION WORK.

:

with a good reception from the people. | It is always “constructed suitable

——Western.

(

It seems to be well-nigh impossible Mis-to

adjust the relations.of our general
ties
sionary Societies and the local Socie
avoid
to
as
so
s
State
existing in several
The
some friction in their working.
reIn
t
exten
same is also true to some
tbe
and
ty
Socie
al
spect to the Gener
a little
‘Woman’s Society. In some cases

additional frigtion is .produced

the

by

object by some
other organiza-

selection of a specific
Quarterly Meeting, or

and

ol

meaning.”

£0

to this

"A

:

to extend its advantages to persons of all
all

parts

we

of Africa.——

rt

success of such work depends mainly up-

on the power gained by gathering and
combining the separate dollars and ap* plying them at a common point. To. di-

vert them into different channels defeats

the object in view.
_ Without questioning the wisdom of organizing local Societies, or selecting specific objects of support, we would ask at-

tention to a view of the case which ought
not to be lost sight of. We are parts of
an organic whole; that whole is the denomination;

we believe there

reasons for

its

existence;

are

good

if there

are

such reasons, it has a work to do in the
world and for the world. How can it do
that work? Plainly enough, only by massing its forces, concentrating its energies,
combining its resources, under the direction of wise and skillful management.
Having organized such management, in

our General Societies, ought we not to
give them a hearty and undivided support?
;
;
As it seems to us, our first duty is to
our denominational Societies. We ought
to do for them steadily, regularly and
without abatement,
imum that they have

at least, the
—mrinasked of us, name-

ly, one dollar a year for every member
reported in the ‘‘ Year ‘Book.” Having
done that, we may fairly be at liberty to
do whatever we choose for other

objects.

What we give to local and special objects
shouldbe so much over and above the
stated and regular contribution to the
general work.
This is the theory of the Woman's Society. It asks its members not to forget
"the elaims of the church in behalf of the
parent Society, nor to diminish their con-

tributions to it, but to save, in addition to
that, a certain sum for a special purpose.
This is the right way, and, as we look
upon the matter, the only right way, as a
“/rule, to which exceptions should be few
“and far between. Could this view be accepted and put in practice,it would go
far towards harmonizing the relations of
different Societies, and relieving

the

em-

barrassments that often occur in the
ministration of their affairs.

ad-

In connection with the

Oswego Quaretr-

ly Meeting convened at Redfield, N. Y., a

meeting of the Woman's Foreign Mission

Society was held on Saturday evening,
“June

5.

The

exercises

consisted,

ac-

cording to-the usual programme, of singing, recitations, essays, etc.

Our Treasurer reported $22.19 raised
during the previous quarter. The meeting was well attended, and a good degree of interest manifested.

Adjourned to meet with the Hastings
church, Sept. 3:~c, J. K., Sec.
Missionary

4

News.

INDIA. —The Presbyterian churches

in

India have formed an alliance called the
Presbyterian Alliance of India.
Dr.
Morrison of the United States was chosen
moderator. It is proposed to unite all
the native Presbyterian churches in an
organization under one general assembly, and to establish a college at Allahabad with not less than three ordained

professors, and in which a complete theological training can be obtained.——In
1850 there were about eleven thousand
people under the influence of the various

missions in Ceylon. In the approaching
census it is expected that the number
will

be increased

to seventy-five

thou-

sand.——In India there are Yen different
civilized nations found within

Hindustan

and the Deccan, a country equal in ex-

tent to all Europe, except Russia and the
countries north of the Baltic.——The

tants, 508,035;
Jews,
Abyssinian, and other

350,000;
nominal

manner of baptizing

Coptic
Chris-

tians, 4,535,000 ; Mohammedans, 51,170,000;

heathen,

CHALMERS’

145,225,000.——Thirty-

$50,«

000 from her annual income for the same
purpose.——A great revival is in prog-

ress in Ceylon ; hundreds are seeking the
Lordi—-As
the natives become better

educated, they are driving the less temPerate and thrifty persons

of European

descent from the government offices.
AFRICA,

four societies are engaged in missionary
work in Africa, represented by 1,076 foreign and 1,149 native workers.
i
—Bapt. Miss. Magazine.

3—T7.
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¢mmersion,

word

baptism

is

No. 1.

Wurrsy.—

Church of England.

A Paraphrase and Commentary on the New
Testament, in two Vals., by Daniel Whitby,

D. D.

Dr.

Tenth edition, Vol. i. Edinburgh, 1807.
Whithy

was

an

English

of great celebrity.
His
was first published in 1703,
John

iii.

23.

divine

Commentary

‘ Because

there

was

Selling Pictoral Books and Bibles.
duced 83 per cent. National Pub. Co.,

was

cured

«PULMONARY

by a descent into the water, Acts
out of

it, verse

SICK?

practice; according to the direction of the

Apostles, the early Christians gave a sym-

bolical import.”

A

Why suffer Bilious pains and aches?
tormented with Piles, Constipation?
frightened over disordered Kidneys?
endure nervous or sick headaches?
KIDNEY -WORTand rejoice in health. Y

and all Skin Discases.

trated, for those that cannot readily prepare it.

g@r1t acts with equal efficiency in either form.
GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST.
PRICE, $1.00 rs
WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,
(Will send the dry post-paid.)
BURLINGTON, VT.

Scientific

4%

Rites

ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY

PERUVIAN SYRUP
ALCOHOL,

cessful remedy ever made
plaints.

SETH

W. FOWLE

& SONS,

Harrison Avenue, Boston.

CAMPBELL, —Presbyterian.

The four Gospels translated from the Greek,

with preliminary Dissertations and Notes crit-

ical and expository by George Campbell, D.
D., F\ R. 8. Edinburgh, 1824, in 4 Vols. Vol.

iv., with the Fri

Mat iii. 11,

ed

bn Mob

oly

The word bapiizein, both

A

Female

Com-

-.

its _energiz-

Full

of study.

Proprietors, 86

Sold by all Druggists,

it that the
sumption,
left some;
doctors say

that she had two daughters cured with

doctors had given up to die with conand your father called to her house and
and now she has another daughter the.
must die,but she don’t believe it,for she

says it is the best medicine in the world; and I
think she is right; and I long to have the time
come
when I can start and tell whatl know

about it.
8. C. BUZZELL.
. Waterbury Center, Vt., Sept. 17, 1876.
:
DR.

HARDY’S

SONS,—Dear

Sirs:

It

is

for truly it is the woman’s friend;

it

is

all

it

18

recommended to be. I know that it saved me
from an ultimely
grave. I was prostrated with female weakness of eight years’ standing, had tried
several doctors and they did me no good; a lad
ave me a bottle of Woman’s Friend, and I trie

t with but little faith. When 1 had used one bottle could attend to my household duties, a thing I
had not done for three months ; took three bojtles
and am completely cured.
}
Mrs. Hill of Greensboro’, Vt. says that she, never had anything do her so much good as the Woman’s Friend. She says, in fact she could not keep
house without it.

Mrs. 8. J. Wells of Calias says the Woman’s
Jriend saved her sistep’s life when everything else

failed.

Ze

Mr. Lyford says:

the Woman’s

NOT

A

DRINK.

A

PERFECT
SPRING
AND
SUMMER
.
MEDICINE.
A Thorough Blood Purifier. A Tonic Appetizer, Yleasant to the taste, invigorating to
the body. The most eminent PEIYSICIANS rec:
ommend these Bitters for their curaitve propertie¥.

Trial Size, 50¢.

ket) $1.00.

TRY

ng,

use

nothing

Full Size (largest in mar.

.

THEM.

For the Kidneys,
hut

Liver and Urinary Or“WARNER'S

SAVE

IDNEY AND
LIVER CURE.”
It stands
UNRIVALED, Thousands owe their health and
Dappiness to it. m@rWe offer “Warner's Safe Tonic
Bitters” with e ual confidence.

WARNER & Oo. Rochester, N. Y.

FREEMASONRY ED!
EXPOS

!

Never saw any anything

Friend, it is better than

like

gold ; would

go fifty miles for it rather than let
his wile be
without it a single day.
Yours with many thanke for so good a medicine.
MRS. LUCENA A. CROSS, |
Hardwick, Vt., Feb. 2, 1881.
I write you in behalf of your

invaluable

medi-

cine. the Woman’s Friend ; I feel that I can not
say too much in its praise as I was a great suffex-

er.

Iam satisfied that bad I not

sexes.

T.

board

Students

Business

A.J,

Russell,

Parsonsfiel) d
Principal, with

F. MILLETT,

Beard,

$2.50

per

used

it as

ny

say

I

am

thankful

that

you

have

heen

led

to

invent so excellent and remarkable a medicine as
the Woman’s Friend or Nature’s Grand Asistant.
I think it Tightly nuiied.
ours

truly,

i
Craftsbury, Vt., Jan., 1881.

$1.00

«ABBIE HATCH.

a

;

Bottle.

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Wholesale
Agents,
\ rts BRE LD
DR.8, HARDY’S SONS, Props. Cornish Flats, N.H.

"TEN PER CENT.
Annual

let to

“op

!

THE
131

‘

Interest:

Paid quarterly, 4th dividend payable May

full particuldrs send for 20-page illustrated

week.

1.

For

.

GLOBE COMPANY,

Devonshire

Street,

-

Boston, Mass.

the

of

Total

ex-

®|

early

events

of our

union with the Freewill

in

the

8, 1881.

Sum-

Rev.

A.

B,

Meservey,

Ph.

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution 18 the
best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each.

of every session, and the

bound volumes embrace

The Treatise
contains a brief statement

held

by

the

Doctrine

Wiews

is a small book

A.M.,

Rio

apply

Grande.

week.

to A. A. MouUL-

Gallia

Co.,

Ohio.

" KBANON ACADEMY .—Puplls fitted for busi.
ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal.
- For further particulars, address the principal,
or

ELIHU

ATES

COLLEGE

—For

further

HAYES,

Sec. Trustees.

THEOLOGICAL

information

SCHOOL.

address

the

Pres.

ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
:
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
ICHOLS

LATIN

SCHOOL.—The special work

of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege. The course of study extends ovér three
years, of three terms each. Expenses are moder
ate.

For Catalegue address,

A. M. JONES,

Treatise.

Sermons.
A volume of 300 pages,

Lewiston, Me.

8S.
as-

sistants.

Fall Term begins August 23, 1881.
A first-class school.
Three complete courses of
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
vy
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.

ILLSDALE
ate,

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Scientific,

Theological,

Collegi-

Commercial, Pre-

paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest.
ition, incidental
and ibrary fees, only
$156 a year.
Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Schol-

arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,
Music

$12 and Painting $12 a term.

For

Catalogue address,

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

Hillsdale, Mich.

BST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.

This institution is

now under management of Rev.

D.

Powell,

with Prof. O. G. Augir, A.M., principal. Prof.
Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale College. Those
wishing to attend this Institution will addreds
Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W. Va.

GREERWATERBURY,
MOTTACENTER,
ACACIA
VT. ,
1ZZ1 E COLLEY,= = « = = = Principal,
;

With competant assistants.

1881.
Spring Term begins Feb. 28, atory,
”
.—Colle

Prepar

of Study
Special attenClassical, Scientific, Commercial,
to those preparing to teach.
tion will be given
free of charge, to:ind
Students will be conveyed,

at the boghining and.
from the depot at Waterbury
Blake,
close of each term un applying to Rev, E.
Center, to whom, also, application for
Waterb
pare
er
For
made.
be
may
rooms
and
board

ticulars address the Principal:
(]

-

Price

containi

3

on

J. Butler, con~Gospels, and the

the

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
excellent

help

reading.

for

ceats,.

twenty-threa.
ptist Minis--

sermons, by as many different F.
ters, Price $1.25 including postage.
two

6

Sabbath

schools

It is an

and

family

$1.00 per vol.; postage, 12 cents,

Sermon ay
REV.
BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached
at the death of a child, and printed by

in 1803; .
uest.

oe

only published sermon by Randall.
cents. .
The Golden Sheaft by
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindo

ce

life

and Christian experiences of Bai, a converted
heathen;
Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.

Butler's Xucology
discusses briefly, but clearly, all tife questions:
of dectrinal

theology,

and

the

author’s

views.

| are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage, 12 cents,

Lectures
ON

THE

tures.”

TRUTH

OF

Twenty-two

THE

BIBLE;

an

‘‘search

lectures

on

portant points of Bible study,

excel

the Scrip-

the

1.00;

most

im.

postage,

9
.

Minister's Manual,
;
but useful

‘

.

designed especially for ministers..
all church members.
It contains:

for

Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions.
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet!
very concise and well auianged; stating in fifteen
pages all the important, parliamentary rules of deiberaive bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 76
cents.
The Church JMember’'s Book
is a valuable little work, and every Christian
would be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage
cts.
Rules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick.
paper covers, 10 cents,
Church Records
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers, Sabbath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonResident Members, and

nice paper,

about

for the records

200

pages

of the church,

of very

Price

$3,00, including postage,

Sec.,

YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
BROWN, A. M,, Principal, with competent

general

or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.

cts.

TON,

doctrines

eur

in p per covers, embracing

the first 44 pages of the

R&

For further information

the

and

tage, 1 cent.

lent book for all who would

courses, viz.: Classical and ScientificBoard, (including room rent)
$2,15 per

of

denomination,

usages in church-building. It 18 published by authoriwy of the General Conference.
25cents; pose

Summer Term
beping Apr. 18, 1881. Summer
Term closes June
23. Send
for<Catalogueto
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
0., Ohio.
The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
The
courses
of
study
are
the
Normal,

‘$1.00,

the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.
$1.00, including postage.

Commentary’

H.

particularly

denominational’

Baptists.

volumes; one

N.

found

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the closes:

tains

Feb.

tumes

history. $1.00, including postage.
he JMemorials of the Free Baptisils
“give the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their.

Butler's

Spring term begins’

Courses

pamph.

of

is designed more

ers free.

necessities demanded, I would have been a victim to consumption or the insane asym ; but, as
it is, one bottle and a half made all things right
for me, and I am hale and hearty, and I feel to

Price

‘By Rev, C. G.»Finney, D. D.
A Distinguished Author, Noted Preacher, and
late President of Oberlin Colle:
, Ohio.
He renounced Masonry soon after is conversion to
Christ, Messrs. K. A, COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
Aveue, Chicago, Ill, Price in Paper covers 35
cents.
>
They also keep a full assortnaent of Anti-Masonic Books, and publish the Christian
sure, &
16naze weekly paper opposed to secret societies.
y

SEMINARY.

halt

and

nses per year, $126. Rooms for self boarding,
$2 to $4 per term. Training department for teach-

with

pleasure that I recommend the “Woman’s Friend,”

MEDICINE

or

than

detail, the

A.

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
TESTIMONIALS.
DR. S. HARDY’S SONS :—I am doing good business with W. F. I sold one to-day and three yesterday, had a call for two more to-night but did
not have it; so thought it time I had some ordered.
A lady sent to me
yesterday. from. Northfield for
some,saying

nance, and repeated (he rite whenever

No. III.

m

all

Rev.

ton,

ing effects are not followed by corresponding reac-

tion, but are permanent.

mersion, without any established rule of
the church of formal renunciation of the
rite of immersion. The form was not esteemed essential to the validity of the ordinance.”
‘The Eastern church, however, in direct opposition to these views, has unis
formly retained the form of immersion as
indispensable to the validity of the ordi-

this. is the

- =,

for

is

books

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century or our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderable:

term,

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New

Dr. Hardy’s forty years’ experience is compounding medicines resulted in the discoveries
which render the Woman’s Friend the most
suc-

Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle, or
Life Element,
YRON,
infusing Strength,
Vigor and New Life into all parts of the system.

FROM

Life.

‘the Insane Asylum.

baptism gradually took the place of im-

because

Expenses low.
11, 1881; Summer

mer term begins May 2, 1881. For catalogue address the Principal.
N ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March,
J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. S. TASKER, Secretary.

A Victim to Consumption or

DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.

¥REE

Sister's

both

Two Danghters Cured
Of Consumption.

plaint, Remittent
Fever, and

BEING

Her

Turkey Gilt, 1.50g
Morocco, 65 cts;

is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetmgs.
30
cents; postage, 2 cents.

sexes.

complete and
practical.
Admits both
Secures good influences. For further in-

Me.

Saved From an Dntinely Grave.

plaints, Liver Com-

Page 395 and following.
<«§12. Of
the Mode and form of Baptism.” * * *
“1. Immersion or Dipping.—In the
primitive church, immediately
subsequent to the age of the Apostles, this was
undeniably the common mode of baptism. The utmost that can be said of
sprinkling in that early period is, that. it
was, in case of necessity, permitted as an
exception to a general rule. This fact is
so well established that it were needless
to adduce authorities in proof of it. * * *
It is a great mistake to suppose that baptism by immersion was
discontinued
when infant baptism became generally
prevalent; the practice of . immersion
continued even until the thirteenth or
fourteenth century. Indeed it has never
been formally abandoned ; but is still the
mode of administering infant baptism in
the Greek church and in several of the
Eastern churches.”
i
2. Aspersion or Sprinkling.—** After
the Tapse of several centuries this form of

tize by immersion,
general practice.”

both

competent assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical and Scientific courses of study for
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Rub
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85 cents.

the kind now before the public.
The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half ofthe hymns
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Spiritual Songs.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes
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pring term, April
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Postage 9 cents each, Small,
postage 4 cents,

cal,

al use, and aspersion only permitted, as
of old, in case of the clinici, or in present

Lyman

Wounds,

IRVING B. SMITH, >

and approved by our church, and the
change of it into sprinkling, even without
any allowance from the author of this institution, or any license from any council
of the church, being that which the Romanist still grgeth to justify his refusal of
the cup tothe laity; it were to be wished
that this custom might be again of gener-

By

for

and children,

declared here, and Col. ii. 12, that we are

tutions, Offices, Ordinanges, and

cure

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi-

buried with Christ in baptism, by being
buried under water; and the argument
to oblige us to a conformity to his death,
by dying to sin, being taken hence, and
this immersion being religiously observed;

each,

100 copiesto one address for $5.00. Payment
in advante. Discontinued
when time expires.
Sample copies sent free.
]
The Psalmody
is the denominational Hymn Book, exten»
sively used. Large book, in Sheep,
80; Morocs

a

Church.
1853.

sure

by causing free action of these organs and
vestoring their power to throw of disease.

«J Don’t Want a Plaster,”
said a sick man to a druggist, can’t you give
me something to cure me?
His symptons
were a lame back and disordered urine and
were a sure indication of kidney disease. The
druggist told him to use Kidney-Wort and in
a short time it effected a complete cure.
Have
you these symptoms?
Then get a box or bottle to-day—before you become incurable.
It
is the cure; safe and sure.— Knoxville Republican.
:
:

single copy,

time expires, and no commission allowed on mon.
ey sent,
;
£amplecopies sent free.
8: 8. Quarterly.
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in

first thirty days, and

HENRY & JOHNSON'S

Because we allow these great organs to
become clogged or torpid, and poisonous
humors are therefore forced into the. blood

paper of eight pages, in it.

fifty-third volume.
It is able, literary and pro
gressive.
All
communications, should be ads
‘| dressed to Dover, N. H.
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:

is a large religious

id

. The astonishing success or.this Elixir, ara
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the
* |.kind, for

viii. 38,

39, and
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much water there ;] in which their whole
bodies might be dipped ; for in this manner
only was the Jewish baptism performed,
and an ascent

Heart mi Voice
Strong and Popular Authors

of one doctor’s visit.

vi.

F. ROOT and J, R. MURRAY,
SPECIAL CONTRIBUTORS.

such a wealth of treasures old and new as can.
be found in no other similar collection.
:
HEART AND VOICE contains 192 pages, (33*
pages larger than the ordinary size) beautifully

You can try it for the price}

AND

GEO.

Heretofore unequaled,

and lived to a good old age: B

.

]

They have secured a combination of

cumstances he compounded
this Elixir,

A

:

The Publishers believe that in the preparation
of

Prices rePhila. Pa.

sumption. Under these cir-

though we regard it as a matter of indifference, whether the ordinance so named
be performed in this way or by sprinkling
OHRISTIAN BAPTISM.
—yet we doubt not,. the prevalent style
BY REV. B. MINARD.
of the administration in the Apostles’ days
| was by an actual submerging of the
PART 1.
whole body under water.”
The following quotations are from emNo. VII. THOLUCK.— Lutheran.
inent Pedo-baptist writers who cared
Tholuck on the Romans.
*
Rom. vi. 4. * For the explanation of
more for scholarship than creeds. They
have been properly styled ‘Baptist oil this figure descriptive of the baptismal
rite, it is necessary to call the attention to
in Pedo-baptist lamps,” and were orig- the well known circumstances, that, in
inally selected and arranged by Rey. D. the early days of the church, person
O. Parker for The Christian Messenger, a when baptized, were first plunged below;
periodical published in Halifax, N. S. and then raised above the water, to which
“But do not ye’ after their work; for
they say and do not.” ‘Their rock is
not as our rock, even our enemies being
judges”:

dis-

as

Rom.

immersion,

Cough, and all Lung

GENTS WANTED for the Best and Fastest-

physicians, to die with Con-

:

the

for

AND

Edited by W. F. SHERWIN.
DR.

Downs was given up by his

Vol. xxviii. Glasgow.

Lec. xxx.

:

eases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elder

The Lecture begins thus: —
Ver. 3,4. ‘* The original meaning of

Northern... Dr. Bliss, the In sacred authors and in’ classical, signi©8, to dip, lo plunge, lo tmmerse, and
was rendered by Tertullian, the oldest®of
a colparter at work among the oases of Latin
fathers, tingery, the term used. for
the Desert of Sahara, who usually meet
s dyeing cloth, which-was by immersion.
Ng

agent of the American Bible Society, has

WORKS,

Lectures on Romans.

they have received to their communion
persons who had been previously bapgovernment of India has ordered the ex- tized in another manner.
The Greek
tension of poppy cultivation to the Agra, and Armenian churches, both of which
Mauttra, Aligarh, and Moradabad districts are strict Peedobaptist, uniformly baptize
entirely by immersion, or by aftusion,
of the north-west provinces, in addition
to pouring. * * *
an increase in the area in districts where
¢ Aspersion did not become general in
the cultivation at present exists,——-A the West until the thirteenth century,
Hindu lady, the Maharani Surnomoye, is though it appears to have been intro
some time before that period.
estimated to have given in works of char. duced
ity $262,500, and has now set aside

by

Js a sure remedy

#Co.ghs, Colds, Whooping

should

most usual in these early times.”
No. VI. CHALMERS.— Presbyterian.

FOUNDRY

1vl

Eastern. ‘The present ruler of Abyssinia
tion, to which all its
is said be doing al! in his power to drive
be
to
ens
happ
t
be applied. If this objec
all the missionaries from his country.
outside of the work already planned and ——1It is reported that efforts are being tries, it is not to be wondered that bapundertaken by the Executive Board, of
made to introduce the culture of opium tism was generally administered by immersion, though I sée no proof that it was
course, the funds so applied are withinto Africa.——Central.
‘The outward essential to the institution. It would be
drawn from the income of the Board, and
observance of the Sabbath exercises a very unnatural to suppose that they went
it is, by so much, less able to do its regugreat influence on the native mind; and down to the water, merely that Philip
lar work.
might take up a little waler ip his hand |
In a certain sense every person who many imitate the missionaries in: the ob. to pour on the eunuch. A “person of his
servance
by
donning
elean
garments,
and
dignity ‘had, no doubt, many vessels in his
gives a-dollar to aid any benevolent or
religious enterprise has a right to. say refraining from work.——It is proposed baggage, on such a journey through so.
desert u country, a precaution absolutely
where, and for what, that dollar shall be ‘to build a railroad from Liberia to the necessary for travelers in those parts, and
heart
of
Africa,
and
ultimately
across
the
expended, butit is plain to eveiy one
never omitted by them.” who. is willing to give a little thought to continent.— — General. he Rust
Rom. vi. 4. ‘Buried with him in
is estimated by Dr. Behur at baptism. It seems the part of candor to
the matter that in practice there must be of Africa’
a limit to theeexercise of that right. The 201,787,000, divided as. follows: Protes- confess, that here is an allusion to the
shall

contributions

BELL

;

tvs]

:

'

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
‘Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete, F
3
- WARRANTED, Catalogue sent Free.
5 VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.

walk in newness of life. This says the
Apostle, our very baptism represents to
us.” (See also Col. xi. 12)
No. V. DODDRIDGE.
Doddridge’s Expositor. London, 1792.
Acts viii. 38. ** They both went down
to the water. Considering how frequently bathing was used in those hot coun-

dollars.——The Liberia College proposes
races, and from

so

Ll

The New Sunday School Song Book

:

:

BUCKEYE

Alluding to the ancient manner of baptizing by immersion.
That as Christ was
raised from the dead by the glory—glorious
power, of the Father, so we also, by the
same power should rise again; and as he

lives a new life in heaven,

ORGANS, I8usefal stops, 5 sets | .

Washington, or

WEesLEY.— Methodist.
No. IV.
Explanatory Notes upon the New Testament, by John Wesley,M. A. New Edition
sula of Sierra, Leone contains a popula- with
the manuscript corrections of the author,
tion of about thirty-seven thousand, all of.
Rom. vi. 4.
* We are buried with him.

whom, except about four thousand, bear
the name of Cbristians.——The Liberian
government will not allow the shipment
of cargoes on Sunday.-——Lagos was fermerly the emporium of the slave-trade.
It now has yearly exports of two million

TTVIC

BEAT] 'S radi only 65. Planos ATTY,

Wesleyan church has been erected in the
«King's quarter,” Lagos.——The penin- |
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THE GREAT NEED OF MONEY.
The problem before our Missionary
Societies is a simple one, but it is very
serious. The last quarterly. remittance to

India lacked $991 of being full, and the
Home treasury is quite as badly off. We
say badly off, but it may not prove to be

so if the facts shall arouse the friends

of

our missionary work to cordial and generous giving. The example of the great
missionary meeting in Chicago recently,
under the auspices of a sister denomination, ought to stimulate our Home work,
while the fact that only two months re-

main in which to make up the next India
remittance and to supply the deficiency
in the last one should leave room for no
other incentive to begin at once the work
at hand. The debt of the Foreign Mission Society is not being diminished as its
friends everywhere have
longed and
prayed that it might be. Can any one
doubt that the blessing of the Lord would
attend a hearty effort to remove this
debt ?
in
‘The needs of the Education Society, as
our readers have been lately told,are real

and urgent. Keepers of the Lord’s money,
the appeal is to you, to make sure that the
suf-

fer for lack of means to carry it forward.

_..
Ft
SECULAR AND RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPERS.

offered.

to

What a privilege, too, does

af-

The newspaper which meets
quirements has necessarily

an

these

re-

enlighten-

v

THE NEW VERSION AND THE BIBLE
SOCIETIES.

to produce some

and 'Foreign—do with the Revised New

BRIEF

possession

of

opinions that

property

‘are

held

the

with

different

reference

to

the Revision, so that it is quite likely to
be re-revised before it shall be generally
accepted; the still greater differences of
opinion that are

likely

to. arise

over

the

Revision of the Old Testament, and the
still open question whether the American

NOTES.

In giving

(the pew

concurrently

with

a con-

Do not scold the

turn out to

for a strike in New York and Brooklyn

brew-

eries, namely, that the hours of labor should
be reduced from eighteen to twelve, and that
for Sunday work the laborer should be paid 50

cents an hour extra.

a

The Advance, after going into ecstasies over
the fact that an American horse won in the
recent great horse race at Derby, England,
makes a poor attempt at drawing some kind
of a moralout of the victory. It is forced,
however, in decency to acknowledge that the

gambling at horse races is ‘terribly demoralizing.”

The AdvaWce is a religious paper!
“The
recent progress
of legislation in
France,” says the Christian at Work, “brings
two important facts into strong light :—first,
that the Vatican is still a factor in the Government of that country, and secondly, that it
uses its influence with a’ moderation bespeaking a tact and worldly wisdom which the Curia

pub-

the old,

discussion is concerned, and would natur- and this they will do only when they find
the demand sufficiently urgent to justify
ally have the effect to create in the reader the change of constitutions and charters
a desire for knowledge more extensive and the necessary risks and expenses of
than can be obtained through such a me- the work; but until there shall be more
unanimity in its favor, on both sides of the
dium. But this desire must, generally, ocean, they will make haste slowly.
has always been credited, even by its bitterest
go unsatisfied, and be suppressed, be*
enemies, with possessing.”
0 4
:
Phin
cause, forsooth, the average reader ‘can’t
The Independent says unequivocally that ft
CHRIST LIFTED UP.
Stop” to read more than enough to give
does “ not believe in any property or educabim a cursory glance at the subjects
During the past six months the life and tional test as a qualification of the right of
shrought to his notice.
words of Jesus Christ have been the sub- voting.” We do. Even the Italian governject
of study throughout christendom, to ment proposes to limit the franchise to those
Formerly, there was a very definite
persons who have received a sound, standard
-distinction between the secular and the a greater extent, probably, than ever be- elementary educatio
n,—a proposition that the
-religious newspaper in the different class- fore. The divine Saviour has been lifted American people may safely reflect
upon,
es of subjects usually ‘treated in them; up, and his attractive power has been while foreigners are daily landing in our
but the secular journal no longer stands manifest and felt, and yielded to or midst by thousands. We admit of eourse the
aloof from religious topics, and- supply- resisted, by millions of people, old and great difficulty of establishing a practieal test
’
ing, as it.does,se large a quantity of val- young. In the Sunday-school an incal- of that kind.
The
Commissio
n
of
twenty-five leading di-uable reading upen all subjects, in an at- culable amount of time and energy have
vines to consider the matter of preparing a
tractive form-and at a minimum cost, ven been devoted to the exploration and invesnew Congregational creed and catechism, has
tigation of the gospel record, revealing been selected by a committee
‘the minister, .and the devout church memappointed by the
ber, is-beguiled into laying aside his de- the character andsmission of our Lord.
National Council
for that
purpose.
The
We have learned that the principles of Christian Union says: * This Commission
nominational organ until he shall have
carefully perused the metropolitan daily. the religion which Jesus established, and is requested net to invent a creed but te disWith shrewdness, not unmixed

with

a

expounded and

lived,

were

based

upon

I

real desireto elevale the reader morally the two great commandments of supreme
as well as intellectually, the modern love to God, 'and love to our fellow men,
mewspaper boldly grapples with and free- and that a strict adherenee to, and applidy discusses all current questions: within cation of, these principles, in all the de‘the field of ethics and religion.
tails of life, are required of every _pérson
On the other hand, the religious journal who adopts this religion.
But we have
of the present day does not hesitate to learned, also, that as the Saviour of the
«deal with.every question of public interest, world, Christ's mission and great work
withether social, commercial or political ; of atonement were only completed on the
and the advantage which the recognized cross. It was needful that he be thus
religions newspaper has over the’ secular lifted up, in order that whosoever believin this respect, is here: all topics are eth on him might in him have eternal
- considered and discussed by the former life. And in thus offering himself a willfrom the standpoint of truth and righteons- ing sacrifice for lost sinners, Jesus gave
ness, which it believes to be the light in absolute expression
to
the principle
which every phase of human life should wherein eonsists the great attractive and
be regarded. The religious press would winning power of the gospel whieh he
have society, commerce and. politics, as
well as all education, regulated according

to religious principles. The secular press
recognizes the beneficial influence of religion in all these relations, but naturally

enough prefers to discuss it, and them,
from a worldly standpoint.
{It is gratifying to observe how the two
‘branches of journalism are approaching
each other. It may perhaps be said by
some that this increasing similarity between the religious and the more secular
newspaper, is simply a matter of policy
We think different"on the part of both.
ly. Seme, too, are jealous of the disposition on the part of religious journals to
meddle with politics and what they would
perhaps term * purely secular affairs.”
flere again the criticism seems to be unjustifiable ; in both cases it arises from a
false and old-fashioned idea which would
divorce religion from the common affairs
of every-day life. With the true Christian every thought, feeling, word, and action is a part of his religious life; and un-

had preached, according
foretold : « And X,

as he himself

if I be lifted up, will

draw all men unto me.”
ui
This attractive principle is love—infinite love! Viewing the Son of Ged,
bleeding, suffering, dying, on the cross,
what wonder that the sinner is drawn
unto him as if by magic power! How

perfectly

was

the

plan

wrought out by its divine

of

salvation

Author,—in

a

cover one; uot to say what the churches ought
to believe but to ascertain amd report what
in fact they do believe. They are asked to
serve as histerians, not as theologians; to
writ
a chapter
e
in historical, not in dogmatie
:
theology.”
No American publishers in Colonial times
ventured to print the Bible.
The Eliot Indian
Bible, in 1663, was the first Bible printed in

America.

Cotton

Mather’s

Biblia Ameri-

cana, finished in 1710, was never printed.

The

MS. is among the Mass. Hist. Soc. collections,

Saur’s German Bible was printed in 1743.
The first English Bible in this country with an

American imprintwas
, printed in Philadelphia,

1782. Isaiah Thomas printed
a large folio
Bible at Worcester, in 1791, with 50 illustration plates; the Rev. Drs. Bancroft and Aus-

tin revising the work from thirty different
versions. Before 1860 there had been printed
in this country fifteen hundred and seventy

different editions of the Bible. The American
Bible Society was organized in 1816, and used:

the plates

of

the

New York

Bible,

Society.

Daring the first fifty-one years of its xistence,
the American Bible Soeiety published over
twenty-two and a half million copies of the
Bible, and parts of it.

Stallstics obtained from the official records
of

seventeen

Prostestant

denominations

for

ing our sins in his own

body

on the
from

the Study of the life of Christ back to the

Mosaic

dispensation,

for ;the

Sunday-

school teacher ‘to ask himself and his

derstanding this, he regards

all events | class, whether the Saviour has been so
and all circumstances in the light of Cliris- lifted up during the past half-year, that
some or allof them have been drawn
tianity.
He andWhy,
unto him, and whether those who had
right
eminently.
not
it
then,for is the Chr
proper
istian journalisy previously believed oh him ‘have obtained
every question brought before a clearerrevelation of his will and a
deeper comprehension of his wonderful

love
and grace P

.

-

:

ages

less changes.

The.

forests,

flowers

tics as at first.
ue, und the

and

This law of continuous
essential

characteristics

of

men and society remain the same from
age to age, although exhibited through

insumerable forms.

thoughts and life of other generations, and
which constitute in their wonderful
combinations the continuous web work
of human experience, society and civilization. The pyramids and obelisks
of
Egypt,
the temples and palaces
of
Greece and Rome will continue as in the

past to excite thought, inspire feeling and

furnish models for life

and

labor

to

the

end of time. And those
miraculous
works of art and architecture of the middle ages, like gatewnys, let through the
ancient civilization upon the. future. The
hardest granite thns becomes the filiest

cord for binding the

generations of “the

we

believe to satisfy the

wishes

of

friends and to accord with the well known
tastes and preferences of our deceased
brother and father. We stand with rev.
erence and listen to the voices of the past
as they echo from the sides of this shaft,

and look upon the reflections from this
stone of the solid, ever-enduring work of

sultsbest accomplish the highest purposes of memorial service.

And

especially

is this true of our missionary father,

Rey.

Jeremiah Phillips. Over the seas on * India’s coral strand ’ the converted heathen
and their rising churches speak in clearest tones to coming workers. Not only
in India, so generally associated with
his memory, but-in our own country his
works are his best monuments.
His
calm, patient trust during the long

years

of early toil and
seed-sowing and his
perseverance to the end are examples
never to be forgotten while the rocks endure or mind continues. The missionary
spirit which his life and labors inspired
at home, and the organized efforts thus
effected are as valuable and durable as
his foreign work.
Missionary labor in
its reflex influence upon the workers is
scarcély less valuable than its direct results upon others.
Every dollar given
benefits the giver as well as the

receiver

and to-day all over our country and
through our ehurches
the missionary
spirit and’ the Christian character and
principles promoted by the life and labors ef our deceased brother are monu-

ments to his honor, and are golden cords

which-bind the past to the present, and
the present to the future. His departpre from America in 1835 is now distinctly before us, and as the ¢ silver cord is
loosed from falling hands and taken up

by the present angd coming generations,

24 p. c.;

1.7 p. c.; Methodist Episcopal,

Lutheran, 1.4 p. c.; Baptist, 7 p. c.;

¥. Baptist, .43 p. c.; Protestant Episcopal, 6 p.

¢.; Reformed (Germaa), 2.6 p. c.; Evangelical
Association;

1.9

p.

¢.;

United

Brethren

in

Christ, 2.1. p, c¢.; Congregational, 46 p. c.
The
* Reformed
Presbyterian
church”
(Synod), with a membership of 10,473, lost two
during the year, and the Dutch ‘ Reférmed”
church, with 86,208, communicants, lost 20.
These last two denominations aside, it will be

painfully observed by Free Baptists that the
gain in our own denomination was the small-est of all the other fifteen, ~that of the Congregationalists beloga very little larger proportionally. - We can not of course change the

‘We have seen that there is power in the
gospel of Jesus Christ—in the story of past, but shall we be content
the cross—to draw men unto the fountain record the current year?

with

a similar

.

be

effaced.

And

ements melt with fervent heat’, in
higher, brighter and eternal glory shall
the results of a faithful life shine forth in
the kingdom: of our God."
:

: Oosan Park.
Arrangements are completed for a second public sale of lots at Ocean Park, Old

Orchard Beach,

of

the

‘‘ Hotel

Brunswick,” kept

at

1.80

Maine,

o’clock,

on Friday, June
».

Mm.

The

entire

Park has now been surveyed, put upon
plan and is ready for sale, reservations
cepted.
:
We are happy to announce that since
last sale more valuable beach property
been purchased, surveyed, and is now
fered for sale.
.

the
exthe
has
of-

two or more persons select the same

the parties will bid for choice.

lots,

tists of New Hampshire might

abupdaitly

G. Smith, at

‘cences, making

by writ

ministers

those who were then among

changed his denominational

union was strengthenedby the Christian
sympathy which was manifested by the
correspondence of the different Christian
sects. Rev. A. L. Gerrish reported the
Mass. and R.I. Yearly Meeting, also the
Vermont Yearly Meeting was reported by
Rev. H. T. Corlis. Both of these interests

were represented to be actively, and some-

what earnestly, engaged in pushing forward all Christian work.
Rev. W. L. Nes, of the Sandwich Q.
M.,, delivered the annual sermon from the
text, ‘ But now is Christ risen from the
dead, and become the first fruits of them
that slept.” 1 Cor. 15: 20. His subject

0-0-0

Ohio Yearly Moeting.

was ‘‘ The Resurrection.”

The Ohio Yearly Meeting met with the
Pleasant. Grove church, 3d, 4th and 5th
the

Revs. Gleason, Pimlott and Dr. Ball, The |
congregations
the Sabbath.
and

were large, especially .on
The preaching was good
especially

was

Dr. Ball's

acceptable;

clear and powerfulgand should he return
at any time to preach to us, will receive a
hearty welcome and a good hearing.
Our
Clerk, Rev. A, M. Simonton, was detained
at home on account 6f4ll health.
The Pleasant Grove church is prosper-

and Penn. Yearly Meeting,

The N. Y. and Penn. Yearly Meeting has
just closed an interesting session with
Odessa church.
The session was preced-

aud

the heart with thrilling ingerest.
The
speaker was replied to by Rev. I. D. Stewart, who acknowledged that the bond of

Maine.

by

days

other associations came clustering around

previously or after-

done

The

discourse

gave evidence of close study in which decidedly the Scriptural view of the subject
was given.
An excellent sermon was
preached by Rev. C. E. Cate on the subject
of Sunday-schools from the text, ‘Feed
my lambs.” This exercise was followed
by an address from Rev. J. W. Scribner

on the subject of
ture.

Sunday-school

This paper gave

a sharp

literacriticism

on much of the objectionable reading
which fills many of the books foundin our
Sunday-school libraries.
Rev. E. P. Moulton spoke of the importance of singing in
Sunday-schools.
Fitting remarks were

made gn the subject of Foreign Missions
by Rev. G. C. Waterman. Apprepfiate
words were

spoken

by

Rev. J. C. Osgood

and Rev. E. Tuttle in behalf of the
Hampshire Charitable Society.

Rev. H. F. Wood gave a very

New
4

interest-

ing lecture on the subject of temperance

illustrated by engravings givieg the rise,
progress and results of intemperate habits.

This lecture was followed

by a very en-

thusiastic speech on the same topic by
ed by the Preachers’ Institute which was Rev. A. L. Gerrish,
The Woman’s Mission meeting was held
much more fully attended than heretofore,
with a corresponding advancement, on in connection with the Y. M. The District
the part of the members, in readiness to Secretary, Mrs. G. C. Waterman, reported
respond to the call with well prepared pa- .what had been done during the year by the
pers — The committee assig
of
nment
now |
propose to enlarge the efficiency of the In- dress was delivered by Mrs. G.F. Mosher
stitute by assigning to intelligent lay on the topic ‘‘ How to interest our chilbrethren and sisters topics upon which to dren in religious work.” Mrs. M. M. H.
write. Also an examination of members Hills read an interesting paper on the
at the next session on evidences of Chris- ‘‘ Importance of Missionary Intelligence,”
at the close of which a collection of ninetianity.
teen dollars was taken to aid the Woman's
It was suggested after the close of. the
Mission Society. Appropriate resolutions
Y. M. that hereafter the pulpit committee
were adopted touching all the usual subalso appoint leaders of the social meetjects
of benevolence and Christian work.
ings so as more fully to call into active
Cor. Messengers were appointed as folservice all of the gifts of the ministry and
lows: To attend the Maine Western Y. M.,
laity.
We were cheered with the presence of E. W. Ricker; Maine Central, J. N. Rich ;.
our fathers in the ministry.
Revs. S. But- Penobscot Y. M., E. H. Prescott; Vermont
ler, J. Stuart and L. Kellogg were present Y. M.,, C. W. Nelson; Mass. and R.1.Y.
with faith and interest rather increasing M., H. F. Wood; Cong. General Association, L. Malvern; Baptist State Con., B.
than diminishing with the weight of years.
P. Parker; Methodist Episcopal Conf., C..
Nothing could have excelled the cheerful
E. Cate.
attention to delegates and visitors and the
The closing sermon was preached by
ample provision for them. We found their
young and efficient pastor, Rev. G. R. Fos- Rev. L. D. Stewart on the * Sympathizing
ter, much beloved by his flock and all the Saviour,” after which the Lord's Supper
;
people. A deep impression is made for was commemorated.
E. H. Prescorr, Clerk.
good.
tt
>
-o-O
+949
0. C. HiLvLs, Clerk of Institum.
Wellsboro’, Penn., June

Illinois Yearly Meeting,

14.

S000

New Hampshire Yearly Meeting.
The annual session of this body was
held, June 7—9, with the church at Contoocook.
All the Quarterly Meetings were

represented by delegates 4nd. reported by
letter. The assembling together of the
brethren and sisters in these yearly convo.
cations seems like the refreshing showers
of summer

to the

dry

and like the oases
weary and worn
sharpeneth iron, so
countenance of his

face answereth

and

parched

earth,

of the desert to the
traveler.
“As
iron
a man sharpeneth the
friend ; andas in water

to facethe
sso
‘heart of

man to man.”-+The laborers of the vine-

The annual session of the Illinots Y. M.
was held at the church at Blackberry,
Kane Co., June 3—5.
The Q. Ms. were all
represented by letter and delegates except
one (the Prairie City) which was represent-

ed by delegates only. While there bas
been no marked revivals the past year, the
reports would show that the ¥. M, has
|. fully sustained itself both numerically and.
spiritually.
Some
changes have taken

‘place the past year.
The Boon Co. Q. M. seems to be taking
on new life; the Rev. Ira Slater has ap-

parently brought a vigor and push with
him, which is well received
and good results are looked for. The Blackberry church

yard coming together from the different in the Fox River Q. M. is enjoying the
parts of the field with one eommon inter- | very efficient labors of that noblé-souled
est at heart and reporting the progress of | and earnest worker, Rev. A. C. Brush. He
the work or the obstacles which hinder it, is doing a noble work for God, the Q. M,
with the expressed determination to over- and the church. The Rock River Q. M.
come every hindrance, can not fail to giye shows signs of moving forward; Revs. M.

mutual encouragement to the weary toil-

ers. The songs of praise sung, the prayers
of faith offered, the exhortations to steadfastness
delivered, the ' sermons
pro-

nounced, so fall of wisdom

asm, and all the

business

and

enthusi-

transactions

nearer by reason of the asking In faith for
a blessing. The meeting began in the
Spirit, continued in the Spirit and closed

in the Spirit.’ Rev. H. F. Wood, of Con-

B. Felt and A. D. Sandborn

A

»

elm
Gnd
%

an

"n

pas-

CityQ,

M. all the churches are keeping up

church ordinances and are supplied, with
preaching except Prairie City church, and
its members are praying the Lord to send
them a man that will be acceptable and

please all. Hancock & Quincy is very low
spiritually, and has only one pastor now

actively at work.

The usual routine of

business was disposed of in order and with
:

dispatch.

v

»

The various reports of committees

were

very fully examined, and closely criticised,
with but one apparent object, viz.,
\

Ad)

are the

tors ; some revivals have taken place, and
|.accessions are the result.
Walnut Creek
Q. M. is much discouraged, but is holding
on and expecting better times. In Prairie

Wedge

F

i»

standing yet

the pleasant memories of other

Let it be remem-

was

the foremost

workers in the denomination, such as
Burr and Place and Hosea Quinby and others, are now gone.
Though
he
had

wards, may obtain good board ‘at reasonable prices. Persons desiring further information may address the agent, OBapI-

preaching

of the several

Yearly Meeting more than a quarter of a

This will be an- inducement to build the

The

mention

who were active members of the

century ago when he was himself united
with us in church relationship.
Many of

present season.
Arrangements are being
made by which all persons who desire to
attend the meetingd.
in August, or to

inst.

of

was followed by Rev. Wm, Harlin, Cor.

bered that a standing offer is made to give
all persons who build the present season
twenty-five per cent. discount on the price
of their lot, provided it 1s not above one
hundred dollars, and to give them a discount ef.-twenty-five dollars on their lot if
its price is above one hundred dollars.

Saco,

At the close

Mes. from the Baptist State Convention.
He indulged in some interesting reminis-

ing’ offices, reading room, post-office, etc.,

AH DURGIN,

as

C. Waterman, in a few words of congratulation very appropriately spoken.
He

The Association Building, contain-

spend time at the Park

prosper

own -denomination

during the year to come.

ing the proprietors.
They are one mile
from Ocean Park, at Old Orchard.
The tabernacle is to be completed in season for a grand opening near the first of
August, with a series of meetings of about
ten days; arrangements for which are in
progress. Several cottages are being built
and will be completed in a few days. Other parties are preparing to build immedi-

is to be erected at once.

as their

his remarks he was replied to by Rev, G.

$1.25 per day. Persons desiring accommodations at either of these houses are re-

unitedly urge us to push forward the
great car of salvation. “At the opening of
Let none entertain the thought that all the meeting that sweet hymn, ‘‘ Jesus,
the most vaiuable and desirable lots are lover of my soul,” was sung, and
every
sold. This is not true. Some of the very heart present seemed to be touched tenbest at Old Orchard, both on the beach
derly. "And while our Venerable father,
and in the grove, are yet unsold—a few on
Rev. D. Waterman, addressed: the throne
the surf.
ng
of grace we could but feel that heaven’ was

The arrangements for the selection of
lots will be the same as at the first sale. If

their earnest desire that the Freewill Bap.

by Robinson &

tral House, kept by Wesley

ee

Association. In his remarks he referred
to the fraternal feeling which existed between their’ denomination and ours, and of |

sale.

world together. Any subjects of thought
and memory may by the power of association become monumental in. fact and
influence.
‘But the work of art upon substantial ing under the labors of its pastor. Memmaterial as now before us, is useful as bers are being received at almost every
expressive of sincere esteem and re- monthly meeting.
The First Wayne
gard. - Small sums from a large num- church is to be supplied with occasional
ber are here put together in this well preaching by Rev. C. A. Gleason. finished granite,
which,
B:F. Ze1L.
though not |
Springfield, June 13.
highly ornmental
nor
expensive
is
symmetrical and sufficiently sculptured
New York

24th,

Synod

attending

°

ious bodies was of a happy character.
Rev. Mr. Stone reported the Cofg. Gen.”

Glidden, at $1.00 per day, or at the Cen-

ately.

There are different

are the expressionof the finest feelings
and ideas of one age carried into the

persons

, quested to give notice beforehand

identity is not less strikingly exhibited in
man. Human depravity and human virt-

6.1

General Synod,

commodate

universal animal nature still retain “the
same essence and essential characteris-

~Presbyterian (North),
7-tenths per cent.;
Presbyterian (South), 2.7p. ¢.; United Presbyterian, 1.6 p. c¢,; Cumberland Presbyterian,

Reformed

at

full fare

Good hotel accommodations may be had at

have

when this stone shall waste, and the * el-

p. c¢.; Associate

All who. pay

on the Boston and Maine will receive free

that releaf or
it congeolog-

ent showing the number of communicants and
the gain in each denomination during the past
year.
The aggregate membership of these
seventeen denominations is given at 6,968,839,
and the aggregate gains, 266,085, or not quite

South, 10 p. c.; Reformed Presbyterian church

tree.
It is a fitting occasion, as we turn

Professor's speech :
¢‘Thig is the same old world
volved around the sun before a
life existed upon its surface, and
tinues the same in spite of all the

his memory shall not

in each church to be approximately astollows :

He will be on the ground

the time of the sale.

is an abstract of the

the past year, are published by the Independ-

life of toil and sacrifice for the relief of
suffering humanity —curing disease, removing pain, comforting. and cheering
the downcast and afflicted by his own four per cent, Assuming the Independent's
gracious words, and ‘tenderly appealing figures to be correct, we find, the proportion of
to all to abandon sin and so. eseape its gain to the present number of comnfunicants

consequences and to obtain rest and peace
by a righteous Jife ; and finally, in an ignominious and agonizing ‘death, he bear-

The following

fact,

The nature of the work fequired in breweries may be inferred from the reasons assigned

version.

lish

advice to ‘ministers,

and the others will hear of it and
see what is going on.”

will be no lack of it in any shape and at
any price.
Nor will the Bible Societies
find their vocation gone by continuing to
common

spoken,—in

people.
Do not abuse those who come to
church because the Jazy ones ‘do not attend.
Have a good time with those 'who do attend,

character of the Societies rather implies
that such will be the treatment of the
question.
A former Secretary of the
American Bible Society after reviewing
the question in the Independent concludes
as follows :
The inference which I draw from this
review of the case is that the Bible Socie-

the

some

temporary fittingly says: —

slowly in this matter, and the conservative

circulate

that they are so freely

them.

ings of the American members of the
Commission.
;
There is plainly need to make haste

and

certificates:

of the

developed unity and identity with number-

Chinese colony in Colorado have ostracised a
fellow Chinaman because he married a white
woman, declaring that the act had disgraced

public is not to indorse the preferred read-

print

view.

they do not sound much like wisdom at all.

already in the

the Society;

wish to make payment and surrender their

at Oak

laws, conditions and means by which this
continuous identity and uniformity is
In respect to excellence of manufacture, inmaintained, and thus life-giving forces
cluding material and style and quality of bindof one period carried into succeeding peing, probably the American Tract Society's
riods.
:
edition of the revised version will prove as ac‘In human society monuments occupy
ceptable as any.
:
an important position in this respect.
Pride of race is something to be proud of
when it doesn’t conflict with our self-esteem. ‘They are not mere expressions of personal feelings and cuitjvated taste, but they
But it seems to be a universal instinct.
A
now

Opposed to such

action is the risk of losing legacies, trust-

funds and other

held

ical changes which for untold

common version ; others would adopt the
Ordinarily the best, wisést and surest way
former and abandon the latter; while othto overcome errors is to let them severely
ers would accept the Revision and publish
alone. They feed and fatten on opposition, but
die of neglect.
both concurrently.
Each of these great Societies is limited _~ Were we always cheerful, sunny Christians,
by its constitution to the publication of who taught and preached Christ Jesus, as opportunity cffered, how greatly and graciously
the version of 1611. The British and Foreign Bible Society has already raised the would God bless our work!
If one would be thought wise let him keep
question of so amending its constitution
that it may publish and circulate the Re- his own counsel. General Grant's opinions, for
instance, do not-command so high a premium
vision, and the American Society is urged

to do the same thing.

were

cord, was chosen to preside over the
meeting,
who acquitted himself well by dispatching the business with satisfaction to
all. The correspondence with other relig-

lips. Pres. Durgin made the prayer.. Two return. checks on the grounds.
All
Maine
Central
missionary hymns were sung. Remarks | who pass over the
were made by Rev. G. R. Holt and Prof. R. will “ purchage round trip tickets at the
Dunn. Father Fisk pronounced the bene- ticket offices on the road for one fare.
Trains will stop opposite the Park to acdiction.

the Master.

given us.

Socie-

ties let the Revision alone and cling to the

rent events and of the

of

believer,

Nothing makes the winning ‘power of
Jesus's love more effective than a humble life, conformable in all things to the
holy and perfect example which he has

There is considerable discussion of the
question, What will the great National
Bible Societies—the American, and British

Some would have the

fruit for

Memorial services

erection of the monument to Rev. J. Phil-

in the great work of saving souls, by
lifting up the crucified Saviour.
‘And
what a responsibility! "For no person's
talent is so small but that it may be made

The most that they can do will be to

topics

Chris-

The Treasurer, B. F. Haley, Esq., Newmarket, N. H., is prepared to furnish
deeds to all who have made purchases, and

Erection of the Phillips Monument.
Grove Cemetery, June 8, in

ing only to touch upon religious subjects
as they become topics of public discussion.

ing influence so far as a knowledge of curcurrent

the

tian church, and the individual

“The American newspaper is the great
educator of the nation. To the masses of ties, as representative institutions, will
the people it is, besides a news intelli- wisely and necessarily refuse to be forced
into any measures for the premature adopgencer, a compendium of history, of liter- tion and publication of a revision which
ature, and of instruction in the arts and has yet to endure the double test of critisciences and religion. And all this must cal scholarship and of popular approval.
publishers are doing their utmost
be *‘ boiled down” to convenient concise- Private
to supply the demand for the book. There

ness for hasty reading.

:

enjoy in being permitted to have a part

Testament?

Benomirational Hebos.

But while this power ex-

ists, and is great, we have also seen that
the power of the human will is exercised
against it,refusing to accept the blessings

ventur-

0-0

J. A, HOWE, D.D.

' work which is on our hands does not

of life eternal.

is

public

fairs of life, rather than, as now,

PROF. R. DUNN, D.D.,

AF

lar” press is what

apply its principles to all the

REV. J. M. BREWSTER,

“PROF.

to

preéminent

standard of morality and religion, and

PROF. J.J. BUTLER, D. D.,
BOWEN,

whose

wanted, that will fot fear to raise a high

@.F. MOSHER, Editor.

REV. W.H.

standard,

value it cordially acknowledges?

22, 1881.

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS :
PROF. J. FELLONTOX, D.D.,
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Rev.

Selden

Bean,

ed the scene.
church

Dr. Dyer, of Burnham, who advertises medicines dn this paper, preaches without charge
as he has opportunity, and proposes to aid in
our benevolent work as he may be prospered.
Rev. S. W. Perkins died -at-Hollis, June
13th, aged 70 years and § months.
Services

J. M.

for interment at Dixfield, Me.
Rev. C. W, Purington has resigned the pas-

¢¢

month......Canton and Peru churches united
will need a faithful man to labor with. them.
«++ + . East Hebron church has secured the labors of Rev. R. Scott for the coming year, and
rx
ms a fine new parsonage to welcome the family to......The church in Carthage is prosper-

hope and prayers for his fature

pledges,

or

in......Our people in Madrid are talking of
a meeting-house, and Rev. C. E, Woodcock,
their pastor, is just the man to work it up...
The church in Farmington wus never doing
‘better, and Rev, J. Burnham Davis, the pas-

at Farmington Falls is striking hands with the

.Chesterville church in a pastorate......Rev, 8,
Wheeler united with the Chesterville church in
1819, was elected deacon in 1828,

and ordained

as pastor in 1840, which relation

he has sus-

tained to this

time,

making

twelve

deacon and forty as pastor.

years

He now

as

is severed.

earnest-

Hill, of Bangor Theological Seminary has been
invited to visitthemn with a view to settlement......Rev. C. E. Blake was never doing
our people better service than at present.
He

ministers to our church at North Anson to the
edification of that people, and also at Madison,

where

a new

factory

young disciples were

is being

conversions

and pastor and.people are

earnestly

and added to

Y.

‘ He died at

Yorktown, Va., November 18th,
sixty-seventh year of his age and
years of the 50th anniversary of
80 that friends who knew of the

is excellent......Rev,

at Bangor is good,

baptized

pastorate was at Alps, N.

'W. Gowen is getting well at work at Milo &
Lagrunge and baptized at Lagrange recently...
‘The interest in the church

York.

the church.
The Sabbath-school numbered
113. Inthe evening a concert by the little
ones was well attended and very enjoyable,
closing with a collection for missions.
Rev. Wm, Fuller of Stephentown Center informs us of the death of Rev. Wm. Fonerden,
late of East Poestenkill, N. Y., and whose last

and some reclaimed, There is to bg a baptism
there the 26th of this month......Bro. Musgrove, u student at Bates, is doing finely at
Green and the interest

;

The 12th inst. was a good day at Elton. Two

«erected, making it an important point to our
people. Bro. Blake needs a helper as he can’t
do all this alone for any length of time at his
age of life....... There is a good religious interest at Richmond Corner under the labors of
Rev. M. Gatchel ; some 15 hopeful

:

i

New

where the congregation is large, many com«ing for miles to listen to the Word ; also at Mad-

ison Bridge

17

Sabbath, June 12, was a day of. rejoicing for
the Amesbury church.
At the close of the
morning service, the pastor, Rev. J. D. Wuldron, baptized two young men who united
with the church.
Others are to go forward
soon. The Sabbath day meetings are largely
attended, weekly prayer-meetings more interesting, and the future looks better for our
cause in Amesbury than for many years.

ly desires the church to secure a pastor, as he
feels his work is done, and his age” compels
Bro. G. W.
him to decline to serve longer.

1880, in the
within three
his wedding,
devoted and

tender attachments of Bro. F. as a husband
will understand the bereavement of Sister F.

at work

for the Master...... The blessed work of grace

by such a separation and will not forget

at Corinna under the labors of Rev. J. Mariner
is a matter of great joy and gladuess to many.
This long ‘neglected field, which in former
years gave us some of our:most useful ministers, is really redeemed, A large baptism was

pray that as her days are so may her strength
be. Bro, Fonerden both as a classical and
biblical "scholar
and an able sermonizer,

excelled
the Majority
in
try, while a pure and lofty

had a short time since when the Jittle number

of twelve received more than twice their numbers of recuits, giving™s a band of 40 faithful

ones to labor for Christ.
imers many to gather such

* O,

are the reapers?” Maine is dotted
+ with fields ripe for .the harvest.
will come?”......
The above

to

minischarac-

terized by fidelity to every sense of duty in his
work, was ,evident to those who knew him
best.

After
a second

attack

of

paralysis,

in-

volving that of the brain, passed into the spirit-land, a Christian soul to its high reward.”

Would we had Marbands.

our
ideal

where

all over
0, who

items are sent by

Rev. James Boyd, State Missionary,

A pleasant revival interest in the Litchfield

Plains church (Rev. E. G.Page, pastor) has

Rev. C. H, Hilton

a vacation of a few
during

his

of North Parma is taking

weeks

absence his

in New

England;

people are

repairing

and refarnishing their house of worship......
Subbath, June 12, the pastor of the Fairport
church baptized 3, and gave the hand of fel

been in progress for some time. On the 2nd lowship to 4 in th® evening, The SundaySabbath in June, 16 were added to the church, school at Fairport is in excellent condition.
15 by baptism and one by letter. Bro.Page has, Janae «AD unustial religious interest is manifesa pleasant field of Jabor and is doing effective
ted in the East Kendall church.
work for the Master.
continuous pastoral

He has been engaged in
work for amore than 40

years. Buring all these,years he has con.
stantly been engaged with some. church with
the exception of a single Sabbath......Rev, A.

Libby.is preaching at West Falmouth

&

Westbrook (Duck Pond) every Sabbath.
Ry the death of Rev. 8. W. Perkins, the

church in Hollisis left without a pastor and

wishesto correspond with some

+ without a pastoral charge.
* Tarbox, West Buxton, Me.
»in

one

who is

Address H. M.
td

ali
Te

Western.
:

Wisconsin.

No pastoral changes
The veteran pastor, J.
fort at Wayne where
doctrine, The Warren

its fit of dejection

a

in the Lafayette Q. M.
Parkyn, still holds the
he is teaching sound
church has rallied from

and resolved to thorough-

ly repair ite church edifice. Nearly $2,000 is
already pledged for the enterprise. The pas-

tor, Bro, Prescott, is doing a good work.

his

Morrell, Jas.

Rowe,

No

Q. M.—Held

Clerk.

J.

B.

and

yet

most

of

Lawrence,

the

churches

The

:
Rev. M. Gaseoigne.
Next (Sept.) session with the Poestenkill
church,
1. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.
MARION (O.)

Q. M.—Held

its last session

with the Berwick church, April 2 and 3; Rev.
Isaac Seitz moderator.
Attendance small, on
account of the bad going and weather.
The
request of the Grand Prairie church, to enter-

tain the next session of the Ohio Central Y. M.,

tonic,

best

COD

LIVER

OIL

a

0. C. H1LLs, Clerk.

BowDOIN Q. M.—Held its June session with
the 8. J.ewiston church, Jan. 14—16.
Most of
the churches were represented.
Some failed
to make their statistical report for the Register; such are requested to send it to me at
once by mail.
The business of the session was
done with dispatch, and most of the time given
to Jreaching and social worship.
The licenses

of

Brethren J. B. Jordan. A.

T. Hilman,

W.

R. Whittermore and S, Wakeby were renewed
Revs. D. Burr, J. Mariner, A.
for one year.
L. Morey, L. W. Gowen and J. Boyd were
present from other Q. Ms. and added interest
to the meeting.
The preaching was by Revs.

J. Mariner,
H. J. White, J. J. Hall, C. F.
Penney and J. Boyd and needs no commendation. ‘The Woman’s Mission occupied a part
of one day to good acceptance,
The following
ministers were chosen delegates to the Y. M.,
to wit.: J.J. Hall, C. F. Penney, E. Manson,
A. J. Baker, G. W. Gould, J. C. Purinton, H.
J. White, Geo. Plammer, B. M. Edwards, C.
B. Atwood, W. H. Bowen, O. B. Cheney,
E. G. Page, A. Libby and T. D. Clement.

Next

session

with

church, commencing
2 o'clock Pi M,

the

West

Litehfifia

last Tuesday in
A. M. JONES,

Sept. at
Clerk.

OAKLAND (Mich.yQ. M.—Held its last session with the Highland church, June 10-12.
There was a large delegation present. The
churches were all represented.
Business was
executed with harmony and dispatch.
God
was with us in his Spirit's unction and power.
a
with
impressed
The Highland people became
About $45 was raised
spirit,
missionary
by the card system, besides over $15 in cash,
Sabbath, after the morning service, we repaired to the bank of a beautiful lake, where
14 happy converts followed their Lord in baptism. It was a delightful, as well as a solemn sight. In one or two instances the glory

was too much

earthern

for frail

ROYAL

WORDS

of

ith ‘Nashville:

3.

4.

Nile,

CHRISTIAN

A

expressly

are

as a text book.

;

heelogy and Philosophy, and
of Theology, at Island Park.

a

£

the

Rev.

S. D. Bates, Treasurer

Ohio

Free

Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich.,

money contributed within the bounds

to

Ensign—Mrs

8

Ad

1

Randrll—Miss

SJ

L

W

Vail-C

Weaver—I)

BY

its last session with

Most of the churches
"ble time was enjoyed.
but two are without pastors
reported progress,

special

department

Expenses

reasonable.

Send

&

are

CO.

R

10.

Business Fotrees.

summer

months,

to stand
the

sys.

tem should be kept in perfect condition, with all
the organs performing
ness,

their office work.

Liver Complaint, Dizginess

in

perior as a Cough remedy.

per bottle.

Bilious-

the Head, In-

digestion, Constipation, and @ll similar
yield ye ily to.
effect of Baxter's
itters. Price
25 cts, per bottld. Try
convineed.
4
.
Dr. N. G. White's Pulmonary Elixir

Rev. Thomas
Vt.

Hail, thou heaven born

diseases,
Mandrake
it and. be

has no su.

Price 35 and 50 cents
ates

NoHo

Illustrations,
ear

Terms to
Pa.

Teleoraply Taught!
Skilled operators Jraduaie

from the Telegraph

Department, New
Hampton Commercial College,
New Hampton, N. H.
Send for circulars.

Prince of Peace!

Clarke’s. Compound

Mandrake

Bitters

Cures Sick-Headache, Constipation of the Bowels,
and
the
skin
For

all Bilious and Liver Complaints. It purifies
Blood, Promotes Digestion, and makes the
clear and fair. Large bottles only 60 cents.
sale by Druggists generally.
Prepared by

~ SECONDTO NOK.
Rev. Walter Clarke, proprietor of the
Cough Remedy, West Buxton, Me.

Kuropean
16eow

- - - 754 Tops.
Sate in1881865
- - 44,700
0
.

This Fertilizer, which was at first sold almost entirely in
= the South ern States, has of late years become so deservedly
Farm Crops,
E popular in the North, for the cultivation of all
ly to
especial
works
their
enlarged
have
y
compan
°° that the
Northern demand, and we

to fill orders promptly.

Pamphlets

are

now in a

containing

position

testimonials

by our:lochl agents, or on
E>" and other information furnished
»

application to

& CURTIS,

GLIDDEN

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS OF PACIFIC GUANO COMPANY,

BOSTON,

:

May 14, by Rev. J. D. Wal-

"J. A. BLAKE,

Hampshire.

'

;

[SEND

\

POSTAL

FOR

BUS

CIRCULAR.]

2
popular. Singing BOO
Gen
and
Has by Ita bigsales proven itself fo tibe the » most
Family Wor
Sanday

-t

MASS.

New
Sutton, Vt, Special Agent for Vermont and
7
-

ane

acing

Ti EE

me OE" m—m
Expres

Send for Sample

ouhor 18 sed.

i

0 Cog RL EIS S050 °F BT esta a ew ori

Price 30 cts.; $3.00 per dozen

;

.
L J

ny

A Magnificent Vol-

Times. Clear Type. Fine
Sells Bapidiy and Agents

Suited to the
and Binding,

Soluble Pasifs Cuane

ii

!

= Author
of Science and the Bible, etc.

$60 to MeCURD: Send for Descriptio
Y & CO. P
J.C.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

H,

C. 8.
In Pawtucket, R. I, April 14, bE 88Rev.Lavioia
Frost, Mr. Wm. S. Randall and
the
Randall, both of P. Also, on May 1st, by and
Patten
Frank
Mr.
‘same and in same place,
on
Mrs. Mary Brown, both of Taunton, Mass. ;and
Newell
8, by the same, Mr. Frank A.
May
P
,
of
both
Matterson,
E,
Miss Anna

4

and Leading Clergy of all Denominations,
ume
Pa)

Hail, thou Son of Righteousness I”

Strafford, Vt., June

dron, Mr. Charles E, Harrigan and Miss Nettie J.
Banker, both of 8. By the same, in Amesbury, ‘
Masss, June 15, Mr. Robert J. York, of Salsbury,
and Miss Mary H. Quimb , of A.
H.,
At the F. B. church, Leighton’s Corner, N. ColMay 29, by Rey. H. T. Barnard, Mr. Harvey
Wakefield,
of
both
Seword,
Miss Dell 1..
and
cord

Teachers, Students, Men

By Herbert W. Morris, D.D.

HE

From the attractive title to the last page. outside
full
and inside, the whole book is full of Life. and
Send stamps for specimen copy. Speciof Light.

men pages free.

AGENTS,

A Grand Array
of Evidences, Aids, Witnesses and Records,
from History,
Natural Science, Modern Research and Every Dethe Press
Rec
partment of Human Knowledge.

Risen with healing on his wings,

Mr.
In Olneyville, R. I, by Rev. A. L. Gerrish,
George P. Crossman and Miss Grace A. White,
[
both of Providence.
| In Salisbury, Mass.,

sores TESTIMONY

“ Light and Life to all he brings,

Bragg aud Mrs. F. Annette Roberts, both of Straf-

Have Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints.
87
50 cents and $1 a bottle,
Summer 18 now upon us, and in order

12, by

Co, Cincinn:

* 3a ACTIVE

Sesto gupply th e

George

ects the purchaser and makes
deceitimpossible. Marchal&
Smith, § W,11th St, N. YX.

JEENTS MATER cioAvricies.

LICHT AND LIFE.

Married
dord,

20 Beautiful Stops, 5 Octaves

Carved Walnut Case, Send for
our Illustrated Catalogue.
It
ives information which pro-

1.00

Roar

Mr.

? Purgative Pills make New
Ric
Blood, and will completely change the blood in
the entiresystem in three months. Any person
~ who will take
I pill each nightfrom 1 to I12weeks
maybe restored to sound health,
if sucha thing
be oShie,
Sent by mail for 8 letter stamps.
« 8. JOHNSON
& CO., Boston, Mass.y
formerly Bangor, Me.
Y
:

A New Sunday-school Song Book. By R. M.n Mc
for
cents. Liberal reductio
35 ce
Pri
INTOSH.
quantities.

C W Dealtry No Sandwich N LI

H. Smithers,

NEW RICH BLOOD!

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
50

Stainer.

Forwarded.
MAIL,"

At the parsonage in South

$ .50
1.00
1.00
2.00

Pauer.
Forms:
Musical
Harmony. Stainer.
Instrumentation. Prout.
Violin. Tours.
Musical Terms. Stainer.

Composition.

;

the sole’ agents for ihe

Rudiments of Music. Cummings.
Art of Piano Playing. Pauer.
The Organ. Stainer.
Singing. Randegger.

5.
#,
7.
8.
9.

Full de-

pile
| | Eng. Literature 11’ge if
51’ge 12mo. vols.
¥12mo vol.handsomely
® ¥ catalogiie
ts
cloth; only
$2.00
bound, for only 50 ets.
Free.
MANHATTAN
Book Co., 16 W.14th 8t., N.Y. P.0.Box 4530
England,

. |

United States for the magnificent Novello List of
The
Oratorios, Operas, Glees, Part-Songs, etc.
6
separate Anthems, Choruses, or Glees, cost but,
for
used
largely
cts. to 10 cts. each, and are very
excellent
are
following
The
singing.
l
occasiona
and practical instructive works, and are called
+¢ Primers,” but are really a great deal more:

1.
2.
3.
4.

:

JiJORLD

Macauley’s His- ff Taine’s History of

tory of

NOVELLO!
DITSON

Manager.

OOKS in the

HEAPEST

for particulars to

EXPRESS.
Frank A Smith Plymouth N H

(Gilberts Mills and Redfield) ; these are good
fields for energetic men.
G. P. LINDERMAN.

W. H. BROWN,

men or ladies desirous of be-

Young

Wilcox—=3 J Weed—S C Whitcomb—J Windley—
F Young—W H Yeoman,
J 8S Williams—E Le
Books

Address all communications to

96 Tremont Street,
Boston, Mass.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
MENTION THIS PAPER. ’

10t24

a

No other like it!

Telegraph Departmeni, New Hampton, N. H.

H

W

Paralysis.

Serit by mail everywhere!
Small Size, $1.00. Double Size, 82.00.

coming Telegraph Operators need look no farther.

of the Mich.

White—L

And all Nervous and Brain Diseases and

Splendid for invalids or

Read—dJ C Robinson—J A Smilie—B A Sherwood
—D O Smith—J N Sanborn—S A Tisdel-O Vantuyl—C.

¢¢ coolest

CURE

RHEUMATISM!
:
NEURALGIA!
DYSPEPSIA!

sports-

to seu
TED EVERYWHERE
NTS Ww
A
the best Family HKnitGE
of
Will knita
Machine ever invented.
ting
E complete, in
and
stockings, with H.
of fancy20 minutes. It will also knifa great variety
work for which there is always a ready market. Send

ly taught.

all

W

WILL

1and where Telegraphy is practically and proper-

0)

Rolins—D

piazza, or

camp-meetings,

is

Kenney—J A Lowell—W A Lord—Mrs H Lougee
Mc—A B Loomis—A Libby—M Lampher—S
Keown—N C McKoon—C [ Mudgett-J Malvern
H
Mowry—Mrs
Mathews—E
W
Myers—G
—A
Noyes—A L Pickett—J Parker—Mary Perkins—A
C Persons—Mrs E A Prall-G 8 Ricker—T ‘H
Roberts—F

thing for

atthe New Hampton Commercial College.
The
only place in New Eng.

Com-

Hill-M

H

Hadley—G

G

RB Holbrook—H

It is just the

for circular and terms to the Twombly Kni
© Co0., 49 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Mac!
Lo
IM
ous Slt

Goodrich—J H Green—G A Gordon—Mrs M Green
—A L Gerrish—O L Gile—A P Herrick—L Hersey
—Mrs Mary B Hayes—A C Holland—G H Howard
—L

Nef
PN,

:

Chicago.

school

Freeman—J

M

Wine

BATTERY.

B

Line. For 78 cents, in Minnesota, Missouri and
Send for circulars.
Towa.
H. W. LADD, 108 Fulton 8t., Boston; 207 Canal
St., N. Y.; 927 Arch St., Phila.; and 94 Market St.,

Money Letters Received.

KEston—L

Give age

J. HOLLAND
4121

J

Good for the lawn,

place in the house,”

M H Abbey—L P Abbey—C Bell—G 8 Baldwin
—J Bean—S D Bates—Miss M J Chandler—J
Chamberlin—A J Cole—N A Cobb—Miss C Cummings—J D Dinsmore—M Denton-2W H Dyer—G
W

W.

children. Sent on receipt of price, or C. O. D.
For 50 cts. extra, with order, I will prepay expressage to any railroad station east of the Missisgippi River, and north of Mason and Dixon’s

and Educa(25t)

Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M.
tivn Societies.

Self-fastening.

offices, cottages,

hotels,

results

t:
whom

‘‘ The best copy of the

22.18

men, ete.

52
Central Association shouldbe sent.
All money contributed for the Mane State Mission should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
mauvion Baptist Association, Marion, ou,

TEACH-

Gov. A. H. Colquit, Ga.

BT
cory Yoroeo

instantly.

Post-Office Addresses.
REV, E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
52u
he sent), Lewiston, Me.
C.A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y., to
whom all mission money within the bounds of the

Me.

Men to sell my OBJECT

MEAS V2 CUB. FT.
No mattress or pillows
Makes a perfect bed.
required. Better than a hammock,as it fits the body
Folded or opened
leasantly, and lies straight.

During the session of the Institute plans will be
resented for a course of readiag and study in
summer

York.

T5007 (ooh pained, Whte Duck) - $200,

prepared

the

New

ING BIBLE.
Salary after short
¢ Without a rivalin the world of Bibles.”

experience, and send this,
Springfield, Mass,
°

4. * The Protestant

They

TE

Bible extant.”

CHURCH,

by charts and maps

for the purpose.

Ninth Street,

Rev. J. H. Vincent, D. D.

Reformation, 1500—1700."” 5.
‘ The
Great Revival and its Results, 1700—1880.”
These . lectures

will be illustrated

Cents

#1 Randolph Street, Chicago.

trial.

3. ‘Dissent, Reforms and

hé Renaissance, 1000—1500.”

76 East

tf

by Professor W.M. Blackburn, D.D.:
1. “The First four Christian Centuries, A. D.
8-451.” 2.“ The New Europe and its Conversion
Missions, 400—1000.”

Seventy-five

Price

$17 50

BICLOW & MAIN,

‘The Religion of the

OF THE

Words Only,at 10¢.

gloss, and is delightfully

Rk
Send for Specinitn Copies.
.
to. Either Book sent post paid, on receipt of price.

which Free

“Tbe

healthy growth’ with a rich,

OBTAIN

at 30¢c. $7 50

SHALLER QUANTITIES AT SAME RATES.

Course of lectures as follows:
Avesta.”

and Music,

all itching,

removes Dandruff, allays
s
Hair and
- falling
stop

M0 sone sooks For 26.00
i~

a. THE OLD RELIGIONS, by Rev. John Alabaster, A. M. 1. “ The Gods of Chalder.”’ 2.‘ ZoroastZend

Words

175 Books,

Programme of the PASTOR'S INSTITUTE,—organized in the interests of ministers of all denomi-

the

COOD AS GOLD,

2B Books,

America.

O BALSAMUM (irs Kfexs)
IyL
A lovely tonic and Hair Dressing. It

OF

ANY SUNDAY.SCHOOL MAY NOW

of Chautauqua for thorough drill in 8.8. work,
and ministerial
traihing.
A corps of the best
instructors is secured, many of whom are on the
board at Chautauqua.
Those wishing to attend
should inform J. B. Drew, Paw Paw, Mich., who
will forward a programme and full particulars by
return of mail. Return tickets secured from Fort
Wayne, Kalamazoo, $1.00,and from Grard Rapids,
$3.50. Arrange to go by July 4th, and remain to
the close.
s

and

Established over 40 years.
|
Enormous and increasing
sales
-

Throughouj Europe and

In Board Covers, at $10 per 100 Copies.

meetings. Excursion rates on most of the R. Rs.
to Rome City, Noble Co., Indiana, have been
arranged for.
There is no better place west

Vedas.”
b. THE HISTORY

Co0., New York.

ONLY

~

Baptists of Michigan will have grounds set apart,
free of expense, for those who will attend these

Jordan and the Tiber.”

POWDER

.

WORLD'S

IS PERFECTION!
For RESTORING GRAY, WHITE
or FADED HAIR to its, youthful
COLOR, GLOSS and BEAUTY. It
renews its life, strength and growth.
Dandruff quickly removed.
A matchless Hair Dressing. Its perfume rich
Sold by all Druggists.
| and rare.

AN EDITION OF

ISLAND PARK ASSEMBLY; will be held at Island

er

BAKING

JUST PUBLISHED.

churen, June 23.
OHIO & PENNSYLVANIA Y. M: at Atiburn, 0,
June 24.
od
ST. LAWRENCE Y. M. with West FPariebville

nations.

breads, or
Dyspeptios

without fear of the ills resulting from heavy indigestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.

gS TSUEHANN, Y, M. at South Apalachin, ‘June

Arrangements will be completed by

;

Har Restorer

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other preparation makes such light, flaky, hot
luxurious pastry.
Can be eaten by

Notices.

June 29 to July 15.

Ld

OF THE

~

Absolutely Pure.

CENTRAL NEW YORK Y. M. at Ames, June 24.

Park, Mich.,

i

Mrs. S.A. Allen's

POWDER

0il
and

JELLY"

SOUTHERN MINNESOTA ¥. M

Gag

WORLD.

WISCONSIN Y. M. at Warren, Ill, June 24.
MINNESOTA Y. M. at Minneapolis, June 24.

vessels, and

the church at Redfield, June 3d, and a profita.

the hot weather of the

given.

Adm maton

with
John Alford Bristol Sulivan Co Tenn
the heart of the convert responded
Rev S A Worden So Brookfield N'Y
praise. Sabbath evening 11 received the hand
i
Lang Dalton N H
~Andrew
whom
were
a
father,
|
of fellowship, among whom
wer:
Thompson Box 4 Thopsham Mej
Lewis
‘Mrs
family,
same
thé
of
daughter.
and
mother, son
*
Rev John Chaney Auburn Me
‘after which we sat at the Lord’s Table and parMrs A G Brace No Winfleld N Y
took of the emblems of his broken bogdy and
Dana DunbarBox 31 East Trpy Pa
Abner H Wade Freeport Me '
spilled blood. It was a season long to be re1. Decker Pishon’s Ferry Me
membered.
Rev A J Dutton Corinth Vt
church.
Salem
South
the
Next session with
M D Richardson Melvin Village N H
EK. 0. Dickinson, Clerk.
Oct. 14—16.
Rev O L Gile Lisbon Falls Me

08WEGO Q. M.—Held

rms

a

Bil

single teaspoonful

7

D. WORTHINGTON
4; Con Pte Fiera
.
3 S108
L]

of Dr. Blackburn’s life work and will be of great
was granted.
Delegates ~were appointed to
value to preachers.
attend the next Y. M. as follows:
8 ,. Ge
¢. LECTURE ON INFIDELITY, by Arthyr Pierson,
W. Baker, J. A. Sutton, I. Seitz, B. F. Zell, | D.D. 1. “Infidelity trom the Side of Reason.”
0. E. Baker and 8. D. Bates, and Brethren E.
2. ¢ Infidelity from the Side of Experience.” 3.
Brown, S. Morral, A. Hopkins and E. Gilles« Tofidelity from the side of Scripture.”
d. LECTURES ON ‘ THE BIBLE AS A BOOK,” by
pie, with power of substitution.
The Morral
Prof. Hemenway, D. D. The subject to be treatchurch expect to have a house of worship
ed
in the following order: 1. Its Origin; 2. Its
ready for dedication in a few months.
Claims;
3. Its
Identity; 4. Its Laaguages; 5.
;
8. D. Bates, Clerk.
fts Geouineness; 6. Its Authenticity;
Its
Inspiration.; 8. Its Canonicity;-9. #Its Interpretation
Toga ¢
808
e. LECTURE ON “ PULPIT
ELOCUTION,
MANsion on the fifth inst., held in\the Kennedy
AGEMENT OF THE VOICE,” etc., with Class Drills,
branch of the Delmar church.
Two churches
by Professor R. L. Cumnock, A. M.
were received into the membership of the Q.
f. LECTURES by the President, Lemuel Moss,
M.: the Marsh Creek church ‘recently organD.D., LL. D., on: 1. The Christian conception of
ized, und the Gaines church, with a good
Creation. 2. * Miracles ” with conference at annother time, on the same theme.
church property paid for, by letter. On Sat.
g- LECTURE by President W. X. Ninde, D. D.,
urday P. M., eight started anew in the service
on “ The Minister as a Student.”
of God or for the first time to seek an interest
h. DAILY STUDIES IN GREEK
EXEGESIS, by
in Christ.
Collection for the parent Home
Professor H. A. Gobin, D. D. In these studies
Mission board, $10.
the Book of John will be carefully read and the
Next session with the Middlebury church,
little manual, #¢ Greek in a Nutshell ** will be used

Sept. 2—4.

B, G

For Pathos, BoiHumor,
iope. ; and

THE

church, June 24.

its June session

Dea.

an

:

Yearly Meeting

H.

Card

interest,
it ia
eRd. men andRR
women. Now is the time. CorBroil fonts
canithout
portray them,
y

- Yoficed and Bppoindments,

censes of Bros. V. Elliot and H. Lester Horton,
they to report to Y. M. by letter. The meeting
of worship were well attended and seemed to
be under the guidance of the good Spirit,and we
trugt that the Alps church will receive permanent and lasting-.good, as the result of this
session, and the earnest, faithful labors of the
servants of God—coming to us in the fulness
of the gospel of Christ, and be stirred up instead of being disheartened by the promulgation of modern infidelity.
inisters
present:
J. Lemley, M. Gascoigne, W. Fuller and,
Coleman.
Preaching and earnest work by
Rev: J. Lemley of Zion’s Watchman and

In accepting the resignation of the pastor,
Rev. A. P. Tracy, the Lynn church passed
resolutions
testifying to’ the blessing and
strength that have come to the church during
his four years’ occupancy of the position, to his
tender ministry, his solicitude and Christian
sympathy, and recording the feeling of sadness
with which the relation of pastor and people

tor, is_doing hard work there, as in several
small churches in the vicinity......The church

uccept

seemed to be purposingto hold on to Christ
by faith. Conference voted to renew the li-

held

Massachusetts.

-our

E. J. MORGAN,

est reported,

served as Children’s Day by the F. B. congregation and S. S. at Alton. The children were
addressed by the pastor in the morning and a
very successful concert was held in the even
ing.

to worship

reluctantly

with the Alps church,

by

May

offer

welfare and

10c.

26t42eCw

“John

right

this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not Tejegt
For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,
Platt St., New York.
i
1y6.

moderator. Business transacted in harmony;
churches well represented but no special inter-

and 18....The second Sabbath in June was ob-

church

W.

RENSSELAER

business man, is deserving of much credit in
this enterprise,in connection with the pastor,
as is the comniunity, and the house is an or-

this

we

Clerk.

church has been erected and is nearly ready
for dedication, John M. Getchel, a leading

its annual meeting with

and

for a

Briggs, Rev. J. B. Francisco,—— Salmenger.
Next session Sept. 2d, to be located by the

The church at Gilmanton Iron Works is
greatly encouraged by the coming of Rev. M.

Convention

efficient

Star.”

nates—W.

the rites of

8.

faithful,

Rev.
8. 8.
Cady was
appointed’ messenger
to the
Chenango Q. M., and delegates to the Y. M. were appointed as follows:
Delegates—D.
Boyd. E. C. Hodge,
D. M. Miller, S. 8. Cady,
F. H. Butler; alter-

Bro. N. C. Lothrop, administered

8.

while

Morning

Hampshire.

Co.

his

greatest

gecured to the patient by

entered upon the journal and published in the

assisted

Belknap

for

The

Price, 25 cts. per bottle.

QUERU’S

declination of the office so long and acceptably
filled by him,
a
Resolved, That the foregoing resolution be

ful sheet of water, and the pastor,

The

Miller

usefulness,

what they can and exor

M.

go

_ Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
mest mild, bland, aud nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit

of the Otsego

period of thirty-three years; and we

A. Quimby, who commenced regular pastoral
work the third Sabbath in May. This is one of
his former fields of labor which he lefl 15 years
ago, after a successful pastorate of three years.

nament to the place and free to all

That the thanks

don’t

3

unanim-

church, The frame is to be covered by the 4th
of July and they are to celebrate the Fourth by
having the dinuer on the floor of the building
for the benefit of the house; all are invited to

D.

Supper.

care of Rev. F.

Resolved,

matters

i Throat affections and bronchial diseases are reNeved immediately by the use of Downs’ Elixir.
t:

one

gratuitous services as clerk of the Q. M.

and then united in the ordinance of the Lord’s

Starbird, and quite a number have been added,
among them two very aged men,
A fine

preach

Q. M. are due and are hereby tendered to Bro,

baptism to twenty-three men, women and
youths, who with two or three others (who
had been previously baptized)
received the
hand of fellowship as members of the church,

closes this

to

years, the following resolutions were
0osly sdop
:
7

o'clock, they gathered at the shore of a beauti-

remains

It

year. Rev. T. A. Stevens and wife having removed from the Q. M., their absence was specially noticed and much regretted. Bro. D. M.
Miller declining a re-election as Q. M. Clerk,
and having served in that office for many

Sabbath June 12th, was a day of great interest, with the church at-Meredith Village. Last
winter they were blest with a gracious revival
and the conversion of thirty or more of the
congregation.
Their pastor, Bro. Paimeter,
had so far recovered from his severe nervous
prostration, that he decided to have a baptism
of those whe had been waiting for him to administer the ordinance.
A little after one

mt

a license

because

Henry
& Johnson’s
Arnica and
Yiniment is an external remedy for Man
east.
on,

Bro. T. L. Scott of the Franklin

received

but

Never ask a Dyspeptic person what he wants to
eat, but let him take a few doses of Baxter’s
Mandrake Bitters and his appetite will be all

was an occasion of special’ interest to the
church and to the large audience that witness-

the matter in good earnest.
In the last two
weeks the pastor has raised $2,500 for the purchase of a lot on which to build and they hope
in a year or two to be able to build a substantial and coramodious church,

Sl

in the Q. M.

us,

right.

Moss-Rose

unpleasant and essential feminine comthe past, and I am quite sure my experihelp her. I don’t believe those indigo
come because things don’t go right

Health Renewer,”

Rev.

The church and friends in Danforth met
June Tth on the meeting-house lot # witness
the laying of the corner stone for their new

New

ing finely under the pastoral

one of our honored ministers

house of worship and have at last taken hold of

Eastern.

of the Canton church, and

was ap-

Meeting-house Com., at any time.
* The pastor of Saco church baptized 4 happy
believers, on the 1st Sabbath of June, and received them to the fellowship of the church.
The brethren have long felt the need of a new

Ministers and Churches.

where

f

Motto,

Now, I have been troubled with

lious and Liver Remedy known. $1.
Druggists.
Depot, Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N. H.

D.
Boyd
administered
baptism
to seven
candidates, six of whom united with the West
Davenport church ;four of them were members
of the church choir, and oue was the wife of

money with them to belp them.
Contributions can be sent to J. W. Carr, Treasurer of

f
J. 8. DINSMORE, Clerk.
Paloma, Adams Co., Ill, June 14.

torate

Vernon,

to come and bring donations,

by the candidate.
Thus closed ove of the most profitable
sessions of the Ill. Y. M., and as we said
farewell it ‘was with a determination to
labor for more success in the Master's
cause the coming year.

and

audience repaired to the rives

tend an invitation through the Star, to friends

Ira Slater; benediction

Pease, previous to the removal of the

Mt.

come. They are doing

of

Maine.

/
church

with {he Frankford

Perfumed,

apanese Cards, ‘name on,

, Northford, Cr.

ly advise * Daisy B.,” or any lady trotibled as she
was, to use the means which I did, and I am sure
it will have the same effect.
2125
RCT
fn INABA,
SUICIDE AND DYSPEPSIA.
A most remarkable cure for dyspepsia ‘ Well’s

missionary
children our

into the fellowship of the church.

Ira Slater; sermon, Rev. M. B. Feit; ordaining prayer, Rev. A. C. Brush; charge

were conducted’hy Revs. C. Bean

poem,
(‘The

Missionary

by Rev. F'. D. Tasker at Jackson, and received

_ the ordination of RevaW. S. Smith of the
Fairview church; Hancock & Quincy Q. M.
‘The Tollowing was the order of exercises:
Voluntary by the choir; invocation by Rev.

fellowship, Rev.

the Woman’s

session

Vids

would not be without for the world, and I earnest-

Sept. 16—18; the time in Register is a mistake.
CHAS. W. CRAIN, Clerk.

for one year....Three have recently been received to membership in the Newport church.
«+++. Eighteen have recently been baptized

Felt.

hand

ed.
Next

pointed missionary agent for the*Q. M. and is
prepared. to confer with and aid any church
that may need his assistance within its limits.
At the Exeter Q. M. by request of the Newport and Parkman churches, Geo. N. Howard
of the Bangor church was licensed to preach

closed with

to candidate, Rev. J. S. Dinsmore;

the intro-

and is . especially noticeable in the increasing number of subscribers to the Helper.

Collections, $16.00 for Missions.
Sabbath evening the session

of

of

.

Styles,

ONISNASNVEL

to the exercises

Sand-

and

for God will bless the zeal and earnestness

around

3

New

80

within us.
Every lady understands this and
knows the cause, For years I suffered terribly,
and I now see that I might have avoided it all had
1 known what I do to-day. I tried taking Warner's
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure as an experiment,
-and it did forme more than I could ever have
dreamed it possible to- do for any woman. I

OTSEGOQ. M.—Held its last session with
the West Davenport church, June 3-5. All
missionary recruits,”
Mrs. J. Burnham | the churches but one were reported by letter
delegates.
Baptisms were reported from
Davis), address by Rev. E. C. Blake. The in. or
Oneonta,
Ouleout
and
West
Davenport
terest in this work is steadily advancing churches, Omthe
last day of the session the

OH on PA oo SEER, ORE pe ON

Sandborn

born, Lamb, Smith,

been

church

his people.
Much was added to the interest
of the meeting by the presence and preaching
-of* Revs. Kevell and Davis. The ordinance of
baptism was administered on Sunday and Bro.
Calkins and his church were greatly encourag-

evening, an hour was profitably spent listening

convicted

Dinsmore,

viz.:

follows,

pro-

A pleasant feature of thisQ. M.

Society,
consisting of
letters, recitation, essay

be. fil. ging

as

RooT RIVER 3 M.—Held its June
with the Pilot
Mound church, which

and general work, thus’ bringing some of its
best talent to the front rank.
On Wednesday

spiritual

and acknowledged it; and we confidently
expect that God has better things for
Blackberry church and its worthy pastor.
Sabbath was another good day for the
Lord's people, and as we gathered at the
T.ord’s table we felt like Peter when he exclaimed, ¢ It is good to be here.” Table.
presided over by Revs. Slater and Dinsmore. Sermons were preached in their
.order

be

.| that very
plaint in
ence will
session feelings

Quarterly Feetings.

duction of the lay element into the discussions

Salts rejoiced and
with this Y. M.
ated the prodigal
ers
imit
slid
back
ted,
shou
and sinners were

has the “ blues.”

of kindness

fail to

within the last few years, has

that we have witwas enjoyed,
seasons
years’ acquaintance
nessed in our twelve

and returned,

was received as a member of this Q. M. .7he
meeting was a feast of fat thingsto all the
brethren and sisters
present. There was a
large attendance, and this is as it should be,

all received.

of the

one

when

led,

Dodge

T.

most interesting, impressive and

ing. The exercises of the Ministers’ Conference, the discussion and criticisms throughout,
and candor that they could not

The
Preaching more
spiritual and impressive.
and effective.
n
plai
,
good
ly
nari
than ordi
assembled ,
ence
Saturday p. M. a large audi

additions

to its membership the past winter.

ductive of good, from the material help. which

pass
denomination; unanimously
unusually
were
hip
wors
of
ings
meet

The latter has had some

profit to the churches. He attended the Farmington Q. M., June 8 and 9, and greatly encouraged those present by his cheering words.
The session was held at Phillips, a thriving
village, on the regular route to the Rangely
Lakes. Tt was an. unusually pleasant gatherwere conducted in such a spirit

ch and
ected with seme evangelical chur
ed.

Rev. S.

their way.

with

A Lady Correspodent.
Mr. Editor: —In a recent issue of your paper
‘“ Daisy B.” writes to know what to do when she

Painted Red,
Striped
Canvas and Fanc;
Bolster, $3.00.

also

Com. on Temperance

ce resolutions,
recommended Gen. Conferen
on State of
Com.
ted.
adop
were
ch
whi
ministers
all
that
led
enc
theY. M. recomm
employ as evan.and ‘churches are not to
are not conwho
gelists or supplies men

Co.,

:

Painted Red, Bro wn
‘anvas and Fanc

making the tour of Upper Franklin

and the delegates
the last Gen. Conference
rn home and
retu
to
ed
rmin
seemed dete

work to them.

York, Prairie and Monticello churches hold on

Rev. James Boyd, Me. State Missionary, is

of work for
fine our purpose and method
on Missions
Com.
the coming year. The
lutions of
reso
and
s
plan
the'
recommended

a

3

NB.

‘Sam

B=

20 ots.

.

,
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Poetry.
UNDER

THE

BY MRS\

“ Well, well, child,” replied Aunt Mar-

garet, coldly, ¢ don’t look at me asif I
was a common highwayman. Your tem-

PALMS.

perance people do

Sir,’ to a lady!”
:
?
¢ Oh, Auntie,” laughed Minnie, ‘‘ I beg

The whispering branches of the palms

Still tell to every ppssing breeze;< i

your pardon ! that is a little

Of bard and prophdt, priest and king,
‘When the soft touch of sandled feet,
Amid the dew-drops and the flowers,
Awoke a thousand sweet perfumes

To fiJl the balmy morning hours.
Ah! many a story strange and-sweet,
And many a legend rich and rare,
* Down through all time, to every land,
The palms immortal green shall bear;
Faint glimpses of creation’s morn

Steal through their shadowy depths afar,
The heavens and earthagain seem one

totalers before they were fairly into their

long trowsers, but for a girl! I think it is
| outragequs !I””
-

Bright angels in the shadows sat,

And, waiting there, God’s chosen yes ‘
Received the heavenly visitants,
z

¢ Oh, Auntie!” began Minnie with a
grieved lip. But a soft hand was laid upon the child's head and a sweet motheriss fell upon the pure up-lified brow.
\ ¢ Mamma will have to give Auntie the

their low, enchanting tones.

Under the palm trees by the well,
A maiden fair as summer flowers,
And pure as angel ones above, .
Came in the golden twilight hours,
And for the waiting flock she brought

reasons for her conduct, dear. The sun is
warm in the orchard, now run out and

play, dear; kiss mamma and Auntie good
by, and go.”

From the cool well, the nectar sweet,

The child

Once looking up, With timid eyes;

did as

she

was

bidden, her

usually smiling face a little troubled.
Mrs. Leslie's voice trembled alittle as
she asked gently,
:
* You don’t think I was over strict
with my boys, Margaret? You don’t think
they regret their early temperance train-,

The stranger’s edger gaze to meet.
Still lingering where the shadows fell
On snowy brow, aud wavy hair,
The stranger, with a grateful heart
Received the gift of answered prayer,
- And the fair maid her blushes hid
From the young moon that shone above;
For ’neath the palm trees at the well

ing?”

This is the golden legend told
By waving palm trees at the well;
But there’s another oftener read,

One I love best to hear, and tell,
Of Jesus, the sweet Nazareen,
By the well’s brink, his journey o’er,

Giving the thirsty ones to drink

:

diant.

THE BIBLE.

<I thought I'd

oe

‘ Thy work is very pure;”
> Tis gold unmixed with dross,
With gain in every loss:
It holds the healer’s art
For every troubled heart,
Till pain is driven hence
3
‘With health to soul and sense.
‘Thy servant loves it well,
Let him the rapture tell:
The spring flows on, a boundless river,
4
From thee, O Lord, the royal Giver.
!
—Bible Society Record.

dle with temperance for?”

Family Caxcle.
&

rgmsTeR.

“Its all nonsense, Sister Mary;

for

my part I'm free to confess that I'm sick
and tired of Temperance.”
The speaker was a woman, young

fair and elegantly dressed.

and

The frown

upon her lovely face and the scornful
curve of the rosy lips showed her hearers
how angry she was getting.
.
“I am surprised,” replied a soft voice
playfully. ¢¢ Now for my part I am sick
of Intemperance. I rather wonder at

your taste, Margaret.”
:
_ The speaker had a tender, serene face
and looking at it you would know that
some great sorrow had come into her life.
But if you looked long enough you would
decide that, although the face was thin
and pale and the lovely hair streaked with
gray, it was a much more beautiful face
than that of the younger woman beside
her.
* You pow very well what I mean,”
replied Margaret Preston.
‘I mean the
word Temperance disgusts me. You
can’t even open a paper, that is, a religious paper, but the word stares at you
from every page.”
“It is a good word I'm sure, Auntie,”

spoke a little maiden who
up on the

broad

was cuddled

window-seat,

with

the

shadow ofthe crimson curtain flushing
asked the lady, a smile chasing away

the

you

disgusted

drinking before they are out of their pinaheads—"
«Oh, Auntie ! not bad enough. Good

enough, I think!” replied Minnie springing from her perch. and nestling down
on a low seat by her anogs side.”
* On-

ly think, if all the ten mills of children
in this country should take the pledge

Mar-

Mrs.

Leslie,

‘but

I

thought

sun,

her beautiful hair hung in shining waves
below her waist.”
‘“ Such lovely hair Evelyn had! I
never saw the like! such golden, glossy

ripples like little waves all over her head!
|
|
|
|
|

arose, staggered
a few steps,
would have fallen but that I took her
arm, stdpped a carriage and rode with
her to her luxurious home.
truly, her husband is wealthy, occupies
a high social position, yet his wife, our

dear little school-girl friend, was drunk
| in the streets

of Boston

day!”

on

the Lord's

so far kept my vow.

for every

My boys know | ment.”

shapes

:

¢¢ Ah, my sister, are you

Ishould

think

in your

sureof

that? | herself.

city you

Her tastes are pure now.

them

| to become vitiated. That was why I al¢ Drunken women! Yes, indeed ! mis- | lowed her to take the pledge so young.
erable, low creatures, a disgrace to their | I Wanther always to be able to say,

ancies of the Bible ” was so favorably received

Fa

1|
We find the June Magazine of Art unusualbe likely to feél the good effects of so favorable | ly entertaining. A review of some
of. the

an introduction. But it hardly needs any such
assistance. It isitselfits own best herald. In
it the author has endeavored to set forth that
theory of future punishment which he believes
to be deducible from the Scripture and to ac-

help

us who

are

His styleis plain

lawn-gameand
, the positions are remarkably
The little dog, however, has
have great influence over those people who ad- | 2 ewine’s snout, Thornycroft’s statue
of Arte-mit that the Bible evidently teaches the doc- | mis, and his sculpture of the head
of Lot's
trine of endless misery, but who are not able to | Wife are full of expression and
gracefulpess.

reconcile that doctrine wigh their own ideas | “ The First Troubles of a Young Artist” will
and feelings. . The author seeks to show such | meet but one opinion, and thata cordial
agreepeople that this endless misery is not arbitrarily | ment that the positions and expressions are

inflicted by a.severe master, but that it is | characteristically truthful.
‘The descriptive
simply the result of knowingly transgressivg | text deals with
Pictures of the Year,” © The

moral Jaw.
‘to a too

He seeks to correct the tendency | Place of Pictures in the Decoration ofaRoom,”

revolting

literalism

in teaching that | ** Our Living “Artists,”

doctrine, at the same time holding to the be- | Stutues,” etc.—New

snow.”

But her

sister's

——

do good rather than harm, and

(Boston)

its positions |

said

:

where

** Very

J
improbable,

it seems

me,

and at least you must own such cases are
rare among women.
Even then I dare

say the love of drink was inherited.”
‘ Granted,” replied Mary Sinclair with

paling cheek again, ** my daughter might
inherit it. Who can tell what is behind
us? “¢ Unto the children of the third and

fourth’ generation}
you know. And ‘how
| many of us know any thing about even

only think in time to give the soft answer
—if we would only conciliate with the
kind word rather than exasperate by a
sharp reply—how much humiliation and
heart-ache. for ourselves and others we
might avoid. On the contrary, alas, in-

stead of appeasihz wrath with the gentleness of a Christ-like spirit, we find ourselves bristling up and ready for the fray
the moment we see belligerent signs rising in another.
What would we think of the mariner
who on hearing the roar of breakers in

the distance dashed his vessel headlong

:
to

T ANSWER.

If we, the quick-tempered ones, could

breast it ; there is no. time for

delibera-

tion, searcely for a whispered prayer. Or,
it may be, we are exasperated beyond en-

durance by the conduct . of another;

| our great grand-fathers, to say nothing answer and action on our part must be
decisive

and

immediate.

The

angry

of any still farther back? Or of what appetitesor passions, as well
as brains they ‘| word, swifter than lightning, flies to the
door of the lips and struggles for egress.
'|'may have left us as nn inheritance?”
“ Well, of one thing Iam very sure,” If we permit that demon to pass the por’

Petter &

:

:

.

issue the ninth

conscience

of

candid aud | clubs.

Mr. Geo.M. Baker is the editor of the

thoughtful persons.

series, and

THE EASIEST

some really good and striking selections from
current literature. The humorous, pathetic,

WAY

IN

HOUSEKEEPING

AND

in the

present

number

there are

Even Mrs. Campbell herself believed until | Henry A. Young
& Co. (Boston) publish

the

and

weak,

are

er and effort, for we

adversary is strong, but God is over all
and giveth help to the needy.
. If each morning, before leaving the sanctuary where Jesus seems so near that we
can touch
the hem of his garment, and
going out into the world where faith is
strained and tempers tried till we are not
ourselves, and the

law

of kindness

and

the soft answer are forgotten—where Satan looks on jeering at our failures, and
Jesus seems to have withdrawn himself
till he stands afar off—if,

ing ourselves

before

to this ordeal,

subject-

we

but lay our case before God

the

would
Father,

recently that there was neither room mor | tasteful white covered book entitled Wedlock.
toleration in the public mind for another cook | It is made up of selections from the best Enbook. It is fortunate that she changed her | glish and American poets all fittihg the title,

belief, else we should have missed the best | and answering the purpose of a

thing in its line that has ever blessed the household. Experience is the mother of the book,
audit isn’t
a pure invention, either. It is a
growth. The attempt to build up cooking-

|
|
|
|

“Simple token

of friendship to the newly married. ‘The
frontispiece isa blank marriage certificate,
which the officiating 'Squire or Clergyman
may fill out, and so make the gift doubly ap-

schools in new loealities showed the inadequa- | propriate.
cies of any existing handbooks on cookery, and

also what was

needful

om

in the coming book. |

* Ethics and Atheists; or Remonstrances

Hence the volume at hand has a two-fold char- | with Professor Adler, Colonel Ingersoll, and
acter, and represents not only the ordinary | Others,” (New York: J. W. Pratt's Printing.

receipt book, but answers questions that must | House) is the title ofa pamphiétby Wm. H.
arise in the mind of every ‘person who enters | Trenwith which sets out as follows: * Fair

into the practical work

ing ameal.
ly, as being

of preparing

and

cook-

Play

for

God

and

His

Christ,

Fair

Play for

We can commend the book high- | Satan and his Antichrist, Fair Play for the
eminently adapted to the actual | Servants of God, Fair Play for the Servants of

telling him of our frailty and fears, and
of the mastery that is gained over us by | wants of all active housekeepers and especially Satan, This is God’s Will.” - It is a straightforour hasty tempers, and in the name of to those who are just beginning that trying | ward presentation of ‘Gospel truth, and will
;
be profitable to the sincere reader.
Jesus the Son plead for special strength work.
against this special weakness, it will sure-

ly be given us, for he has promised
whatsoever we ask in ‘the name

we shall receive.

that

of Jesus

If with David we cry,

“Set a watch, O Lord, before my mouth ;
keep thou the door of my lips this day
that I sin not!” no emergency can spring
and

find

grew,

and

its

became

leaves

a

ADVENTURES
OF
AN AMERICAN
CONSUL
ABROAD.
By Samuel Sampleton, Esq., late
| United States Consul at Verdecuerno. Bose
ton: Lee & Shepard. 1878.
16mo. pp. 270.
($1.00).
J
If one has an interest in the United States
Consular Service, this volume will afford considerable entertainment whether it conveys reliable information or not. The author, who
appears to have been a Consul at a Mediterranean port during Lincoln’s administration, re-

sketches of Italian social life to the magazines.

great

rank

and
ROSECROFT. A story of common
common people.
By William M.

ed a habitation thereon. And it came to
pass, in the course of time, that the son of
man looked upon it, and thought it beautiful to look upon, and much to be desired
to make lads look big and manly.
So

This

Andsome

it

made

sick,

and

unmanly,

and

and

were enslaved became

foul; and

story

begins

with

¢ Child
& Shep-

a honeymoon.

and

ends with two weddings. Consequently there
isa flavor of sentiment all the way along.
Nevertheless the moral is sufficiently apparent,
that forgetfulness of self brings the greatest
happiness. The characters are forcibly drawn,
and one admires the good minister as heartily

they put forth their hands and did chew
thereof,

places and
F. Round

author of
** Achsah,”
* Hal)»
Marian Abroad,” etc. Boston: Lee
urd. 12mo. pp. 357.

ashe despises the hypocritical Professor, The in-

said

troduction of Rachel and

Calvin affords variety

and the

in the

prosperity of Esther

Marian

and David

interest

and Paul,

they

and

equally sustained.

is about

With such variety of char-

acters and incidents the reader

were seized with a violent spitting; and
they did spit, even in ladies’ parlors, and
in the house of the Lord of Hosts. And

to please if he does not find

must

be hard

something

his fancy.

to

suit

;

!

plagued thereby. And in the course of
time it came also to pass that others snuffed it; and they were taken suddenly with
fits, and they did sneeze with a great and
mighty sneeze, insomuch that their eyes

This book contains several stories. The firstis

the one that gives it its title.

Mrs,” Harry

filled with tears, and they did look exceedingly silly. And yet others cunning-

Harper was a young wife in a strange city with
no cares to occupy her attention while ler husband was absent at his business.

ly wrought the leaves thereof into rolls,
and did set fire to the one end thereof,
and did suck vehemently at the other end
thereof, and did look very grave and
calf-like ; and the smoke of their torment

One day while walking aimlessly upon the
street she notices a crowd of ladies hastening
to a church. She follows from mere curiosity

ascended up forever and ever.
And the-eultivation thereof became

and finds it to be a missionary

could fall into their hands and as effectually
awaken them,
:
The other stories also ‘have a missionary

tendency. *“ The Harrisville Young

cause

my

face to

shine on you. ..
a
ins
But with one accord they all exclaimed:
.

“We

can

not cease from

snuffing, and pufing—we
Christian Secretary.

chewing,

are slaves.”—

Ladies ”

discuss the best ways of awakening an interest

in their meetings,and having discovered a plan
are quick to put it into effect.

-

“ Mrs. Dunlap’s Commentary ” by her words

American Bible Revision Committee, This is
a complete history of Bible Revision from the
days of Wycliffe to the present time. Price 50

cents, in paper; $1.00, in

cloth.

The Life- Work of Elbridge Gerry Brooks,
issued by the Universilist Publishing House,

- Boston, is a book that will claim the attention
of readers

irrespective

of

sectarian

lines.

Novel in plan and presentation, it aims to be

in some sense a departure from the customary
“ Memoir” style, and seeks to. subordinate the
mere details of an actfve minister's life to the
events of which his life-work was & pari. Dr.
Brooks was a prominent minister in the

Universalist. church for nearly half « century,

aud his labors in its ‘behalf ‘were earnest
untiring.

Good

(1 vol. 12mo. pp. 247.

Company

and

$1.25.)

(Springfield,

Mass.)

for

May has a long installment of “ In the Land of

the Midnight Sun” by Lieutenant Frederick
Schwatka, commander of the Franklin Search
Expedition, in which he begins the account of

the great Arctic sledge journey, the longest
both in distance and time ever attempted, It

was absent from its base eleven
half and traversed a distance

miles, We quote from the
Schwatka’s own words :—

months and a
of over 3,200

narrative

Lieut.

With less than one month’s provisions we
were separating ourselves by an icy desert of
four or tive hundred miles
from all chances of

rescue, with

eighteen

human

and

forty-four

brute mouths to be fed, in a region where

over

a hundred men, led by as experienced” leaders

as it wus

possible to produce

in a country

fa-

mous for its Arctic heroes, had perished ; there
to spend possibly a year, and under the most
favorable circumstances not less than niné
months, to make a laborious and thorough
search to determine the fate of those that had

thus died.
“Recollections of My Childhood in Ola
Japan” is by a native of that country, a young
lady now pursuing her education in the United

States.

It is perhaps a more detailed account

of life in a Japanese family

under

the old

gime than has been before published.

re-

The fic-

Rebecca

Harding

Davis and Miss Katharine Carriugton, and an
installment of “ Mildred’s Caprice,” the new
serial story

begun in the

last

number.

Mrs.

Gen. Lew Wallace has “ Among the Pueblos,”
a subject on which

her residence in the

south-

west renders her competent authority. Octave
Thanet under the form of a colloquy discusses
“Creeds ”

with

characteristic

thoroughness.

Mrs, Lizzie W. Champney writes of

The Al-

hambra and its Master-Magician.” One of the
poems has for its subject Old Abe, the famous
war-eagle of a Wisconsin

recently.

regiment,

that

died

Other articles and poems round out

the number.

Messrs. E. Steiger & Co.

(New

York)

are

about to issue a volume called The Dictionary

of Education and Instruction. It will be
similar to and based upon their “ Cyclopedia of
Education,” and will be a desirable reference
book and manual on the theory and practice of
teaching, for the use of parents, teachers and
‘others. It promises to be a useful

hook.

3
tn
An unusually interesting group

and valuable

i

of pictures
and acts through the week upon the Sundayschool lesson, is suggestiveto many another appears in the July Scribner, in. an article by
Sunday-school teacher who wonders why her’ Mr. W. C.Brownell, of * The Nation,” on “The
Younger Painters of America.”
The first
efforts for her class are so unavailing.

evil thing far from you; and be separate,
and defile not yourselves any more; and
and

The

There are many Mrs, Harpers in the world
and it would certainly be well if the story

a

fields into corn and wheat; and put this
yon

meeting.

exercises interest her and she is awakened
into more practical Christian life.

great and mighty business on the earth;
and the merchant-men waxed rich by the
commerce thereof. And it came to pass

I will bless

I K. Funk & Co. (New York) are about to
issue a revised edition of the late Mrs. H. C.
Conant’s *“ Popular History of English Bible
Translation,” with a new preface and additional
matter, bringing the history down to the
present time, by Thomas J. Conant, D. D.,
husband of the talented author, and well, known Biblical Scholar and Member of the

tion includes stories by Mrs.
MRS. HARRY HARPER'S AWAKENING.
By
Pavsy, author of ** Ester Ried,” * Four Girls
at Chautauqua,”’etc.
Boston: D. Lothrop &.
* Co. 12mo. pp. 220. ($1.00).-

to destruction,instead of quietly changing that the saints of the Most High defiled
its course and steering clear of danger? themselves therewith ;- even the poor who
We ‘are mariners guiding frail barks over could not buy shoes, nor bread, nor books
perilous seas, and unless we are constant-' for their little ones, spent their money for
ly on the look-out we will ran on to rocks it. And the Lord was greatly displeased
and shoals or be eng Ifed inthe billows.
therewith, and said:
‘Wherefore this
Frequentlyin our daily walks we are waste; and why do these little ones lack
confronted by strange and sudden emerbread and shoes and books? T'urn now your

gencies—a storm has arisen and we must

3

Lee & Shepard

Equestrian

Cassell,

will commend themselves, we do not doubt, to | volume in their series of selections for reading

the saints of the Most High were greatly

face

“ Famous

York:

lief in the unspeakable misery of the future | Galpin.
state of the sinner. The book is calculated to

the reason and

2

we are enslaved and can’t cease from
chewing it. And the mouths of all that

;

| pictures hung in the last Royal Académy exhi| bition' is illustrated by several engravings,
| ¢ Hen and Chickens,” *¢ The Queen's Shilling,” and “ Durham ” being among them. “ Hen.
| and’ Chickens” reproduces an old English

Thomas a'’Kempis says: *‘If we were | = Cooking. Adapted to Domestic Use, or | patriotic and dramatic
are fittingly expressed,
Sindy jn Classes, BY Mis: ,wampbell, author | and the person must be difficult to please whoto root out.one bad habit every year, we
should make considerable progress to“Unto th Third and Fourth Generation.» | Wii not find something in the volume suite
ward perfectness of life.” This, however, | ete. New York: Fords, Howard & Hulbert. | to his taste,
:
:
16mo. pp. 283. ($1.00).
¥
—
can be done only through unceasing pray:

it became weak

sometimes see a drunken woman?”

only assuring them that they will find it quite :
adapted to the requirements of the season.
1
.

and intelligible, and the book will, we believe » | natural and free.

and entreat him to stand by as a Friend
till it has passed, he will surely give to
us the grace to say to the winds and waves
of-anger, ‘ Peace, be still,” and they will
obey. When we have learned the value
of instantly fleeing to Jesus as the little
nameless provocations meet ns at every
turn, rousing our hasty tempers from

othersto vomit most filthily. And it farther came to pass that those who chewed

Iwill

might | never, so far as I can help it, allow

ducement for the curious to read the book,

12mo

Mr. Haley’s book on the * Alleged Discrep-

1 | cord with sound philosophy.

near,

him hurriedly of the danger that is

plant; and spread

little ail-

“But this must be an uncommon
their father’s history. Some day I shall
case” replied her sister, her tears falling
tell Minnie.”
“Bat for a girl—what do girls need | like rain upon her white hands.
*¢ Possibly, but not probably,” replied
the pledge for, and all that? They are
not in public life. They are not exposed | Mrs. Leslie gravely. ‘But I mean to leave
;
my daughter the ability to take care of
to temptation.”

erage.”

~The idea | I don’t wonder your face is so |

fearful

broad, so that huge and vile worms form-

called) domestic wine was used as a bev-

girls, poor thinge, I think it is simply ab-

suddenly

behold

tiger-like upon us, thus armed,

I have | least a little whisky

brandied peaches formed a part of the dessert at table, or where wine, harmless (so

drunkard in the next generation.”
“1 was going to say,” added the lady
severely, ‘‘ that when it comes to the

we

approaching us, we would fly to him, tel

and die.

I

and

If, when

to see how, when one leans wholly upon
God in the little affairs of life, what power,
are given him, and how
what influence
quickly in the presence of a quiet, Christlike spirit, eyil dispositions slink away

“I can tell you something about her,”
would not. It.will not make you glad
Iam sure. I saw her when I was in
Boston, last week.”
i

he will

make equal to any emergency.

their healthful slambers, we shall have
It is astonishing
gained a great victory.

*‘ Sweet little Evelyn! Could I ever
forget her? I believe she was the nearest
perfection of any human being I ever
knew, and lovelier than any thing earthly. She married young, you know, and
after her parents died she never came
home, and so I lost sight of her. How
glad I should be to hear from her, once
more. They say she has an elegant home

replied

greater than the storm; he is swifter than
the lightning, and the man who leans up-

er strong drink, or beer orcider.

was laid in early, pleasant homes,

a single

will bring back your roses, dear. What
would you say to that?** Oh, Auntie,”

Maynard,

Andover,
pp
“453, Mass.: Warren F. Draper.

We shall not explain the conclu-

sion of the matter, but leave it as an added in.

thorof ** Alleged Discrepancies of the Bible.’

Let us remember that God is | by thinking people that the present volume wil

the ground

ner born, degenerate daughters of sinful
Magdalens, perhaps. No pure womanly
nature would fall so low.”
‘* Ab, my sister,” gravely replied Mrs.
Leslie,” you must pardon me for saying
that you are wrong ; all’ wrong. I know
of more than one case myself where the
foundation for a life of sin and shame

fores ; it is bad enough to fill up the boys’

That

Evelyn

been, I

¢¢ No, I believe they were to the man-

dren with all this talk about drunkards and

to get you a glass of my nice wine.

boys have

‘¢ Somewhere, sometime there was a beginning, Margaret. Did it never occur to
you that these degraded creatures were
once pure, innocent little girls, like our
own Minnie?”

- with, this matter.-of mixing up the chil-

pale and pinched. I'm going, right off,

my

was full of pity as she gently

* but that is

surd. Now hear that”child! I should
_Ahink she wasabout seventy five years old!

remember

him,

ed to my God that never achild of mine | ¢ Brandied peaches, brandy in mince-pies
should know the taste of wine or any oth- | and cake, wines at table and last bat not

beautiful

rested on the child. ‘I know lots,” langhed
Minnie
gleefully;
¢ Temperance
means simply freedom from excess in
drinking or in eating.” ¢ Yes, I know,”

wouldn't be

At length Mrs. Leslie said, softly, ¢* Do

ter-woman who once was * pure as the | mothers to “ go and do likewise.”

frowns from the fair forehead, as her eyes

and keep it, there

‘ened by anger, the other with compressed
lips and sorrowful face.
:

ton’s fair face showed only too plainly the | you see.’”
May the dear Lord
disgust she felt for the poor degraded sis-

¢ ‘What do yon know about it, Midget?”

just what I am particularly

“I don’t believe. a word of such imstuff!”
replied
her sister,
*¢ Let us change the subject.”

loved

on him for strength and wisdom

farer who has fallen a victim to the temp-

sex and the world" and Margaret Pres- | ‘I've signed the pledge and I couldn't,

her pale face.

replied the lady gravely,

ject to like passions with the poor way-

should do.

have

Mrs. Preston covered her face and wept us unprepared.
wonder,” replied her sister, ¢* if I had not | silently.
These impetuous dispositions, so fiery,
lates with the utmost frankness the perplexiknown how to teach them temperance?”
‘If you could have gone with me to
diseased,
and imperfect, are the ones that | ties mishaps, disappointments, duties, pleasher elegant home! Two lovely children
¢ Oh, well, when she is a woman—"
most need the help ofthe Great Physician,
“You don’t suppose I can bear to think and the noble man, who calls her wife, ‘and it was such that he came to heal. He | yres and honors of the position, never sparing
| himself when his own blunders and mistakes
of my darling being taught in the same were nearly heart-broken. He had not will give them ¢‘ health and cure,” and | stand in the way of the narrative. His expeschool that I have been, Margaret?” The forgotten me, and 1 stayed till the even- the peace that floweth like a river.
rience in finding a home for himself and family
voice was very low pow and the - quiver- ing, when having slept off her brandy,
This work of toning down our unruly on arriving at his post, his struggles with the
etiquette and social requirements of the posiing lips and pallid face showed how deep- she woke with blood-shot eyes and hag- spirits may take years and
be
by | tion, nis fidelity to temperance principles und
gard face to call for ‘more’ brandy.’ many discouragements, but a attended
ly she was moved.
man who | to the anti-tobacco habit, and also the sterling
‘¢ Forgive me, Mary!” said Margaret She raved like a mad woman and when conquers himself is greater in the sight | good sense of his wife
who was a great help to
kneeling beside her sister and encircling under the influence of a powerful opiate of God than he who leads an army to vic- him, are recorded in a straightforward manner.
the slender form with her graceful arms she slept again, her husband come to me tory, and this victory over self is worthy One can hardly resist the feeling that the trials
and dilemmasof the consulate are somewhat
and kissing over and over the cheeks and and with a face like death asked me, ¢ Oh,
of the struggles of a life-time.—Jessie H. exaggerated for the sake of making a more enbrow and lovely hair. “I am cruel to Mrs. Leslie, what shall I do?’ (What Bell in Christian at Work.
1 tertaining book; but all that is written in the
could I say?)
‘Again and again she has
bring that all back to you.”
rr
————
ri
————
book could easily have happened. The style is
‘¢ Ah, my sister, it is always present. tried to reform, but failed.’ ¢How did it
simple and pleasing, and without doubt the
Do you think I can ever forget? I vowed | ever happen?’ I asked with tears in my
TOBACCO—A PARABLE.
difficulty of finding agreeable quarters at reaThen shall the kingdom of Satan be sonable rates in Italian cities is not overdrawn.
a solemn vow over my dead husband— | eyes.
*¢ It began before she was six years likened to a grain of tobacco seed ; which, The author is Mr. Luigi Monti, a gentleman
gone to his death, young, talented, beloved, through his passion for drink—I vow- | 01d, in her father’s house,’ was his reply. though exceeding small, being cast into who has latterly contributed some pleasing
“ Where would

ONE WOMAN'S REASON.
0.

lot of humanity. I.cannot, if I would,
blind myself to the fact that she is sub-

should

extreme.

With Answers to certain Questions an
Objections. By John W, Haley, M. A.; au-|

*‘ opened not his mouth,” ** he reviled not |
again.” With these examples before us
there can be little doubt as to what we

who

not be too bad, but one of them also falls in
"love with the other female party in the contest,

THE HEREAFTER OF SIN: What It Will Be; | 80 that the situation becomes interesting in the

of my

‘Ah! my sister,” replied Mrs. Leslie,
“‘ you can never know what my darling is
But she is not above the common

by those

Her lawyers fall in love with her, which might.

Fiterary Bebieto,

only

me, and Iam angry, every time I think of

Her jewels flashed in the

tell you,” her sis-

ter added a moment afterwards. *¢ But
I wish I hadn't. You are too strict by
half, and when it comes to girls, I have
not the least patience with you.” Mrs.
Leslie was evidently disturbed by her
sister's words. But she only said gently,
* Why should not a temperance education, which according to your own showing, makes splendid men of boys, work
equally well for girls?”
¢¢ For girls : What do girls need to med-

before my mouth ; keep the door

It vexes

“ Saw her ! ‘And didh’t she send some

The tender face was lighted up now,
with an expression that made it fairly ra-

perhaps

What shall we do?

lips ;” and Jesus, when he was ill-treated

the fee-to-talism.”

Of living waters evermore.

MRS.

y
ever chances
to taste of wine.

“Oh,
dear, no!” replied Margaret word to.me? Can Evelyn have forgotten
Preston 7 if I bad any boys, 1'd send
Mrs. Leslie shook her hedd.
them all to you to train up in the way
‘It was Sunday,” she said hurriedly.
they should ‘go. Such splendid fellows ‘¢ The streets were full of people going
as -they are! Only yesterday Fred told home from church. Everybody turned
me that every thing he is, he owes under round and stared at an elegantly dressed
God to his mother’s training, especially lady who was leaning against a stone pil-

Had bloomed the deathless flowers of love,

BY

plimentary to your daughter, to think she

For a few moments there was silence
between them, and the two ladies went
on with their work, one with color height-

at

it may do

eternity
can measure.
Y

isin danger of becoming a drunkard if she | David cfied out, ** Set a watch, O Lord

ry, I should like to know if really and trugrow up a drunkard too ! I was angry

tals, the-harm

com-

probable

you from bringing up your boys to be tee-

» Under the palms, whenin the blue
Of waning day the stars were dim,
And o’er the waves of Galilee
Floated the fisher’s evening hymn,

¢ It is not very

‘“ You are pardoned, dear ! but I think
it is absurd all the same; and Sister Ma-

ly you are afraid that your daughter will

And golden gates are left ajar.

And heard

speech I

learned to say by and
when young
men ask me to take
wine. I never
thought my first temptation would come
from a woman.”
, The laugh was as clear as a silver bell
and Aunt Margaret could not resist it,
and said directly :

‘Who walked of old beneath the trees;

7

not feach you very

good grammar, or politeness, to say ¢ No

C. J. SWAINE.

replied Margaret.

|

““ Pictures from Mre, Plersons’s Life” shows
too truly how missions are regarded in many a
Christian home, and the sequel tells what may
be expected as the after life of children thus
instructed. .

|“ The second volume: in the “ Round Robin

picture is by Mr. Sargent, a pupil: of Carolus
Duran, who has just taken a prizein the French

Salon, Then follow Maynard’s portrait of
Frank D. Millet, and pictures by Tiffany,

Douglas Volk, Maria R. Oakey, Mrs. Whitman, .

Mrs, Bartol, Miss Knowlton, and Miss Cassatt.
* Aniong the notable pictures in this number is

Dr. Dollinger, by the famous

portrait of
Series” (Boston: James R, Osgood & Co.) is | aLenbach
, of Munich,
entitled ¢ A Lesson in Love,” and it is quite as
involved, absorbing and delightful as one
late chief

‘might suppose such a lesson to be.
would defend her title to certain
wa

'

A lady

property,

justiob = Sir Alexander

Compur iol hoarly sompigted a book’ on ‘the
authorship of the letters of Junius.

-

.

Fy,
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THE
ble to reach them.

The Worming Star.

As it was quite dark in the tent I
picked up what was supposed to be my

ENGLISH HOME LIFE, Euiii

that Inglis
the first impression
ut
it is shy
that
is,
nger
Stra
a
on
s
fe. bot
are addict-

of intrusion. English homes
hway as
sed to getting as far from the hig
must needs

when they

they may, and,
a screen of
stand near it, of throwing up
s between
gate
stout
and
es
hedg
high
. Perhaps

world.

e slow in
.the gates sometimes seem a littl itality.
ing for the offices of hosp

open
choicBut I doubt whether, for all that, a ic of
> er sort of hospitality is charactederist‘of an
any other people: Once insi

necessary to apologize or explain if their

-every day duties make it needful for them
now and then,
to leave you by yourself,;
on the lawn or in the library, There is
‘no conspicuous effort to ** entertain” you,
no airing of best parlors, no dressing in
better clothes, no extra spread, apparently, at dinner. But there is no lack of
scare to make your stay pleasant, of attentypieal

the

which

There is no dis-

little

which they have looked
with

have

family

out of

window

dozen

for halfa

than

pride

more

he

could take in the costliest staircase or
finest facade of modera build.
To be comfortable as he goes along is
a duty that stands

in

higher

much

middle class Englishman's creed than
As

make a show of his money.

his

the

to

idea

of comfort involves a good deal of cooking and other service, he keeps twice as
many domestics as an American family
with the same income would, and lives
in only half as showy a house. This was

on
red for the
the best explanati
I discove

amanifest fact that Eoglish mothers have
the advantage of Ameriean women, in
the same grade of life, both in the matter
of robust health and daily leisure.
They
are loyal, usnally, to the example. of the
Queen, and raise large families. One
soon gets accustomed, in sauntering
through the London parks, to the sight

of the baby-carriage which holds two

lit-

tle ones with a difference in their ages of
only a twelve-month or so. Bat there is
no effort to keep them tricked out in fine
ciothes. ‘As for running every time a litthe chaps bumps his nose or twists his fist
in the younger baby’s eyes, the English
mother begins early to teach her progeny
to make the best of such things.—Good
Company.
:
0-0-0
+e

THE MORMON ORGANIZATION.
ceased.

Mormons

Taylor is’ an Englishman,

Can-

nen is an Englishman, and almost all the
leaders are of foreign birth. The Mormon Church isa foreign kingdom, hostile
in allits features fo a republican form of
overnment; it is guided and controlled
by foreigners, and depends upon foreign-

ers and the children of foreigners for futIt is absolateare expansion and power.

1y un-American in all its attributés.
“It is a theocracy managed by a plebeian
aristocracy, for intellectually the whole
organization is of low order. Now in addition to church ties, there are family ties
to hold this people in unity. The organization is funaticism and superstition

given $20,000 to endow

Q.,

has

a professorship

The San Francisco Board of Education

asks for the support of the public schools
almost $28 per capita.
The Indiana State Normal School is a
very successful institution. It has an enrolment of 1,006 for the year.
The schools of British Columbia had an

average
1,298.

daily

attendance

lust year

sol-

of

Expenditures for the year amount-

ed to $47,006.

The Concord Summer School of Philos-

ophy will

open for a

third term on July

11th and will continue five weeks. There
will be eleven lectures in each week.

about to establish at Des Moines
stitution for the education of both

an insexes,

to be called Drake University.
Dr. Uellner, one of the framers of the
present system of German
education,
says: ** We have no hesitation in Germa-

ny in saying that it is
for men to teach: the

or the stories

of

quite impossible

modern

history

languages

with

anything

like the success which women

The recent applications
to the University

have.”

for admission

of California

numbered

about sixty, and it is thought that the
next freshman class will have a hundred
members.

One of those who

passed

examinations triumphantly was
woman who is deaf and dumb.

the

a young

In the case of Trustees of Yale College
vs. The Executors of James Knvoox, of
Knoxville, Ill., the courts have decided

testa-

tor bequeathed $31,000 to the Knoxville
Agricultural School had not been com-

plied with, and, therefore, a proviso of
the will bequeathing to the trustees of Yale
and Hamilton Colleges $40,000 each -and
a residaary legacy to Ewing Female University, must take effect.
The American Institute of Instruction

will hold its fifty-second annual

meeting

at St. Albans,
Vermont, on July 8.—
Among the speakers expected are Judge
Tourgee, President Buckham, and Dr.
Carry, agent of the Peabody Fund. It is
thought that President Garfield will attend
the meeting.

The

subjects

to

be

dis-

cusssed include ** The Relations of Education to Citizenship in a Republic,”
¢t Methods and Results,” ¢ Education at

idified. It numbers probably
150,000 the South,” ete.
souls, and is increasing as fast as polygaFrom recently printed returns it apmy and immigration can peop ish the
ears that the school libraries in France
result. It is swiftly peopling all the agduring the last ten years, increased
ricultural valleys of our richest territo- inave,
a remarkable manner.
Established
their
proclaim
boldly
ries, nnd its leaders
originally
for
the
pupils
in
the
schools,
intention to subjugate the whole Union |
and bring it under their rule. They exalt these libraries have been gradually made
use of more and.more by the parents and
their church over the state; condemn all
of the scholars, and have now
laws which conflict with any tenet of their friends
really people's libraries supportcreed ; are as careless of their oaths as a become
ed
by
the
State, which contributes 120,|
to
Chinaman, and bear as little allegiance
francs a year for the purchase of
the United States Government as do the 000
books, and by municipalities.
In 1866
Chinese. The controlof the chiefs, as in there
were 4,835 of these libraries; but
Mohammedan countries, is absolute ; their
organization Fuperv; the discipline of by 1877, the number had increased to 17,people perfect.
om tithes $1,000,000 764.
The Society to Encourage Stady at
annually is collected with which to
now has pupils in thirty-seven
strengthen their position; they are a Home
provinces of Canada, and
hardy race, indifferentto hardships and States, three
privations; already they are such a pow- one in Bermuda. Itis conducting work
er that demagogues in their own country, in English: literatuae, the fine arts, the
other demagogues

in Congress, and mon-

sciences, in music,

mathematics,

French

eyed corporations,
with their subsidized find German; and it is constantly widennewspapers, pander to them, and it is ing its shpere. Of the whole number of
plain that this institution, which was jeer- pupils, seventy-six per cent. have perseed at but a few years ago, hasnow become vered in their work. The lending libraan absolute terror and
menace to the ry now includes 1,066
velumes. The
United States.—N.d. Review.
teaching grows more specialized and objective every year. The seciety is full
A
7
offorce, and there are no end of volunJEFF DAVIS'S OAPTURE.
teers for the work. Among the students
Mr. Jefferson Davis, the ex-President is a mother of four children, from two to
of the Confederate States, gives the fol- twelve years of age, who takes care of
lowing account of his capture by the Un- the milk from twenty-two dows, and lives
ion army, in his book, ¢ The Rise and at the West,
The population of Maine during the
Fall of the Confederate Government,’
which has just been published in Lon- last decade has increased 22,030, but the
school population has decreased in the
don:

My horse and those

of my party

‘grandchildren and friends, and with the cry of husband. During his life they .lived in = Hadand
Johnsburgh and in
Cattaraugus
mere
on her lips and asmother’s prayer eck- ‘ley
Co., N. Y., and at his death she removed
oing back, with
the serenenessofa Christiun’s
to Band Lake where her best efforts were
hope, she fell asleep to wake in the beautiful
morning. Funeral services were attended by
devoted to the care of an aged and blind
brother.
She bore
with
Christian
fortithe pastor at the residence, assisted by Rev.
tude many severe afflictions and trials and
Bro. Newel of the C. B. church,
aptly illustrated by ber Christian life and
|
:
‘M. W. SPENCER.
* | peaceful death how well adapted is the grace
SAMUEL HAM died in Great Falls, N.- H.,
of God to every phase and condition of life and
May 18, aged 61 years, 8 months and 15 days. to circumstances of its close. Her remains were
About 40 years ago he made a public profession
kuried at Hadley. -,
=
Davip HYDE.

prop-

of religion, was baptized by Rev. 8. Curtis, and
united with the F. B. church in Great Falls, of
which he remained

his face

Withal, he seemed still

was
fond

same time 1,068.

There were

702

sum-

would be ascertained ina fow hours.

My

horse remained saddled ang my pistols
in the holsters, and I lay down
fully
dressed, to_ rest. Nothing ocourred to
rouse me

until just

before

dawn,

when

my coachman, a free colored man who
faithfally clung to our fortunes, came and

told me there was firing over the branch

just behind our encampment.
I stepped
out of my. wife's tent and saw some horsemen, whom I immediately recognized as

cavalry, Seploying around the encampwent. I turned
back and told my wife
these were not the expected marauders,

but regular troopers. She implored me
to leave her at once. 1 hesitated - from
unwillingnessto do so, and lost a few

Precious moments before yielding to her
mportunity. My horse and arms were

carded the district system.

Only 70 per

cent. ofthe children of the State ave reached by the schoo!s. Few over the age of
eighteen are found in them. In many
country districts the children out-grow
the poor schools provided for them, and

high schools are much needed.

The Fungwen College at Pekin hag
102 students, . and Jaan) fly UWeRty
members.

‘The ful

;

ds

over

eight years, the fiirst three being given
exclusively to foreign languages, and the
remainder to the acquisition of scientific
and gener'dl knowledge, through the medium of those languages. English, French,

German and Russian are taught those
who acquire English; have the advantage

of using it in

allthe subsequent stages of

their curciculum, while students in other
near the road on which I expected to departments depend more or less on
leave, and down: which the cavalry ap- Chinese as a vehicle. as it has not been
It was

therefore impractica-

found

~

and

full of gladness, notat all put out with

practicable “to

institute parallel

Until

DR.

tri-

Headaches

ry?”

gia

« Because I belong to the Lord.”

«Are none others happy at your time of
life?”
«No, not one, my friendly questioner,”
said he, and as he said more his form
straightened into stature of his ‘younger
days, and something of inspiration set a
beautiful glow across his countenance.
«Listen, please, to the truth from one
who knows,
world, and

then wing it
no
man
of

around the
three-score

years and ten shall be found to gainsay
my word.— The devil has mo happy old
men."—The Lutheran.
-o-4
4

brought

church, where the spirit of God

home the truth to me. I then realized
my lost condition. After a struggle of a
few

I

days

accepted

then

I

Christ.

rolled my barrels of whisky, gin, and
rum into the streets, and knocked the
heads in.” Next night his friends were

with him, holding a prayer meetifig

itil’

one o'clock in the morning, in the very
room where for years gambling and carousing had often aroused the attention
of the police; the singing attracted the
attention of these officials,aad they came
up the stairs

and bolted into

the

room

expecting to arrest a lot of drunken gamblers ; but to their surprise they found a
few Christians singing praises to Him
who had redeemed them with his own
blood. That man is now leading a consistent Christian fife.

A man who had been

given

up

as

hopeless drunkard, but who has now

a
for

some time been completely reformed, explained at a prayer-meeting the only
means which, in his opinion, were

effica-

cious in such cases as his. He said: “I
tried every means of deliverance, and all
in vain. Isigned the pledge; I went to
an inebriate asylum, I knelt down and
asked God to take my life away if I ever
tasted liquor again. But I did not want
a correct life for the sake of serving God,
but only for my own sake, and so the
Lord did not answer my prayers.
My
mother’s prayers for my salvation were
answered, and Jesus led me

to

and

The

Liver

of 40 Years’ Continuance

himself.

In the years which have followed, among
all the many influences for evil in the life

tion,

Church

appropriate

Friends,

“special

Instructions

given at the New Hampton Commercial College
N. H. Send for
r

£38

EH

!

Tir TER

1

North

Vassalboro’,

Me.,

July

30,

1878:

years,

and had to eat gruel for seven months at one time,

and that distresced me. My back was 80 weak
that I had to lean en the sink to wash.
Feet and
hands were socold

midsummer.—Death
commenced using

1877, and found

thatI

had to

seemed

warm

just before

Dr. D, Dyer’s

réliel at once,

pills

snd

them

in

me.

I

in October,

am

enjoying

good health, eat any kind of food, work all
with ease.
I have sold 36 dozen in one year,

da
an

they have given gi
isfaction.
:
2
;
DANIEL AYER.
From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—
:—I have used your: Golden’ Ointment |
DEAR 3
for piles and your pills. Iwas so low when I commenced using your pills, in 1668, that my friends
and physicians despired of
gagtlife. I have been
cured by your pills, and
Mow
y comfortable.
health.
They work lili€a charm.
One
peculiarity in them is, a continued use requires a less dose.
With thankfulness I remain yours,

the

city was blessed at that time, and was baptized and united with the Freewill Baptist church
She remained a
in May
of the same year.

Sample packages free to all.

box.

5 for $1.00.

prietors,

DR. D. DXER,

22

her away.
She took a deep interest in all that
pertained to the welfare of the church and the
advancement of Christ’s kingdom on earth, She
regarded her church covenant as sacred.—endeavored to keep it faithfully, and was ready
to do personally what sh could to carry on
od blessed her with
the work of the church.
a sweet voice to sing, and this talent 8he used
for him. Kor some years she was a member of
our cheir, and was of great service in that department of our work.
Though her married
life was brief—continuing only about six years
—it was remarkably bappy.
She loved her
home, and tried to make it what every earthly
home should be, as near like Heaven as a
But although this
place on earth can be.
light of the earthly home has gone out, and the
sweet! voice which has so often helped to cheer
the heart and lighten the burdens of life is
hushed, it is only that she may shine more
“brightly, and sing more sweetly in that other.
home to which she is now waiting to welcome
She leaves a companion, two small chil-,
us.
dren, and a large ¢ircle of relatives and friends
to mourn her loss. ‘Though called to lay down
her work in the morning of life she died at her

Price 25 cents

Address all orders

| =)THE(~

per

RAILWAY

to the pre-

& SON,

Is the OLDEST! BEST CONSTRUCTED!
EQUIPPED! and hence the

1

Burnham, Waldo Co., Maine. .

wate» COMMENTATO!

LEADING

Moat

AGENTS

CUAPLLTR

WEST

On entire Bible. in one volume, ever pub
ments by 200 ablest scholars. Adapted to all; embodies latest

BEST

RAILWAY

—OF THE
AND NORTHWEST!

It is the short and best route between Chicago and:

research. Contains Life of St. John; tables showing time of
each patriarch , prophet and king; authorship and dates of

books of Bible; how the earth

|x

Chicago & »orth-Western

EDSON DUNTON.

faithful member of the church till death called

H.F.

i

St. F. B. Church,

* 1 have been afllicted with dyspepsia- for

Mrs. JENNIE Bay, wife of L. W. James,
died in Concord, N. H., March 29, at the age of
thirty years. Sister” James was converted in

post, with the armor on.

:

G

FRINK,51 earl St, N.Y.

from one box of them than from all other medi.
cines I ever used,
‘or
"
From an honored member of the Society
of

discourse

which

1. P,

£

:

Deacon T. G. Earle, of Park

B. 8. Moopy.

1872 in the extensive revival with

Get
circular and estimate. A liberal discount

to.chnrches and the trade,

‘says,
‘Ihave used Dr. Dyer's pills for headache
and dyspepsia, and have received more benefit

Bro. Meads died peacefully at his old residence,
his only remaining child (wife of the writer)
having cared for him for a Jong time.
His funeral was largely attended. Rev. Mr. Smith of

an

A Ea

Great

boxes.

creasing.”

the other holds.a sinilar position in California.

from John 14: 1, 2, 8.

Street, Boston,

have

of
Adamsom’s
. W. Kinsman (proprietor
Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.,
says, * Dr. Dyer’s pills are better than they
are
recommended to be, and their sales are rapidly in-

panion at death left three little orphan boys
who were adopted by
the grand-parents as
their own.” An education preparatory for a
college course was given thém, and finally one
graduated at Dartmouth,the others at Bowdoin:
now, one is & member of the most prosperous
law firm in Buffalo, N. Y., another is principal of a popular sehool in the same State, and

Limerick preached

Please send me 40

Sha

‘Managers.

L]

:

Washington

608

DYER’S

Dyspeptic
Pills.

General ~~

BRO

HUNT

\,

D.

Headache,
:

his lot. He hummed the lines of a fa-|
miliar hymn as his legs and cane - carried this notice was connected in. marriage with
Miss Mary Chick, who for many years stood
him along.
foremost in the society and church to which
« Aged friend,” said I, “why should an they belonged, doing food in many ways. He
was upright in dealing with his fellow-man
old man be merry?”
and filled important
offices in town
and
State to the acceptance of all. They had three
<¢ All are not,” said he.
two noted for their piety died yuite
« Well, why, then, should you be mer- children;
young.
Simeon, their only Son, with:his com-

yaspeoniad from Noah; par-

Northern Illinois,

ables and miracles of Old and New 1'estaments 3 the twenty
four Sermons of Christ in their order; the eighteen miracles

braska, California,

of the Apostles. 1020 pages, 475 illustrations, price,$3.15..
Extra terms. Selling $ast. Agents making $200 to $400.
a month, Bradley Garretson & Co.66 N. 4th St., Phila

all points in
Iowa, Dakota,

Wyoming,

Oregon, Arizona,

Utah,

Ne-

Colo-

rado, Ydaho, Montana, Nevada, and for

Council

Bluffs, Omaha,

DENVER,

SALT

LAKE,

LEADVILLE,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Deadwood,

Sioux City,

Cedar -Rapids, Des Moines,

Columbus,

and

all

points in the Territories and the

West.

Also, for

Volga, Fargo, Bismark,

LaCrosse, Owat-

Milwaukee, Green Bay, Oshkosh, Sheboygan,
Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Hongiian,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Huron,
Winona,

onna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota; ¥Wisconsin and the Northwest.
At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &
North.

Western and the U. P. Ry's depart.£rom, ar-

rive at, and use the same joint Union
At Chicago, close connections are

W.

the Lake

Shore,

Michigan

Depot.
made with

Central,

Baltimore &

Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago
CLARISSA L., wife of Elder T. H. Batchel& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and Pan
er, died hear Central City, Jan. 8, in her 65th
Handle Routes.
< 4s
year, Her disease was typhoid pneumonia,
Close connections made at Junction Points.
She was a
and she was sick about 12 days.
It is the ONLY LINE running
devoted Christian, a true and faithful companSA
jon, and a loving mother.
Her life was the
life of the righteous and her last end like his.
BETWEEN .
She left a husband, three sons and three daughters, to mourn her departure.
. CoM.
.
bY
' "CORRODERS AND GRINDERS OF
Pullman an
on all Night Trains. :
MARINDA, relict of the Rev. Noah D. WilkInsist upon Ticket Agents selling you Tickets
ins, died Nov, 28, 1880, aged 72 years. Thus
via this road. Examine your Tickets, and refuse
another of the noble women has gone, leaving
to buy if they do not read over the Chicago &
only two daughters to take the work she labAND MANUFACTURERS OF
North-Western Railway.
ored so faithiully to accomplish and carry forIf you wish the Best Travelling
Accommodaward toward completion, which, thanks be to}
tions you will buy
your tickets or this route,
¥9.AND WILL TAKE NONE OTHER.
God, they are striving to do., Mother Wilkins
AND
NARROW
SHEET
LEAD.
All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line.
was a kind, Jovidr mother- her counsel was
MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. & Gen’l Han 1]
SALEM, MASS.
sought for not only by her children but by the FRANK A. BROWN, Treas.
cago.
church and we were always safe in accepting
y
it. She was intelligent, an excellent
Bible
scholar, liberal with her means in the support
of the various causes which demand our support. in'short, she united the grandest traits
of the Christian character with the truest fidelAt this season, various diseases of the bowels are prevalent, and mo lives are lost
ity of mother, sister and friend, This church
I
DAVIS
and whole community, as well as the children,
through lack of knowledge of a safe and sure remedy. PERK
feel very seriously their loss. We ask, how
KILLER is a sure cure for Diarrhea, Dysentery, Summer Complaint,
PAI
:
will the loss be made up? Only two weeks beis perfectly safe.
Cholera, Cholera Morbus, ete., and mir
fore, she was in her place in’ church, which
Read the following:
was never vacant when. health would admit
OED, XY. Te 19, 158). i
Wo i
BAINBRIDGE, N. Y., March 29, 1831.
|
1
years ago, and
thirty
ve began using it over
of her being there. She was converted in earPERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER never fails to afford |
relief. World hardly dare
HA
Po
always
instant
relief
for
cramp
and
pain
in
the
stomach.
ly life, in a Methodist camp meeting and rebed without a bottle in the house.
to go to
© JOSEPH BURDITT.
W. O. SPERRY.
tained some of the fire and zeal to the very
NicmornviLLE, N. Y., Feb. 2, 1881.
CONWAYBORO, S. C., Feb. 22, 1881.
last. She was the wife of Father Wilkins,
The very best medicine I know of for dysentery,
family in this section keeps a bottla
every
Nearly
cholera morbus, and cramps in the stomach.
Have
|
who was long a faitbful Christian minister,
MORTON.
Dz. E.
in the house.
used it for years, and it is sure cure every time.
and she shared with him the cares and duties
Jurius W. DEE.
and is gone to meet him to share in rewards.
MoINGONA, Towa, March 12, 1881.
OLIVER COOPER.
1 have uged your PAIN KILLER in severe cases of
|

NS

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

PURE ‘WHITE LEAD,
LEAD

PIPE

Summer Complaints.

cramp,

of a large city, I have proved Jesus to be

colic,and cholera morbus,and it gave almost

instant relief,

SorHIA H., wife of Rev. F. A. Stanford,
an all-sufficient Saviour.
He sent his peacefully fell asleep in Jesus, April 28, at
their home near Middleville, Mich., aged 76
word and healed me.”
ears.
She was the daughter of Edward
icks, Esq., one of the pioneers of
Crawford
Co., Pa., where she was born Feb.
10, 1805,
What Ails You?
and passed her early years.
She embraced reIs it a disordered liver giving you a yellow
ligion in 1834 and united with the Presbyterian
skin or costive bowels; which have resulted in
church in Rockville,:
Sept. 4, 1838, she was
distressing piles or do your kidneys refuse to married to her now bereaved companion, and
perform their functions?
If so, your system
subsequently removed to Sandusky Co., O.,
will soon be clogged with poisons.
Take a few
where she was baptized by Rev. N. R. George
doses of Kidney-Wort and you'll feel like a new
and united with the F..B. church in York,
man—nature will throw off every impediment
of which her husband was pastor. In 1856
and each organ will be ready for dutv.
Drugthey removed to Martin, Mich., and from there
gist sell both the dry and liquid.—Evansville
to Middleville,. in 1869.. Beginning her ChrisTribune,
tiap life with an intelligent consecration, she
pursued the narrow way for nearly half a cenJ| tury, finding it to shine brighter as it neared
the perfect day. Though for several years almost wholly deprived of the public means of
grace, by feeble health and impaired hearing,
she yet kept a growing love for Christ and his
PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should
be
cause, daily reading, with much interest and
BRIEF and for the public.
For the excess over
satisfaction, the Bible and the Morning Star.
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by perShe endured her long illness, of consumption,
sons who do not patronize the Morning
Siar it
with Christian patience, sometimes expressing
{8 but just that CASH should accompany the copy
a desire to depart, but a willingness to wait
at the rate of FOUR CENTS, PER LINE of eight
words, VEKSES are inadmissible.
God’s
time, Of unassuming
but attractive
manner, she won many friends, but it is in the
|
family, where she was always the faithful wite,
CrArissa B., wife of Andrew Arnold, died
the affectionate mother and the wise counselor,
inWarren, Vt., Oct. 4, 1880, aged 72 years,
that she is chiefly missed and mourned.
She
She was a Christian woman of some fifty years’
le§ves husband
and three children who deeply
experience, during which time she bore a good
feel
their
loss.
Com.
reputation.
For u number of years she was
infirm in body but the heart was strong in
ARTHERTON C. GILPATRICK of Limerick,
faith, and as she came dowutoward the river
Me., died, after a severe illness, on Feb, 11, in
of death, she feared no evil, but leaning on the
the
hope of a blessed
immortality
through
stuff of the Lord she boldly set forth in the
industrihomeward journey.
When much distressed “Jesus Christ. ' He was an honest and
ous man and good neighbor, but
d in
she rejoiced to be counted worthy to suffer
the end of his life that he had not been a more
with Christ. One more vacancy is made in
devout and prominent Christian for the many
the little church at Warren: may others of the
years since he first indulged a hope.
His age
family come in te make her place good.
was 63 years, 5 months and 28 days.
He
ANEREW ARNOLD died in Warren, Vt.,
leaves
a
dear
family
of
wife
and
three
adult
“Dec. 22, 1880, aged 72 years. He made a prochildren, and a large circle of other relatives,
fession ot religion when young but for n num-

I. E. CALDWELL.

CARNESVILLE, GA., Feb. 28, 1881,
For twenty years I have used your PAIN KILLER
in my family.” Have used it mgny times for bowel
complaints, and it always cures, Would not feel safe

without a bottle in the house.

.

|

B. IVE.

Saco, ME., Jan. 22, 1881.
Have used PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER for twelve
years. - It is safe, sure, and reliable. No mother
hould allow it to be out of the family.
%
H. I. NAYES.
/
No family can safely be without this

within the reach of all.

PERRY

Its price brings it
invaluable remedy.
For sale by all druggists at 85¢. 50¢. and $1.00 a bottle.

DAVIS

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. L

ee

—

@brtunrics.

willing to go.

He was a man of good

prinei-

ples und reputation and in many respects a
pattern of good works.
His
great delight
seemed to be in belping his wife to the Sabbath

church services and to the monthly

1828.

married

She and her companion have

the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves. They act
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic symptoms, such
as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn, etc. ir he only
Iron Preparation that will n ot blacken the teeth or give
headache,
Sold by all druggists. Write for the A B.C Book, 32 pp. of
useful and amusing reading —sent free.
BROWN CHEMICAL CO., Baltimore, Md.

meeting.

Sept.

28,

journeyed

on together’ over the rugged’ path of life for
more than half a century.
During that time
(with the exception of one year and five years
at Ningura) they have resided in the town of
Freedom, leaving here in 1886. She early be-

came impressed that she should give her heart
to God; for several Joa she hesitated in
regurd to a public profession of her faith but at
length was baptized in 1860 by Elder Gardner
and united with the Elton F. B. eburch, where
she walked a worthy member, so many years.

« ROCK

| i

I(SLAN

i¥ E

:t

Freedom, Catt. Co.,
N. Y., May 8, of heart
disease.
She was born at Springport, Cayuua

1, 18083

IRON BITTERS are highly recommended for all diseases requiring a certain and efficient tonic; especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, etc. Enriches

Mgrs. ELIZABETH. LOVELESS, relict of Rev.
John H. Loveless, died at Sand Lake, Renssalaer County, N. Y., Apr. 28, aged77 years.

hours of their loveliness.
J. W. BURGIN,
ELLEN, wife of Benjamin Crandall, died in
Co, N. Y., April

| A TRUE TONIC
A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.

to mourn for him, though not without hope of
the future meeting.
P. S. BURBANK.

He rejoiced in the prosperity of the’ church.
Good news from
Zion made glad his heart.
Thus a family are suddenly but not unexpectedly called to suffer great losses. May comfort
from above be ministered to them
in “the

4

>,

proached.

member

His death was

“The finest in the World.”

been Cured ty Them.
They are the
CoL. CEPHAS MEADS died in 8. Limington,
Great Mandrake Liver Pill.
Me., Jan. 28, aged 84 years. He was born in
Harvard, Mass., and came to thisf'place when
.. TESTIMONIALS.
young, where he ‘had been a resident ever
since. Of the once large and highly respectaRev. A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallowell, Me., says,
ble family
to which he belonged, but one re- “1 take great pleasure in recommending your
mains, Mrs. George Manson of this place: But | pills, for they do more than yon claim for them.”
Rev. S. P. Fernald, ix.
.) Melvin Village, N.
their sons and daughters are filling important
give the best of satisfacpositions in various - States. The’ subject of H., writes, * Your pills

mer terms of district schools last year in
er were saddled preparatory to a start, which
the average attendance
when one ot my staff, who had ridden in- from two to ten pupils, The State ranged
Superto a neighboring village, returned and- intendent declares that nothing but the’
told me that he had heard that a nwhraud- entire abolition of the old outworn dising party intended to attack the camp
* that night. This decided me to wait trict system and ‘the substitution of the
long enough to see whether there was township system will remedy the troub- ber of years was almost. wholly noncommittal
le. Thirty-five towns have already dis- on the subject; but said he was ready and
any trath in the rumor, which 1

supposed

faithful

Rinppant and joyful. He was a good neighbor,
a kind father, an affectionate. husband, and a
devoted Christian, He leaves a wife and two
children to mourn their loss,
Com.

furrowed.
of life

a

called to his home above.

was husky, his bair was white, his eye
was dim, and

She was his second wife'and he was her second

She leaves to mourn a large cirele,~children,

separate course in Chinese for those

MIGHTY TO SAVE.
Colonel B. G. Hammond, of Chicago,
At one of the revival meetings at M8nhas offered to give $20,000 toward estab-.
lishing an endowment fund of $80,000
treal, a rumseller related his experience.
for the Congregational Theological Semi- He said: ¢ I was a wholesale and retail
oe
nary in that city.
:
liquor dealer. I scoffed at revivals, hatThe ** Christian Church” —the sect to ed evangelists; but out of curiosity atwhich
President Garfield belongs—is tended the meetings in St.” James Street

that the conditions upon which the

With the death of Brigham Young, the
leadership of the

back, and

’ ‘in the Presbyterian College.

changes simply for the sake of modernizjing it. The owner shows you the old
gathered, and the

the

EDUCATIONAL.

position to tear away an old house merely
because it is old, or to spend money in
fire-place around which his

lost, I turned

Mrs. Redpath, of Montreal, P.

So long
that ‘one’s income will warrant.
as furniture is serviceable it matters not

how old fashioned it is.

when she saw

S000
49+

style

highest

the

up

him off on

the morning being damp and chilly,
passed on to a fire beyond the tent.

English home makes, is that there is no

straining to keep

tumble

watching,

tunity had been

for not being

better

tion that is much

obtrusive.
‘Another impression

and

soldiar aim his carbine at me, ran forward and threw her arms around me.
Success depended upon instantaneous
action, and recognizing that the oppor-

it

Your hosts, on Seis part, do not think

American

foot,

the other side, spring into his saddle
and attempt to-escape. My wife, who

you.

and come, indoors and out,as jt suits

generations,

his

You arg expected. fo.gp had been

much st home.
ie

under

very

English home you are made to ‘feel

courses”in several languages. There is

a

who study no foreign language, and the
younger students are required to
give
*¢ raglan”—a Waterbivok light - overcoat one-half of each day to the study of Chinwithout sleeves. It was' subsequently ese. As the college isintended to train
found to be my wife's, so very like my men for the eivil service, each student reown as to be mistaken for it. As I ceives 4 gradually increased stipend
started my wife thoughtfully threw ov- from the Government.
:
er my head and shoulders a shawl. I
had
gone perhaps fifteen or twenty
AN OLD MAN'S WORD.
yards when a toop galloped up and ordered me {o surrender, to which I gave a
I met’him one day on his way to the
defiant
answer, and
dropping
the’ place where prayer was wont to be
shawl and raglan from my shoulders
advanced toward him. He levelled his made. He had just passed the mile-stone
carbine at me, but I expected if he fir-' of life. labelled ‘Seventy years.” His
ed .he would miss me, and my inten- back was bent, his lips trembled beside
tion was in that event to put my hand his staff; his clothes were old, his voice

.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22, 1881

them and the tramping

I was compelled
'to’

start in an opposite direction.

MORNING STAR, JUNE 22, 188.
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Bural and Bomuestic. |

Miscellaneous.

A

trie

of

Algerian

insurgents

has

been

into the hole. When the grubs are all killed, cover the lower part of the tree with a plasterof clay
and cow dung, with some sulphur added. This will
keep other borers out.—Newport Mercury.

|. /HEALY’S TONIC PILLS are an invaluable Vegetable Compound for severe periodical pains,
for cramps and spasms incidental to Women.

It is a matter not sufficiently known that sheep
RAISING DUCKS FOR PROFIT.
give material assistance in keeping land free from
It is a pleasing fact that the increase of the supweeds. ‘Many of the most pernicious weeds with
ply of ducks in our markets is very sensible in the
which fatmers havegto contend are generally rellast few years, and they are readily bought up at
ished by sheep in thar early or soft state, and ulgood prices as a change from chickens and tur.
timately eradicated in this way. It has constantly
keys.
'
come under our observation that land stocked to a"
Farmers tell us that they are as asi ly raised as
greater or less extent with sheepis comparatively
chickens; indeed, cost less for food and bring a
free from weeds, and we fear this great advantage
better price, especially if the kinds are raised
of sheep farming is not appreciated by agricultuwhich Jook plump and appetizing on the table.
rists. It may also be observed that the younger
These are the Rouen, the Pekin and Aylesbury:
the pastures are when the sheep are put on to

The greatest strainers of the human system, the
Kidneys, are subject to a variety of diseases tht
DAY’S KIDNEY PAD will cestainly cure.

annihilated by the native troops.
Fred Douglass’s Early Home.

Miss M. M. Gillette
District of Columbia.

This is the first time he has been, to’ the place

are

for 56 years. He was accompanied by Collector-John Thomas of Washington.
They first
visited the homestead of Edmund Lloyd, who

from various points.

was Douglass’s old master: Mr. Lloyd’s son,
in the absence of his father, most cordially received the visitors and escorted

the farm.

them

It was found that time

around

had made

but few changes.
Mr. Douglass was shown
every familiar spot he inquired for, and, after
having seen the garden and venerable old elms
under which he had played when a boy, he
was taken into the family graveyard adjoining
the mansion, where, reverently taking off his
hat, he passed from tomb to tomb, reading all
the inscriptions on the tablets. The old hall
where he often played when a slave-boy was

inspected, and the visitors partook of the hos-

UNI

i Sel

pitalities of the house. Mr. Douglass was Visi
bly affected at the great kindness and consider‘ation shown him, and drank the health of the
family, saying that he trusted that God, in his
providence, would pour out from his horn of
plenty to the latest generation, and that children and descendents of the master of the old
house would.worthily maintain the fame and
characteristics of their ancestors.
The

Quebec

Fire.

astrous fire in the city of Quebec, Canada.
Immediately upon learning of the terrible confiagration, the Mayor of Boston telegraphed to
the Mayor of Quebec tendering sympathy and

help on behalf of the citizens of ¢ The Hub.”
_ An
official statement of losses at the fire
shows that 642 houses were burned and
1211
families, consisting
of 6,028 persons, were
fndered homeless. - Two-thirds of these sufferers

have lost their all and had no insurance. - The

egate of losses is estimated at $3,000,000,
and very little over one-fourth is covered by
insurance. Pecuniary aid is much needed.
(Ont.) Disaster.

The verdict of the coroner’s jury on the late

terrible steamboat catastrophe at London, Ontario, divided the blame as follows: * We are
of the opinion that the engineer was guilty of
great negligence in the discharge of his duty,
in not seeing that the hold was clear of water
and in not conveying in person to the captain
the dangerous condition of the boat. We

think that the captain was to blame in accept-

ing the dual position of captain and wheelman,
which prevented him from giving his undivided attention to the proper management of the
boat. We are also of opinion that he was to
blame for leaving Spring Bank without making proper examination of his boat, as there

was undoubtedly water in the hold at’ that

time. - We are, further, of the opinion that the

manager did not do his duty in not employing
sufficient hands to map his boat;
that he
should have had the boat inspected and a certificate for the same.
The jury think that the
government inspector deserves blame for the
manner in which he inspected and passed the
boat last year, as, from the evidence, her upper construction was not fit to carry a large
load of-passengers; and we would strongly
urge upon the government the necessity of
making more stringent inspection and regulations in regard to passenger steamboats.”
At
the close of the inquest Captain Rankin and
Manager George H. Parish were arrested on a

charge of manslaughter.

Disastrous Cyclones.
Sunday the 12th was

“clones in Northwest

appointed

public

The British land and coast forces in

being

strengthened

The wheat crop

by

a terrible

day

for

cy-

Missouri.

The

atmos

SHEEP vs. WEEDS.

by

for

thet-

Ireland

re-enforcements

in Fran

promises

and it is expected that this

well,

r’s product will

exceed the consumption.

Turkey declines to recognize either the
Franco-Tunisian treaty or French protection
of Tunisians

United States Commissioner of Pensions
Bentley has resigned
and W. W. Dudley of
Indiana bas been appointed his successor.

Wednesday for a short
rapidly guining strength.

drive.

Sheis

mow

"The total expenditures on the Brooklyn (N.
Y.) suspension bridge have been $12,884,537.
The Legislature isto be asked for another
million dollars, and the bridge isto be completed within_a year.
:
The directors of the

propose

to

issue two

Grand

Trunk

Railway

and one-half

millions

A large number of bills have been introduced
into the New Hampshire Legislature amending the liquor laws in various ways; one of

A gentleman, anxious to ascertain

experiment with the following results: He transplanted ten cherry-trees while in bloom, commencing at four o'clock in the afternoon. Those transplanted during daylight shed their blossoms, producing little or no fruit, while those transplanted
in the dark maintained their condition ‘fully.
He
did the same with ten dwarf trees after the fruit
was one-third grown. Those transplanted during
the day shed their fruit; those transplanted during the night perfected the crop and showed no
injury from having been removed. With each of
these trees he removed some earth with the roots.
The incident is fully vouched for; and if a few
similar experiments produce a like result, it will
be a strong argument tohorticulturists, etc., to do
euch work at night.

The" Bey of Tunis bas appointed the person
who for many years has been his buffoon to the
"posts of president of the municipality and administrator of religious corporations.
Two large warehouses of the Pierrepont stores
near the Wall-street ferry in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
were destroyed by fire Wednesday, involving a
property
Joss of "$400,000,
Two
workmen
hl
in the flames.
x

The steamer Rodgers left San Francisco for
the northern seas in search of the steamer
Jeannette on Thursday afternoon.
The Dublin authorities propose to send to
this country thirty-six paupers who have been
in the workhouse there from three to twentyfive years.
There seems
to be ground for suspecting
that the finding of the court martial which has
been trying Cadet Whittaker, is adverse to

im.

legal.

bythe

;

Chief Justice of that State to be

commissioner

of

from 1836 to 1845, who, in the first years of his

in-

cumbency, distributed without legal authorization

seeds sent to him by home and foreign patrons of

agriculture. In 1838 he urged apon Congress the
establishment of a depository of seeds to encourage
the introduction into the country of new

uable crops.

and

val-

Nothing was done that year, but the

year following an appropriation

of $1000 from

the

patent fund was made “ for the purpose of collecting and distributing seeds, prosecuting agricyltural investigations, and procuring agricultural’ statistics.” Before this, under the administration of
John Quincy Adams, consuls were instructed to
forward to the state departinent rare plants and

seeds for distribution. Mr. Ellsworth, in 1841,
urged in his report the importance of having an

annual report upon the state of the crops,

which

was the beginning of the annual document which
now has grown to a large volume, of which 800,-

Silas M. Waite, the Brattleborough, Vt., defaulter, bas pleaded guilty to making false returns of the condition of the First National
Bank of Brattleborough and been sentencedto
8iX years’ imprisonment in the county jail at

for Florida, and the naval orange for California,
Java ribbon sugar-cane, and tea plant.

Dr. Loring does not say so, but there are few of

these importations which ‘have proved of much
benefit to the country. -The last appropriation

tributing of seeds, $25,000 for collecting data regarding and making experiments in reclamation
of arid lands. The public notion is that the agricaltural department makes about as small returns,
for its cost, as any maintained by the government ;
but the appointment of Dr. Loring has

an expectation of better things.—Boston
er.
PROSPNTN

stimulated

Advertis-

pheric pressure was very great between four
and five in the aflernoon, and during that one covery of a
vein of natural coal tar was made,
short hour no less than three twisters dealt
at a depth of 270 feet below the surface. The
death and destruction in as many paths. The
discovery is the first of the kind on record.
cyclone started near Savannah, in Andrew
80 fo (hose whose rule is to wait until after the
The largest steamer in the world, except the
County. The course was northeast through
fourth of July before commencing to cut the grass.
‘
Great
Eastern,”
is
the
“
City.
of
Rome,”
Flag Springs and King City.
of
Many houses
However, it must be borne in mind that when the
were destroyed, and not less than twelve lives the Inman Line, which was launched Tecently | older farmers of the present day were forming their
at
Barrow.
Her
career
had an unfortunate
lost, in Andrew County. At Flug Springs
ideas and habits concerning the hay harvest, only
beginning. The boiler of the donkey engine
and King City the destruction was much
timothy and redtop were known and recognized in
exploded, killing three men and wounding ten
common culture. June grass, orchard grass, tall
greater. The loss of life in that vicinity will others.
:
ad
meadow oat grass and meadow fescue are of comprobably be fifty nen, women and children. | The Italian chamber of deputies
has rejected
paratively recent introduction,
and by nature deThe public-school building in King City, a an amendment to the electoral
reform bill,
mand early cutting. In this vicinity some ofthe lat:
large brick structure, was razed to its foundagranting universal suffrage, by a vote of 314 to ter-named varieties
have already been cut, and
39; an amendment conferring the franchise on
tion. Hundreds of horses, cattle, hogs and
probably all should be cut during next week. If we
sheep were killed, one man losing eighty cate all who can read "and write was likewise redesire first class hay these must be cut while in
tle, another sixty sheep, another seven horses. jected by.66 majority.
the bleom, and since the ground is now saturated
with water, we are not only sure of a heavy first
Another cyclone started at Winslow, De Kalb
Many persons are misled by the term, a
County; another started four miles southwest
crop but also of a most excellent crop of rowen.
“ fair* day,in the United States signal service
of Rosendale, Andrew County, and passed
The early grasses do not usually make
a thick
reports. Itdoes not mean clear and bright,
eastward one mile south of Rosendale.
The
course of all the above cyclones was east by | but cloudy, though neither stormy nor threat- bottom, but the heavy crop of rowen which follows fully compensates for other deficiencies.
northeast.
Another started eight miles northening storm. ' It will probably soon be replaced
Grass cut in June, and particular] y when the
west of Hopkins, in Nodaway
County, its by some other form, such us ‘‘ overcast” or
ground is somewhat damp and cool, requires
course for twelve miles being “southeast. It ‘ neutral,” so
not to convey the erroneous
was a quarter of a mile wide, and nothing es- impression it h&s
more care and time in making. properly than is
hitherto caused.
:
caped destruction in its track.
Great damage
the case with such grass as is cut after the mid.
was also done in other States on the same day.
General Grant characterizes the treatment
dle of July, at which latter time the ground is dry
The hail-stones are represented in many places
received by Conkling from President Gartield
and hot, while the water which may not have com-as the size and shape of door-knobs, Weighing
and his colleagues in the Senate as * most outbined with the fibre of the grass is expelled withover a pound apiece and covering the groun
rageous.” His definition of
out much labor. In times gone by much more
in places to a depth of six inches.
Senatorial couiAn Audubon farmer coming to . Atlantic, Cass County,
tesy ” is, that where the two Senators from a labor was expended on haymaking than was necWestern Iowa, drove through a drift of hail
essary.
In fact, mowing by hand was often made
State are opposed to the appointment of a perstones two and a half feet deep.
At Minden,
a very laborious occupation, because the boys
son nominated for a civil office in, their State,
Pattawotamie County, a train of cars was
the neminee should on that ground be rejected. learned to mow before they understood the sharp* thrown off the track by the wind.
ening of their scythes, and laboring with a dull
The lower branch of the New Hampshire
scythe under a July sun was labor indeed; Now
New York Senatorship.
Legislature voted, by a decisive ballot, to postmuch ot the labor of haymaking has been, trans.
The principal change in the balloting for “U. pone to the next session, the election of a ferred to the horse. With the mowing machine,
8. Senators in the New York Legislature, United States Senator to succeed Mr. Rollins. the rake, the tedder and finally the horse-fork, the
grim face of haying has smoothed his wrinkled
which has continued every day during the The Senate took one ballot for United States
past week, was the transfer of the votes which
Senator, Mr. Rollins receiving the highest front, and the young farmer is enabled to secure
his most important crop with ease and certainty,
had been cast for Mr. Rogers (Republican) to numberof votes, but not a majority.
The reas compared with old practice. Provided with the
Vice-President Wheeler, as the opponent of fusal of the House to go into an election, howMr. Conkling; Mr. Wheeler thus received 38 ever, settles the questionin favor of postpone- most approved implements and favored with good,
weather, all the progressive farmer needs is twenit
votes, while Conkling’s support has been re- ment.
ty-four hours’ time from the cutting of the grass
duced to 27. The prospect of the deadlock beA delegation of Virginia Republicans had an
to the placing of the hay upon the mows in his
ing broken is no more apparent now than at interview with President
Garfield in ‘Washingbarn.
:
'
the beginning of the contest. In the bribery ton Friday regarding
the political situation in
In converting grass into hay, it is important to
, investigation Senator Sessions has admitted
that
State.
The
President declared his unqualpreserve intact all the best elements-of
the former
that
on the 8th instant he thought he had sewith the least possible loss. This~éan only be
ified opposition to any party or people whose
cured Assemblyman Bradley’s vote for Mr,
secured
Ww, but persists in denying the alleged | belief would militate against the public faith
through early cutting and prompt harbitbery. Senator Straban testified that be was
and ‘credit. Itis believed that a straight-out vesting. Large quantities of hay are reduced in
the United States Marshalship at Albavalue through over-making, Grass cut when Just
ny by John I. Davenport, as long ago as the Republican ticket will be placed in the field
in bloom furnishes the best hay, though if but one
that a coalition with the readjusters will
8th of May, if he would vote against Mr. Conk- and
variety of grass was cultivated it would be imposbe ignored.
ling, and that he refused.
sible to cut it all at just the right moment. Before
It is somewhat alarming to learn from the
Commissioner of Pensions that there are 130,- completing the hay harvest part of the grass
Latest News.
would have matured its seed, and tbe dry stalks
000
cases on file in his office waiting prelimi- would
The Algerian insurgents continue their deponly rank with the best straw of cereals.
nary
information as to service from the War
redations near Shida, and it is stated that sixty
Those farmers, however, who cultivate a variety
wagoners were killed there recently.~—The Department, and that the number is increasing of grasses may time their operations with greater
People may well ask certainty and success, securing the early-bloomSpanish government will send $1,000,000 for at the rate of 100 a day.
when the demands upon
the Treasury, on
ing grasses in the barn before the later-fhaturing
the relief of the Cuban treasury.——Ex-Presi- account
of 4 War which closed sixteen years
varieties were ready to cut. Such a practice tends
dent Grant will return to Mexico in Septem- ago, are going to cease.
greatly to reduce the labors and anxieties of the
‘ber.——The entire Bulgarian Ministry has re- ' The formal investigation
of the charges
farmer during the haying season, enabling him to
signed.——A special despatch to the Advertis- against President
Bartlett
take his work more leisurely and removing the
er states that the impression is gaining ground ege was begun at Hanover of Dartmouth coll- necessity
of hiring extrahelp. Were the attempt
on Friday, before
* t Albany that a compromise of the Senatorial the college investigating committee—~Hon,
made to harvest the present enormous crops of
question will be effected during the present GeorgeyW. Nesmith, Rev.
hay.by the old methods, large quantities would
Drs. Quint and
week, resulting probably in the election of Spaulding—and in the
presence of the com. rot upon the ground for want of Lelp to° make it.
~ Genera] Grant as Mr. Conkling’s successor | mittee of the New York alumni association, Notwithstanding the jealousy of the laboring man
and
an administrationistin placeof Mr. Platt. viz.~Richard B. Kimball, U. 8. Dist. Atty. towards labor-saviog machinery on the farm, yet |

~—There were eight or ten fatal cases of sun-

stroke
in New Orleans last week.—In the

balloting
for Senators at Albaoy on Saturday

A. W. Tenney, Sanford H. Steele

and C. I.

Millers alsopRev. Henry Fairbanks and
Hiram
Hitcheock of the Board of Trustees, Hon,

its introduction has proved the greatest of bless-

ingsto all classes.—Am. Cultivator.
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that shippers of wool in the West take
in preparing their wool for market.
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aster General.

resolution that it is desirable to give legislative
effect to the former resolution which affirmed
the justice of local communities being intrusted
wit
wer to Jr vtec themselves from the
operation of the quor traffic,
|

and repeat after an interval of a week.

The only remedy for borers is to dig them out

With a knife and a gouge or chisel.
If they are
far in kill them by means of a piece of wire pushed
i"
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J. H. CONNELL, M.D,

“4 Toodles Always Hepta Coffin
in his house. Had he lived now he would
kept Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.

have

to its perfect harmony in combination it is the

very best mixture for the speedy cure and relief of Croup, Colds, Throat or Lung Diseases.
Large bottles, 85 cts. Trial size, 10 cts.

out rats, mice, bed bugs, roaches,
ants, insects.
Idec. per box.

vermin,

flies,

DECLINE OF MAN.
Impotence of mind, limb, or vital function, neryous Weakness, sexual debility &c., cured by
Wells’ Health Renewer. $1. At druggists. De-,
pot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N, H,
ph——

effect, have been |

entirely cured by ‘using this preparation. Be
sure and get the genuine. Manufactured ‘only by,

A. B, WILBOR, Chemist,” Boston, Sold by all
druggists,

:

¢

United States,

for illustration and

description in

“ Appleton’s Cyclopedia of Applied Mechanics.” re
cently published, thus adopting it as tbe gtancinrd

of this
.
sent free.
Adiress
MINARD HARDER, Cobleskill, Schoharie Co., N.Y,

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
Active Ladies and Gentlemen to sell the most
complete and accurate Edition of the Revised
New Testament, with a full history of ita Re
vision.
1t is far outsclling
all other works.
40.000 already sold.” Can
large orders at

Dyspepsia, Rheumatism,
in the Side, Conslipa-

once.

«

Agents

are

making

$230

to

$50

per

week.
Millions want this work. Outfit 50c.
No time to lose. Address HUBBARD BROS.
10 Federal St., Boston.

FALL TERM,
of twenty weeks, begins August 30, 1881.
SPRING TERM,
of twenty weeks, begins August 7, 1882.
and two years,
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UNCLE
MARK’'S
AMARANTHS.
B
Annie G. Hale.
81.30
FOR MACK'S SAKE. BS J. Burke.
HISTORY OF SWITZERLAND.
By Harrie
et D. Slidell McKenzie.
1.50
THE ONLY WAY OUT. By Mrs. Jennie F,
Willing. |
50

ansy.
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PAGE.

John

GOLDEN

Buzzell,

1.00
S. Rep.

:

5

& Co.,

ww.

Colby and

Marks, (

Hosea Quinby.

L

‘We will send either or all of these at six

cents each, and pay the postage.
Bat a
much better thing to do is to pay $1.10:
‘and take the CENTENNIAL RECORD, postage

1.

RIRTHDAY

Stinchfield,

Day, Ebenezer-Kuoowlton, Jeremiah Phillips, Elias Hutchins, William Burr and

5
Charlotte M.

By

& Lit’g. Cards, (No 2 alike.)
Bros, C lntonville,.
26teow3s

Clinton

all on one sheet; and the following on
geparate sheets:
Martin Cheney, Geo. T.

By Miss Charlotte M. Yo
DEEDS.
By Miss Charlotte M..

SHAKESPEARE

BOOK.
D. Lothrop

B

1.5
1.25

LITTLE DUKE.

10¢.

OHEAP ENGRAVINGS.

MANUSCRIPTS,
By

on,

- We are prepared to farnish a limited
number of steel plate engravings, on thick
paper, five inches by eight in size, as follows :

14

By Rev. G. E. Merrill.
DAVID LIVINGSTONE.

berts.
PRINCE

Name

Various
1.00
Pansy
1.00
AWAKENING.
B

HOMESTEADERS.

STORY

0 All Gold, Chromo

orn,

SCHOOLS.

Mrs. Theo. R. Jenness.
80 AS BY FIRE, By Margaret Sidney.

THE

Sores

alike.

CHOICE NEW BOOKS.
SOME
CURIOUS
Authors,
NEXT THIGNS,
By
MRS.
HARPER'S

ey

MIEN
2,35 We5
Bl hr Aba
1

including

one term in Training School.
Expenses, including every charge
connected with the school, biol a
term; or $48, if pupil boards himself.
For
circu.
lars or information, address H. P. WARREN,
Principal, Plymouth, N, H.
12125

TEXT

paid, nearly 300 pages, and

00

have

all these

engravings bound in a valuable book.

' Boston,
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MORNING STAR

TERMS:
$2.00 per year, if paid strictly in
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For 2b cents oonved we will send the Star
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Treeach Be
ial
of paymég on the label of his paper, and not. .
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Wilbor’s Cod-Liver 0il and Lime,—Persons who have been taking Cod-Liver Oil will be

for a long time without marked

Medals given by the New York

Society on Horse-powers and Thi
; snd
is the
only Thresher selected from the vast mumber built in

New Hampshire State Normal Schoo

Jonge.

DON’T DIE IN THE HOU SE.
Ask druggists for * Rough on Rats.”
It clears

Boston, Mass.
1y2Seow

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

TWO

Free of charge—Sample bottles of Adamson’s
Botanic Balsam at all drug stores.
Owing

& 00.,

\_ TheFEARLESS.

Faintness at the Stomach, Kidney Complaints,
Female Weakness and General Debility.

Unhesitatingly Aver,

Pittsburg, Pa., April 6, 1830,”

F. THAYER,

13 Temple Pla
a,
4

CURE

tion,
Costiveness,
Piles,
Dizziness,
Headache,
Nervousness, Pains
in = the Back,

— The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
etc.
Pamphlets. free to any address.
Seth W,
Fowle & Sons, Boston.
3

[Signed]

XH.

Veal, choice 8 @ 10c;

Scrofula, Scrofulous Humor; Cancer, Cancerous
Humor,
Erysipelas,
Canker,
Salt
Rheura,
Pimples or Humor in the Face, Coughs
and Colds, Ulcers; Bronchitis, Neu-

Courses of Study—one

in its behalf.

used as directed, never fail to cure the most obsti-

Prices Steady, with sales at
uality.
t and prices a shade weak.

WILL

more

as an old practitioner, that Warner's Safe Kidnéy

Have proven a boon to
thousands
of suffering
jrey are prepared expressly for, and, if

nate Misplacements, Ovarian Troubles and Chronic Weaknesses, 50 common to the best of the sex.
All letters are answered by a skillful Female Physician. Pills sold » druggists, or mailed poh
receipt of price, $1
xX; six boxes, $5.00.
Send for pamphlet and list of cured. Address,

THE GREAT BLooo PuminiER

and

and Liver Cure is one of the most valuable discov.
eries of the 19th century. I can not say too much

k
women.

VEGETIN

Stilton

shelf where it may be placed.

Most

TONIC PILLS

In
at

each

NATURE'S REMED

heed be done to the cheese than to brash occasion.

I Do

85

2.

ally, and frequently turn it upside down afon the

‘“ Now

and Meanings,

Noe. Moguls Badr’
VEGETABLE

from $20 50 CE -R 4
BEEP. There is no Western mess or extra mess
offering, and Prices are nominal. Extra plate and

daily, in order to avoid cracks in the skin, until
it is found to have a coat formed, when there is no

use,

4600 NEW WORDS

tbs,

Oxen.
business

Sales range from $27 @$

good,

has

Blographiea) Dictionary
of over 9700 Names.

PORK. New mess is steady at $17 @ 817 25; and
Poston clear and backs range

chessel, and placed beneath the press, the outside
being first well salted. When sufficiently firm to
be removed, it is put upon a dry board and tightly
bound round with a cloth, which must be changed

occasion for its farther

New Edition of WEBSTER,

Veal, fair to good 6g8¢; Veal,common 4@ 5¢; Veal,
Worcester
County, choice 9 @ 10c; Veal,
Worces,
ter County, common 6 @ 9c.

English

into

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

118,000 Words, 2000 Engravings,

Mutton, extra 7 @ 9¢; Mutton,common to good 3 8
5¢.; Spring Lamb,
choice 15 @ 20c; Spring Lamb,

most other

cloth,

2424

10 @ 11¢; Beef, common 8 § 10¢; Beef, fore quarters
choice 8 @ ic; Beef, common to good 4 @ 5c.

put whole into a drainer, where it is squeezed
down hard until the whey is entirely pressed” ‘out.

When

will correct the acidity, relieve the pain,
off
the offending cause, and save sometimes a long
spell of illness. Its effects
are gentle and thorough,
and its general use would prevent much suffering.

$60 each,
Veal Calves sold mostly from 3 @ S%c ¥ Bb On
Sheep and Lambs prices are barely sustained,
Sprig Lambs 7 @ 12 5c, and Sheep and Lambs 8
@6c¥ Bb. Western fat Hogs
sold at 6X @Tc¥h.
FRESH MEAT. Beef, hind quarters, choice, ¥# Bb

must

broken

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,

for

76 ¥ 100°

for fair to good, and choice from $45 3

of cream,
The rennet is then added, but no coloring matter is used.
W en the curd has come,
cheeses, it is taken out Without being

An overdose of Dinner often deranges the
system, brings on flatulence and wind colic, and
subject
the patients to great bodily suffering. A
single dose of

Western good to extra range from $375 @ 650 &
100 Bs, live weight, and occasional’premium steers

cheese is made: The night’s cream is added to the
milk of the following morning, or if the cheese is
desired to be very rich, a still greater proportion
unlike the method pursuf¢d in making

2

dressed weight, the outside for premiuni’bullocks.,

is sheer

An

@

LIVE STOCK. Prices on Beef Cattle havo. been
well sustained, with a fair demand from trade.

currant

celebrated

0
RN

JT

Seedlings,

Sales of Country have been at $6 @ 8

nonsense, as has been proved hundred of times.

the

@
@

Published by G. & C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Mass,

er, with sales from 11% @ lic ¥ b.

how

& CJ., GENERAL AGENT»

2
BV

2
21

Green Peas, ¥ bbl...
Bermuda Onions, ¥ crate

American vines must not be subjected to as close

tells

a

N.

Strawberries, Maryland, # qt......
Gooseberries, #¥ bu...........

keep them within prescribed limits.
We know
that many of our vineyardists assert that the

thus

On our

@ A
@
@

close

Prolifics, 85 @ 90c; Peerless, 80 @ 8c ;
80 @ 85c; Chenangoes, 65 § J0¢.
SOUTHERN PRODUCE.—

| the young shoots, from time to time, in order to

‘HOW STILTON CHEESE 18 MADE.

oS

For sale by B. F. R*CKLEY, Dover, N. H...

GEO. C~-GOODWIN

Vermont Rose, 0c a

family are selling at $14 @ $15¥ bbl.

writer

nov PA

DNEY PAD:tnd take
ho Dehoe™

85 @ 9c; Jacksons, 80 @ Sc;

be pruned more severely, and it is well to check
the growth in Summer by pinching off the ends of

pruning as the foreign varieties, but this

CAUTION.

at

old Potatoes we advise buyers in the coun
to
operate cautiously. Aroostook Rose, #bu.,$18110;

fleece

twine,

they

0a

are sold by druggists, or

high

20
2

to any extent.
POTATOES.

bush
he
hus
enough
for
a
grape-vine.
Ofcourse,
you
can
‘not expect a vine confined to such circumscribed Limits to bear as
much fruit as one spread out on a trellis; still,
what it does produce will be as good as though
the vine was allowed more room,
Vines trained
on stakes should receive the same kind of treat-

ment as those on trellises, except

.

PADS

price: Regular, $2.00; Special, for obstinatc cases: of
long standing, $3,00; Children’s, $1.50, Address,
DAY KIDNEY PAD CO., TOLEDO, OHIO. .

cester Co., choice 11¢c; Worcester, good 9 @-10;
Worcester, common 5 @ 8c.
BEANS. Péa continue steady, with sales at
$266 @ $270 ¥ bu. Mediums are slow, and $2 60
¥ bu. is an extreme price for choice hand picked.
Most of the sales have been at $2 50 @ $2 55 & bu.
Yellow
continue dull, and $2 25 ¥ bu is a top
price for improved, Red Kidneys are not selling

as heavy

grow

3

KIDNEY

will be sent by mail (free of postage) on receiptof their

brands;

for

-

DAY’S

Do
do
fair to good..........12
@ 14
DO
40.
COMM
sss:ON.
resrreesss Dd
8 11
CHEESE. -Choice, full cream, ¥
9 @ 9¥c; Fair
to good,8 @ 8c; Common skim, 3 @ 6c; Wor-

pear “ soggy.” It should be packed tightly in the
sacks, but loosely in the fleece.
GRAPE-VINES ON STAKES. Grape-vines can be
trained to stakes as well as on trellises, and
to

fords. (~~

common...... Vases
«8
NEW WESTERN.
Crean.eries,
choice, # Ib.....c..c.......22 @ 24
. Do
do «fiir
to good,
ceerarennn. 9
@ 20
Dairy packed, choice...........ceeveee..15 @ 18
Ladle packed, choiCe.........cc0vveinnadd @ 17

fleece. The medium condition is preferable, not
too loose to appear “ taggy,” nor too tight to ap-

room

bu.

fair to good......

Do

1t leaves the fleece open and light and altractive.
A fleece of wool may be pressed so tightly as to be

has

¢

choice ¥ b.

Do

If a box roller is used see that
of wool

Saved,” giving the history of this new discavory,
and a
large record of most remarkhble cures, sent free, Write

@

superfine

i

care

pleas
to ed
learn that Dr. Wilbor has succéeded,

ful of sulphur in his feed every day for a few days,

white at 45 @ 17¢ ¥
BUTTER.
.

wool, black, burry and other inferior fleece should

rejected by even a good jadge

choice. bakers’

arnve Corn has been sold at 66c

which should be passed’ once around the fleece
and then crossed at right angles,
If the fleece is
of short staple or merino, a little more care is nec-

be kept separate.

latter price for

ENDORSED!

mixed.
OATS. Sales of No1 and extra white at 49 @ 52¢;
No 2 white at 47% @ 4c; and No 2 mixed and No 3

merino) it is
wool

have
price

$4 @ 8425 ¥ bbl.
CORN MEAL. There is a good demand with
sales at $2 60 8 $2 75 ¥ bbl,in cluding fresh ground
and kilo dried.
x
CORN. Sales of mixed and yellow at 62 @ 63c;
and steamer mixed and yellow at 61
62¢c ¥ bu.
No grade has been selliog at 55 @ 57¢, down to
much lower figures for lots in poor condition. To

recommended that it be folded and rolled up care-

fully, skin side out, tied loosely with

IS STRONGLY

We have the most unequivocal testimony to its cura,

tive powers from many persons of High character, intel, ligence and responsibility, Our book, “How
a Life was -

Wisconsin extras at $4 50 @ 86; Western common

leading
advises

‘Bingham and Judge Ladd appeared as
vote for
from direction of several professional gentlemen,
Jie. Ty Whteler obtained
chisined twenty-nine.
wenty ioe votes
in combining
counsel for the President aud ex-Judge Faller- AGRIOULTURAL NOTES AND HINTS.
the pure Oil and Lime in such a
ihe .
A
small
‘th
quantity
of mixture of one dram of manner that it is pleasant (o the taste, and
ton for the prosecution.
four votes, e twlon
M
r
.
its ef.
wa
engtyte
-srm
even e than were
tincture of cantharidee in a
of alcohol may
fects’ in Lung complaints are truly wonderful.
oT ound moroh
The British House of Commons has, passed, be rubbed on to the skin once pint
a day to encourage’ Very many persons whose cases were pro4d
b
stsin
by a vote of 196 fo 154, Sir Wilfred Lawson's the growth of mane, Give the horse a teaspoon- nounced
rie ct die party adjo votea joint Sadaye
hopeless,and wao had taken the clear Oil
u rnm
pn
ent

$6 50, the

extras at $4 50 @ $4 75; and Western

hour

more

If

ority, that itis now the only recognized reliable remedy.

brace

Illinois; $6

;
really
beau tiful
to 8 marvel ous

the

skis
:

rn,

The rar 1 mot discontinued when the time

persons reexpires for which it is paid unless
en % Jus
quest
ues’ it; and it is giscsntinyed
8
‘heen more than on hanks whip in By

Eo . Petites
Itbleac

{A

‘notice and time shal
ITTANCES

y

Heat,

ph Sun ! ‘Rough y Chafed Stein
Cs OAL 18" NOT KNOWN!
76 CENTS

ol

“PEARL'S VATE
WHITE G10
GLYCER
PEARLY

gh
~ 10t7eow

!

must

ls if
or ih
RE
registered letter’ and at our
n writing to this office,

"

made in monpossible, or in a
risk and expense.
will please

thei” STATE, as well ag town, anc
designate
SeeEnoth the ol aid hew. address when they order
rde
a ch
un the direction of their paper.

iA!

' | and commu

&

:

wherever introduced has superseded all other treat.
ments. In short, such is its intringic marit and superi

$6 75 for Indiana ; and $6 @ $6 25
bbl for Ohio
and Michigan. Minnesota extras range from $5 @

milking

A
Mo.,

to

discovery has rapidly increased in favor, gaining the
approval
and confidence
of medieal men and those who

have used it; it has becomea favorite
with all classes, and

for favorite-brands. Winter wheat Pateuts
have
been seliing at 86 50 @ £775 & bbl, but favorite
brands are scarce, as prices are higher in New
York than bere. In winter wheats the sales have
been at $6 50 @ 87 for St Louis and

in

of St. Louis,

character

day. The sales of spring wheat Patents
been at $7 @ $8, and the latter is an. outside

The butchers are
around about these days visiting the diferent
farm yards for the purpose of purchasing fat
calves. The inducements they offer in the shape of
big prices are tempting and too frequently the
farmer will sell the flower of his herd. The calves
of his best milkers are parted with, reluctantly it
is true, but a ten dollar bill seems like a large
price for a calf and thus perishes the foundation
for a choice dairy herd. The best calves—when
Wg say calves in this article we mean heifer calves
—form the best milkers and should never be suf
fered to be removed from the farm, because strong
reliance can

Boston Produce Report.

CALVES.

qualities.

MARKETS.

up‘the price of wheat, and ind icute that a higher
range of prices must rule for F lour at no distant

and ten minutes a few days since with a good load
behind him. This speed ought to be the rule instead of the exception among farm-horses.
Let
the Managers of our agricultural societies offer
prizes for this quality and see how the fast walkers would come _to the front.
THE

THE

at home and abroad, are of a

FAST-WALKING HORSES. It would seem to be
about time for breeders of horses to turn their
attention toward encouraging the very valuable
quality of fast walking. Millions are wasted
yearly on the fast trotters, which are of no benefit
to the farmers; while not a cent goes for the development of fast walkers. Yet a fast walker is a
prize. One of our neighbors has a fine gray geld-

KEEP

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
Make from $55 to $50
per week selling goods
for E. G. RIDEOUT & Coy 10 Barclay St., New
York. Send for their Catalogue and terms.
1y34

Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
8, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
i
eh Market, Boston.
.
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, June 18, 1881.
FLOUR. There is a very firm feeling for flour.
The advices in relation to the growing crops, both

(From the Christian at Work.)

a half miles

;

they

keep

3

wherever a man

:

SECURING
THE HAY CROP.
To many of our old “farming friends who still
linger in the well-worn ruts of farm practice, the
present time would seem rather early to advise
mmediate operations in hay-making, particularly

their

essary—the twine should be passed around the
fleece twice each way. After they are thus tied
put them up in a clean, dry place.
Tags, dead

for the department was $248,300, of which £69,200
was for salaries, $80,000 for the purchase and dis-

Sixty thousand Jews are expected to immigrate to Spain in consequence of the decision
of the government allowing Jews expelled
from Russia asylum in that country.

Rutland.
;
<
In sinking a well some seven miles west of
Foxburg, Pa., recently, the remarkable dis-

Dr. George B.-Loring, the new

agriculture, has contributed to the Springfield Republican a brief article concerning that department of the government work.
The germ of the
present department, he says, was in the action of
Henry L. Ellsworth, commissioner of patents

in

and

or oatmeal mush, fed a little warm, mixed with
sour or skimmed milk, will in ‘about two weeks
fatten them for market. From, every farm from
twenty-five to fifty pairs should be annually sent
to market, the returns of which would do a full
share in fling the family purse from the pleasanter and lighter branches of the farm.—Golden

icg that made five and

the Chinese yam and Chinese
sugar-cane (sorghum), jute, esgarto, cinchona, the madarin orange

The contested marriage of a Chinaman with
an American woman in Colorado, has been de-

cided

>+re

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL:
TURE J

'000 are"annually distributed. The departmént of agriculture was formally established in 1862. Among
the plants which have been 1atroduced by it -are

The custodian of the Treasury department
has been dismissed, and the office abolished.
The duties of the position will be performed

by the chief clerk hereafter.

.

and

anything

premises clear of many things that would prove
an annoyance, such as insects, grubs, offal, wormy apples, etc. In October and November, meal,

the effect of

transplanting by night instead of by day, made an

them prohibits the manufacture’ of intoxicants.
Sunday excursion parties have been forbidden to Roman Catholics by the Roman Catholic Bishop of Montreal, {who also advises his
people against taking part in picnics and other
pleasure parties on the Lord’s Day.

consume almost

TRANSPLANTING BY NIGHT.

For the first time in pearly two months Mrs.

Garfield was able to leave the White House on

They are of good size,

graze, the more effectual they will be in keeping
in subjection and finally killing out the weeds.

in the empire or elsewhere.

pounds sterling to build a double track and
otherwise increase its carrying capacity.

Benevolent Boston is exerting herself to
aid in relieving the sufferers by the recent dis-

The London

has been

President Garfield a notary

Frederick Douglass has just returned from
a visit to the scenes of his childhood on Wye
River, Maryland, where he was raised a slave.
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